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DRAFT
TOWN OF BASALT
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING & PUBLIC HEARING
Tuesday, August 6, 2019

CALL TO ORDER
The Planning & Zoning Commission meeting was called to order at 6:10 pm. Commissioners
present included Chair Bill Maron, Joan Keefe, Rob Leavitt, and Gino Rossetti.
Staff present included Susan Philp, Town Planner; James Lindt, Assistant Planning Director;
and Sara Nadolny, Staff Planner. A sign-in sheet for public attending the meeting is available
for review at Town Hall.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
M/S ROSSETTI AND KEEFE TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF JULY 2, 2019. MOTION
CARRIED BY A VOTE OF 4 TO 0.
AGENDA ITEMS
Wireless Telecommunication Facilities
Jeff Conklin, Town Attorney, was introduced by Susan Philp, Town Planner. Philp explained
that Conklin had previously come before the P&Z to discuss the topic of wireless
telecommunication facilities. She said that at last meeting Conklin’s office provided some
images of cellular towers, antennas and related facilities. Conklin has returned at this time with
proposed amendments to the wireless telecommunications section of the Code. Philp explained
that the P&Z could make a recommendation to Town Council if they are comfortable, and that
first reading for the proposed amendments is scheduled for next Tuesday before the Town
Council, with second reading on the 27th of August.
Conklin introduced himself. He stated that the proposed code amendments are intended to
adopt new regulations related to wireless telecommunication facilities. This is necessary
because earlier this year the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) amended the right of
local governments to restrict the location of wireless facilities in rights of way and other places.
He said the regulations also restrict the amount of time for review of a wireless facility
application, and that if an application is not reviewed within 90 days for a new facility, it is
automatically approved. The period of review is only 60 days for existing facilities.
Chair Maron questioned whether a municipality will challenge these regulations. Conklin replied
that there is a community in California currently challenging the FCC on some aspect of the
regulations, and that he can follow up with additional information if the P&Z is interested in this.
Conklin explained that there are four types of facilities which include towers, alternative tower
structures, small cell facilities, base stations, with all but towers being a permitted use within
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rights of way in nearly all zone districts under the new regulations. The Town can still regulate
the design of the facilities.
Conklin stated that the proposed ordinance contains a number of definitions related to the
subject by FCC and are contained within the new section of Code as definitions. The zoning
code has been amended within the ordinance to reflect what was described in all areas with the
exception of the developing resources zone district.
Philp explained the developing resources area in Basalt is where the water tank is near Elk Run,
the Meyer Ranch. She said that it can be seen as a holding zone until development is ready for
development.
Conklin said that the new code regulations are geared toward design requirements and apply to
the zoning code. For the wireless communication facilities that are defined as special uses,
those facilities will undergo Special Review and are also subject to the Special Review
standards. Those facilities that do not require Special Review will be reviewed at the
TRC/administrative level, and the Applicant has the ability to appeal.
Conklin explained that applications requiring the Special Review process would typically be
reviewed by the P&Z and Town Council; however, there is no way that the Council review can
happen with the FCC’s new time requirements. Approval of the wireless telecommunications
facilities will require an alternative special review process where the P&Z is the final decision
maker to meet the timeline. The Applicant can appeal to Town Council. This is the only way to
accommodate the timeline if a facility is designated as requiring Special Review.
Chair Maron asked when the Code amendments are approved, can it be modified at a later
date.
Philp replied that currently the Town is in a vulnerable position and that something needs to get
on the books. She said that if a facility is defined in the Code as a major utility the facility
requires a process the Town cannot fit within the FCC requirements because of the length of the
process.
Commissioner Leavitt questioned whether the P&Z would be rushing in adopting an amendment
in the event a wireless facilities application comes to the Town, noting that the Code would be
equipped to deal with the application.
Conklin agreed and said the proposed amendments are based on work that has been done
state-wide in many communities, local examples which include Carbondale and Aspen. He said
the amendment are intended to prevent situations such as huge antennas, lack of screening,
and other design elements.
Commissioner Keefe asked who regulates the design element. Conklin responded that is the
role of the Town. He recommended that the Town adopt the regulations they do not currently
have so if a new application is made by someone in the wireless telecommunications industry
the Town has Code in place to deal with the application appropriately. He noted that in the case
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of Special Review there is more discretion as to whether or not the Town chooses to approve
the application.
Chair Maron noted that there may be less restriction considered for the Industrial Zone District.
He stated that it may be more appropriate for more aggressive wireless facilities in that zone
district as compared with others.
Commissioner Leavitt replied that sections of the Industrial areas back up to residential
properties. He suggested starting more conservatively and potentially loosening the regulations
as appropriate.
Commissioner Rossetti asked Conklin what is it that you need from the P&Z for approval.
Conklin replied that the Town should be properly equipped to review wireless
telecommunication facility applications that come forward.
Philp said that the P&Z’s input to date has helped Staff and the Town Attorney to craft the
proposed code amendments. She said that the amendments permit the P&Z to address the
visual impact of wireless facilities.
Conklin said that the Town could limit the visual impacts of locating antennas on the sides of
buildings and rooftops, requiring the antennas to be shielded and camouflaged. He said that
the Town could also ensure facilities adhere to proper setbacks. For instance, antennas may be
located on the tops of the buildings in Willits Town Center. He said the Town could impose
height limitations, setbacks, and screening. He reiterated that the Town would have a plan to
deploy the technology under the design considerations of the Code.
Commissioner Maron stated that if a facility requires Special Review it will come before the
P&Z. He noted that under the new federal law there are some facilities that cannot be
disapproved.
Conklin said that the Code currently divides utility facilities into categories of major and minor.
Based on current code, a major utilities facility would be prohibited in certain zone districts.
Under the new FCC regulation the same facility would not be prohibited in those districts, and
the Town currently has no standards that would at least allow review for design standards. He
said the facility would automatically be approved because the Town does not have the ability to
process the application in the time allotted.
Philp said that if the P&Z recommends approval the amendments will next go to the Town
Council for two readings prior to approval.
Chair Maron noted that the proposed amendment is a stopgap measure to get something on the
books.
Conklin added that the municipal code gets amended all the time and reminded the P&Z that
they will see this again, particularly in the event that there is an application requiring special
review.
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Chair Maron opened the public hearing at 7:36 pm.
Philp relayed an opinion from Lisa George, a member of the public who was unable to attend
the meeting. Philp said that Ms. George is very concerned about 5G from a health perspective
and plans on asking the Town Council to fight the FCC. She will likely go to the Town Council
meetings to express her concerns.
Chair Maron closed the public hearing at 7:39 pm.
Commissioner Keefe asked if some language could be added to the approval reflecting
responsibility to the facility provider and possibly even the FCC should health issues arise that
are found to be related to the wireless telecommunication facilities.
Conklin replied that the Town would be subject to liability, and he is not sure if any language like
that would have much effect.
Lindt added that a prior wireless telecommunication application approval required the applicant
to annually report emissions to prove that the facility was in compliance with the FCC radio
frequency emission standards. He suggested language could be added requiring annual report
to demonstrate compliance with the FCC regulations. Lindt explained that this was a condition
of the Special Review approval for the most recent tower that was approved by the Town.
Commissioner Leavitt stated that the Town should adopt the strictest code allowed by law and
suggested a six month or annual review. Philp suggested that not go into the Code and helped
craft a motion.
Commissioner Leavitt made a motion requiring Staff to bring back the code amendments to the
P&Z for the wireless telecommunications facility in six months to report on findings, and also
require a telecommunications facility provider to report on emissions annually.
M/S LEAVITT AND ROSSETTI TO APPROVE THE CODE AMENDMENTS FOR THE
WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES WITH THE CONDITION THAT STAFF
RETURN IN SIX MONTHS TO REPORT ON FINDINGS, AND REQUIRING THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITY PROVIDER TO REPORT ANNUALLY ON EMISSIONS.
MOTION CARRIED BY A VOTE OF 4 TO 0.
Commissioner and Staff Updates
Philp reported that the Aspen Skiing Company purchased Block 9 in Willits Town Center last
Wednesday. She said there were many documents that were required, including the escrow
agreement which requires a good sum of money to build street improvements.
Lindt reported on the approved parking scheme for the site, which includes 12 additional offstreet spaces on Pioneer St from the plan P&Z reviewed, and leasing the parking on Pioneer
Street at an annual fee of $20,000. He said the Applicant has also been required to mitigate
vehicular impacts through providing bus passes to residents, off-site long-term storage options
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for vehicles, and providing 2 car-share vehicles once a car-share program becomes available in
the area.
Philp said that Staff will be meeting with Steadman Clinic on Thursday for the development
planned at Willits Town Center on Block 4. They have chosen their development team, and at
the meeting Staff will learn about their timeframe.
SkiCo is making a big push to see how fast they can get a building permit. Philp said SkiCo will
return to P&Z for review of the final design piece, including materials and color. Commissioner
Rossetti questioned the number of bedrooms in the multi-family units. Philp responded that
they were approved with a maximum of four bedrooms per unit instead of the six they were
originally requesting.
Philp reported that for Willits Town Center Block 11 Tim Belinski has received approval for that
first seven residential units and is now working toward the mixed-use building. She said that all
of these projects combined will make for big construction if everything is under construction at
the same time.
Philp relayed that the Applicant for the mixed-use project at 525 Basalt Ave is looking to get
started soon and is working to get the building permit.
Philp said that regarding the 11 Duroux project, it is likely the P&Z will see that again as the
Applicant is making significant changes to the approved parking that will require a new review
approval.
Philp provided an update on the Master Plan effort and informed the P&Z that a meeting has
been set at library for Monday, August 26th. The focus will be on residents of the Holland Hills
area, as well as Lazy Glenn, and the area of the Old Snowmass Conoco with Pitkin County.
Philp said the Consultant team is currently working on different scenarios with Key Parcels.
Philp said that as for the River Park, the Consultant team has prepared two alternative design
scenarios for review. The team has met with Planning Staff and the technical experts to discuss
sewer and floodplain issues, and then went on to meet with POST. Philp explained the team is
going to flush out the two options further, and then they will be presented to P&Z and Town
Council. She said that team also met with Belinski’s group to discuss how the River Park
relates to the development planned for the adjacent parcel.
Commissioner Rossetti requested the minutes of the single meeting that had joint attendance.
Philp stated the Pan and Fork parcel development will come through the P&Z again, and the
Applicant is shooting for mid to late September for submittal of final plan review application.
The materials will need to be referred out again to all referral agencies and will likely come
again before the P&Z in October.
Lindt added that the way sketch plan was set up is that land is provided for sale to the Art Base
at a discounted price, and it is up to the Art Base to develop the building. A design for that
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building will not be included in final design. Art Base will come back separately for review. Lindt
said that there will be an interim plan so it’s not a fenced-off area within the new development.
He said there will be discussion of how to treat the land, and there is the possibility of a
temporary art installation on the space, or seating, picnic tables, etc.
Philp said that other development out there includes Sopris Meadows Parcel 5. This is the
remaining undeveloped property in that area, just north of the warehouses/recycling center,
totaling about 15 acres. Philp said there is interest in adding 155 dwelling units. She said the
application has recently been deemed complete, and the Applicant is anxious to get under
review. Philp said the style proposed is similar to Park Modern units, and the application
includes finishing off the trail around the lake. She said the project does propose some
affordable housing units. The Applicant is proposing to dedicate Parcel 9 to the Town upon
starting their project in exchange for being able to use some of the RETA funds toward
infrastructure to their project.
Chair Maron asked Staff to look into the Tree Farm project, as he saw a sign for a hotel pad,
and wants to know where they are in that process. Lindt said he will call the County.
Commissioner Rossetti said that he has visited the Roaring Fork Club’s’ newly completed
employee housing and thinks it is beautiful.
M/S LEAVITT AND ROSSETTI TO ADJOURN. MOTION CARRIED BY A VOTE OF 4 TO 0.
The Planning and Zoning Commission adjourned at approximately 7:55 PM.
TOWN OF BASALT
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION

By____________________________
William Maron, Chair

Attest___________________________
Susan Philp, Planning Director
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Chairman Maron and Basalt Planning and Zoning Commission

Thru:

Susan Philp, AICP Planning Director

From:

Sara Nadolny, AICP Staff Planner

Date:

August 20, 2019

RE:

Public Hearing- The Arts Campus at Willits (TACAW), Final Site Plan review

I.

Purpose

The Applicant, The Arts Campus at Willits (aka TACAW), a 501c3 organization, is
requesting Final Site Plan approval to construct a performing arts center on the Townowned site known as the Arts Center
Tract.
II.

Location

The subject site is an undeveloped parcel
at the southwest edge of Willits Town
Center. The site measures 32,144
square feet in size and is zoned C-3 PUD.
The property is bordered by four roads
that are currently unbuilt and/or stop short
of the site. The roads will be constructed
as a result of TACAW and adjacent
projects, and include Market Street to the
north, Robinson Street to the east, Lewis
Lane to the south, and Pioneer Street to
the west.
III.

Background
Figure A: Aerial of Willits Town Center. Star indicates the

location of the Arts Center Tract.
In 2017 Town Council approved the terms
of a 99-year lease agreement with
TACAW for use of the Arts Center Tract Parcel pursuant to Ordinance No. 10, Series of
2017. As the P&Z has seen previously at Sketch Plan Review, TACAW’s lease with the
Town of Basalt is subject to the following performance deadlines in order to keep the lease
active.
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A – Land
use
approvals
deadline
B – Building
permit
deadline
and bank
certification
deadline

C–
Completed
construction
deadline.

Deadline
July 1, 2018

July 1, 2020

July 1, 2022

Performance Requirement
Applicant must obtain sketch plan land use
approvals for the first phase of
construction.

Status
Satisfied.

Applicant must obtain a full building permit
for the first phase of the Performing Arts
Campus.

To be submitted to the
Town following Final Plan
Approval and adequate
financing

Public and semi-public facilities required to
be constructed in Phase I must have a
construction permit and be secured by a
letter of credit or other instrument to the
satisfaction of the Town Attorney.

Block 11 Owner (One
Willits Place LLC) has
secured TPAC
Improvements required
by that Block Owner.
Block 4 Owner (Aspen
Skiing Company) has
provided escrow and has
entered into an escrow
agreement with the Town
for the TPAC
Improvements required
by that Block Owner.
TBD - Other public
improvements may
require additional security

Applicant must deliver a Bank Certification
to Town demonstrating that it will have
funds to complete Phase I.

This has not yet
happened

Council approved Sketch
Plan on June 6, 2018

Applicant must obtain a final certificate of
occupancy for the facilities on Phase I.

* The Town and Willits Developer entered into an Amended Development and Vested Rights Agreement
to ensure that improvements required under the PUD were completed even if property was sold. TPAC
stands for the “Town Arts-Center Tract”.

In 2018 the P&Z reviewed a sketch plan application for a performing arts center on the site
measuring approximately 19,000 square feet in building size. The P&Z provided a
recommendation of approval with conditions to the Town Council. The Town Council
approved the sketch plan application on June 26, 2018, with conditions, pursuant to
Resolution No. 13, Series of 2018, by a vote of 6 to 0. The Resolution (Attachment A)
requires the Applicant to respond to several conditions prior to submittal of the Final Site
Plan, which have been addressed within this memo.
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The Town has taken several actions to support the building and development of the
Performing Arts Center. Recently the Town Council approved Resolution No. 24, Series of
2019 to address advancing funds to TACAW for construction of the Center. In addition, the
Town Council wrote a letter of support to TACAW for their use in seeking donor support.
IV.

Proposed Development

The Applicant has amended the development from what was proposed in Sketch Plan to a
smaller one-story building measuring approximately 10,000 square feet in size. The
building is proposed at a height ranging from 17’ to 26’. The covered entryway, lobby and
associated areas will measure approximately 17’, while the performing arts theater space
will reach the height of 26’.
The proposal includes a flexible performance space that will accommodate approximately
240 seated patrons or 395 standing. This space is level rather than stadium style, which
will allow a greater flexibility for the addition of café tables, etc. The performing arts space
will accommodate approximately 30% more patrons than The Temporary location, which
closed its doors in April 2019. The performing arts space will also contain the stage and
associated wings, a green room for the performing artist, back of theater/sound booth area,
and storage closets.
The building’s lobby will serve as the primary entryway, and will contain a ticket booth, coat
closet and bar. The lobby is planned to be used for a variety of purposes, such as a working
space during non-event days. The restrooms will be accessed from the lobby, as well as
two offices for use by TACAW staff. Covered and uncovered outdoor spaces will also be
accessed from the lobby and will be programed with events from time to time.
A catering kitchen is proposed that will include walk-in coolers. Although on-site cooking is
currently not planned, Staff recommends the Applicant consider the installation of a grease
trap and ventilation system to avoid the need to retrofit the building at a later date.
The trash room will include recycling and composting. The room has a separate access to
the outside which is adjacent to the designated loading parking area for ease of
trash/recycling/compost removal.
Lastly the plans include a sizable community room that will be available for events,
meetings, and other community needs.
Additional details are provided in the table below and in Figures B and C, following.
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TACAW Room Areas Final Plan 8.15.19
Space
Useable Area Capacity
Seated
Lobby/Bar/Entry
2,704
The Contemporary
2,307
250
Kitchen
1,030
Community Room
577
Storage/Green Rooms/Tech
1,167
Office/Support
557
Public Restrooms
573

Standing
395

Figure B: Final Site Plan.
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Figure C: Colored plan
indicates the building v. the
landscaped areas of the site.

V.

Review Process

The proposed development requires Final Site Plan Review which includes a review by the
P&Z, with the P&Z making a recommendation to the Town Council.
VI.

Discussion Items

Staff has identified the following discussion items for consideration.
A. Site Plan/Architectural Elements. At Sketch Plan Review the P&Z was concerned
about the building’s relationship to the street, and created a condition requiring the
Applicant to study the building entrance at Robinson Street and Market Street to
create a greater civic statement about Basalt. The Applicant has responded by
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shifting the development on the site, such that the building extends out to the rightof-way, rather than follow a similar development pattern as can be seen with such
construction as the nearby Market Street Lofts and Triangle Park Lofts buildings.
This protruding condition can be seen with at the Element Hotel and its relationship
to Market Street. Staff accepts adjoining the architecture at the Robinson
Street/Market Street intersection. At 17’ in height, the covered entryway and
surrounding pathways create a successful pedestrian scale.
The Applicant had previously proposed a stairwell that overhung the Town’s right-ofway. The Applicant has removed the stairwell, and thus the issue, from the current
application.
B. Building Size and Phasing. As previously stated, the Applicant has reduced the
building size for Final Site Plan Review from 19,000 square feet (as seen at Sketch
Plan Review), covering the majority of the site, to 10,000 square feet, covering
approximately the northern half of the block. The southern half of the site is
proposed as a passive lawn area.
The Applicant is referring to the proposed development as Phase I and has
expressed interest in the possibility of developing the passive lawn area as Phase II
in the future, after gauging the need for additional space and financial feasibility.
At Sketch Plan Review the Commission reviewed a proposal that contemplated a
10,000 square foot basement beneath a portion of the building. The Applicant is no
longer pursuing a basement with the Final Site Plan application and will maintain the
current proposal as a single-story development.
To meet the condition of Sketch Plan approval, the application has maintained the
number of restroom stalls represented in the Sketch Plan and has included one
ADA/non-gender/family restroom.
C. Open Space. The Applicant has indicated there is 3,444 square feet of permanent,
uncovered open space on the site, primarily located in the northeast corner of the
property.
As previously mentioned, the application includes a large, passive greenspace area
which the Applicant desires to convert to development should Phase II of TACAW
occur. This greenspace will be largely unimproved, with minimal landscaping and
grading proposed. However, the Applicant has indicated it will be maintained such
that it is an attractive space, and will not be left as a large, unsightly sunken dirt
patch at the rear of the building. The Applicant plans to fence the area to keep it
from becoming a public park that would be missed by the community if and when it is
developed with Phase II of TACAW.
D. Vehicular Access, Parking and Bicycles. The parking plan for TACAW has
largely remained the same as seen during Sketch Plan Review, with all vehicle
parking provided for on-street in Willits Town Center and in the parking garage under
Whole Foods until the conclusion of that lease (January 2026).
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The Applicant has provided the Parking Audit Report within the application that was
completed by Charlier Associates, Inc. in 2017 and commissioned by the Town of
Basalt for Willits Town Center. That report indicates there is adequate on-street
parking spaces for use by patrons of TACAW. In addition, Charlier did work for the
Aspen Skiing Company as part of the Town’s review of the Company’s Workforce
Housing Approval. Charlier reiterated in his reports that he felt there was adequate
parking with the Aspen Skiing Company’s proposal to reserve street parking and
TACAW’s full build-out.
The Applicant has amended the vehicle loading zone as requested by the P&Z,
locating it adjacent to the property line along Pioneer Street. The loading zone
measures 50’ in length, is defined by a protected, raised paved and landscaped
feature on either end, and will be able to accommodate most buses, vans, trailers,
and trucks that need to load or unload equipment, trash, etc.
Four handicapped accessible parking spaces are shown on the plan, with two found
on Market Street, and two Robinson Street, meeting the requirements of the
International Building Code – Accessibility Code. The accessible spaces are
adjacent to the building and located directly along pathways close to the building’s
entrance.
Bicycle parking is shown on the site plan that will accommodate 20 bicycles. The
bicycle parking is proposed to be located at the corner of the building’s Market Street
and Robinson Street façades, adjacent to the building’s entryway. The Applicant
has also indicated an area reserved for additional bicycle racks along Robinson
Street, should additional bicycle parking be determined necessary. As outlined in
Resolution No. 13, Series of 2018 (Sketch Plan approval), TACAW shall monitor and
record bicycle parking demand (as evidenced by the actual number of bicycles
present) during TACAW events and shall report this demand data periodically to the
Town. This condition is carried forward in the Final Plan recommended conditions.
The Applicant has not yet provided a “parking monitoring and management plan” as
required by the Sketch Plan approval with their Final Plan application submission.
Staff included this as a condition of building permit.
E. Traffic Impacts. The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) did not
provide referral comments on the Application. Town Staff recommends that the
Town rely on the prior traffic studies submitted as part of the Access Permits for the
Willits Town Center Development which included the Performing Arts Center as part
of the Development Program and prior email correspondence provided by CDOT.
F. Streets. The site plan shows most of the crosswalks with a pavement treatment (as
required by Public Works) indicating the area where pedestrians are expected to
walk; however, the treatment is missing the hatching along Lewis Lane and Pioneer
Street. SGM, as the Town’s Engineer, requires all crosswalks to have the pavement
treatment to enhance pedestrian safety in these locations.
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During Sketch Plan Review there was concerned with the landscape bulb outs on
Lewis Lane and the north bulb out on Robinson Street – specifically, that the bulb
outs should be angled for ease of snow removal. The final site plan submitted
reflects this condition.
G. Lighting. While the full lighting plan for the site has yet to be finalized, the Applicant
has submitted a summary of the exterior lighting anticipated for the site.
General lighting is anticipated to follow the standard Willits sidewalk lighting format,
with streetlights at the corners and centers of the blocks.
Exterior doors (Pioneer and Market Street façades) will have fully shielded Code
required lighting for egress.
The plaza area at the northeastern corner of Market and Robinson Streets will have
low-level, fully shielded lighting beneath the concrete benches to create a pathway to
along the building, for additional safety, and to highlight the building’s main entrance.
The Main entrance and covered entryway will contain concealed, downward directed
light to highlight the columns. The donor wall will have sufficient light to read the
names on the wall. Recessed downward light in the canopy assembly will provide
light at the entry doors and seating area.
The northern lawn area will have low level, shielded pathway lights that define the
edges of the space.
And lastly, the large greenspace area at the rear (south) of the site will primarily get
its lighting from the sidewalk lights, but will also include shielded, downward lighting
at the stairs and other areas for safety.
Staff has included a draft condition requiring the Applicant to submit a lighting plan
for approval by the Town Planner prior to receipt of building permit.
Additionally, a draft condition also requires the streetlights to be approved by TRC
prior to building permit.
H. Other Events. The Applicant has indicated an intent to allow the TACAW building
and/or associated outdoor spaces to be used by other non-profits and private events
up to 100 times per calendar year. Such events may include corporate retreats,
weddings, conferences and other public or private uses.
Staff has some concern with the potential amount of “other events” that could be
hosted within one calendar year. The primary intent of the arts parcel as a civic use
is to provide for the community, and Staff is concerned with the potential number of
private events that could take away from the public’s use and enjoyment of the
space. Staff is working with the Applicant to develop appropriate restrictions.
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I.

Town Use of Spaces. Staff requests that TACAW allow the Town use of the
community room or other spaces for meetings or open houses or other public events
if the space is available. This arrangement has been made with the Rocky Mountain
Institute Innovation Center (RMI) in its land use approvals.

J. Compliance with Town Lease Provisions. The Applicant must comply with all
requirements found in Exhibit A of Ordinance No. 10, Series of 2017.
K. Construction. The Sketch Plan approval included a draft condition requiring the
Applicant to submit a construction management plan as part of the Final Site Plan
Review. The Applicant has requested the condition be amended to be required prior
to building permit. The Applicant has indicated this will allow a more thorough
analysis of the construction management needs of the project. Staff has added a
condition that addresses the coordination necessary due to others building required
public improvements, and that other developers could be using adjacent Town rightsof-way for construction access and staging at the same time that TACAW is building.
VII.
Referrals and Other Technical Issues:
The following are comments, recommendations and requirements of relevant referral
agencies. Complete comments can be found in Exhibit D to Staff’s memo.
A. Roaring Fork Fire Rescue Authority: In Brooke Stott’s review of the final site plan
application she commented on a number of changes found in the Architectural Site
Plan. Issues include, but are not limited to:
1. The Applicant shall provide occupancy loads, and schedule a meeting
including the Basalt Police Department to discuss event capacity.
2. Storage rooms will need to be signed.
3. No storage of combustible items in boiler, mechanical and electrical rooms.
4. Conditions are listed for rental of the space including, but not limited to,
requiring proper storage of materials, no obstruction to aisles and exits, and
no flammable items.
B. Engineering: Chris Lehrman of SGM, Town Engineer, reviewed the final site plan
application. A summary of his comments includes, but is not limited to, the following:
1. Snow storage areas need to be provided for on the site.
2. Ensure appropriate crosswalks are provided at all intersections.
3. Electrical outlets need to be provided next to all street trees.
4. Provide a lighting map and ensure lighting on the south side of Lewis
Lane does not trespass beyond the property.
5. All trash and recycle cans need to be bear proof containers.
6. All furniture must be low maintenance and may not be composed of wood.
C. Mid Valley Metro District (MVMD): Chris Lehrman of SGM, also reviewed the final
site plan application for the MVMD. A summary of his comments includes, but is not
limited to, the following:
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1. The existing water, sewer and raw water irrigation system currently
installed around the project is adequate to serve TACAW.
2. MVMD has not accepted the infrastructure in this location as it does not
meet MVMD rules and regulations for being paved over.
3. MVMD requires all streets with MVMD infrastructure toto be paved and
protected during the project.
4. The Applicant should consider a water service line stubbed to the parcel
to prevent its addition later.
5. The tree at the corner of Pioneer Drive and Lewis Lane should be
removed to allow for the fire hydrant in this location.
VIII.

Recommendation

Staff recommends that the P&Z hear a brief presentation from Staff and the Applicant,
consider public comments, and provide P&Z discussion. If the P&Z is comfortable, it could
approve a motion making a recommendation of approval subject to the conditions prepared
by Staff. Staff has included the following conditions for P&Z’s consideration:
Representations:
1.

The Applicant shall comply with all representations set forth in the Application.

2.

The Applicant shall comply with all material representations made in hearings
before the Planning and Zoning Commission and Town Council.

Dimensional Requirements:
3. The dimensional requirements approved are shown on the final site plan
document recorded herewith.
Building Plan:
4. TACAW shall continue to include at least the number of restroom stalls shown
in Sketch Plan (i.e. the Applicant has represented that the building has twice
that required by the 2015 International Building Code) with the addition of at
least one “ADA/non-gender/family restroom”.
5. The Applicant shall consider the installation of a grease trap and ventilation
system for the kitchen to avoid the need to retrofit the building at a later date.
6. The trash room shall include facilities to adequately and safely store landfill
trash, recycling and composting for an event that maximizes use of the
TACAW building until its removal. The Applicant shall contract with a waste
hauler for trash, recycling and compost.
7. The Applicant shall work with Public Works in the selection of the gate
proposed at the eastern end of Market Street.
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Construction Management and Coordination:
8. Prior to submitting a building permit application, the Applicant shall meet with
Town Staff and potentially the developers of Blocks 4, 9, and 11 to establish a
coordinated construction management plan and to coordinate administration of
the public improvement requirements and financial security for these blocks
established in the Amended and Restated Development and Vested Rights
Agreement for Willits Town Center Planned Unit Development. Use of Town
Right-of-Way for construction staging and construction access is at the sole
discretion of the Town. The final coordinated construction management plan
requires review and approval by the TRC.
9. The Applicant shall submit and obtain approval of a construction management
plan prior to building permit issuance.
Landscaping:
10. The Applicant shall obtain approval of the final landscape plan from the
Technical Review Committee prior to building permit issuance.
11. The Applicant shall work with Public Works to find an appropriate grate for the
street trees associated with the site to avoid grates that are buckling and
caving in, as is found elsewhere in Willits Town Center.
12. The undeveloped open space at rear of the building, backing up to Lewis
Lane, that is contemplated for TACAW Phase II shall be lightly landscaped
such that it is an attractive space and does not remain as dirt. Trees, shrubs,
and other landscaping chosen for the area shall be approved by the TRC.
Building Code and Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions:
13. The Applicant shall comply with all applicable regulations of the Building Code,
including the Sustainable Building Regulations in place at the time of building
permit submittal. The Town encourages the Applicant to exceed the
requirements of the Sustainable Building Permit Checklist.
14. The Town supports the Applicant’s efforts to make this an entirely electric
building.
Bicycle Parking and Transportation:
15. The Applicant shall monitor and record bicycle parking demand (as evidenced
by the actual number of bicycles present) during TACAW events and shall
report this demand data periodically to the Town. If bicycle parking demand
regularly exceeds the twenty (20) spaces initially provided, TACAW shall
install an additional twenty (20) spaces using the same design and layout as
required by Condition 8 of Resolution No. 13, Series of 2018.
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16. The Applicant shall ensure one or more bike share stations with an adequate
number of bike loading docks are provided either on-site or within adjacent
blocks to the site as determined by the Town Planner after meeting with the
local bike share administrator (currently WE-cycle).
17. The Applicant will work with Town Staff prior to building permit to determine
whether it is appropriate to locate one or more electric vehicle charging
stations, to be paid for by others, in the parking areas required for this Site
Plan.
Traffic:

18. The Applicant shall comply with the Transportation Demand Management
Program (TDM) for Willits Town Center as outlined in the document prepared
by Felsburg Holt & Ullevig dated January 8, 2016 and included as Exhibit C of
Ordinance No. 28, Series of 2015. A TDM status report and any
recommendations shall be submitted by TACAW to the Town Planner for
review and approval before issuance of any building permit for the building.
(Note – this is also required by the Developer before filing a plat on any of the
remaining blocks in Willits Town Center).
19. The Applicant shall continue to meet the conditions found in Condition 7,
Integrated Transportation System, letters a – c, of Resolution No. 13, Series of
2018.

Lighting:
20. Applicant shall submit a lighting plan for the site that demonstrates compliance
with Section 16-434 Street Lighting and Lighting for Common Areas and
Section 16-435 Nonresidential Lighting Standards of the Basalt Municipal
Code prior to building permit.
Signage:
21. Signage proposed for the site must meet the requirements of the Willits Town
Center PUD. All signage requires submittal of a sign permit application prior
to installation. All signage shall be reviewed and approved by the Willits Town
Center Review Board (WTCRB) prior to submittal of the sign permit to the
Town. All sign lighting shall comply with the requirements of the Town Code.
Affordable Housing:
22. As stated previously, the affordable housing mitigation requirement is waived
to the extent there is any current requirement as stated in Resolution No. 13,
Series of 2018.
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Referral Comments:
23. TACAW shall satisfactorily address the comments provided by Chris Lehrman,
SGM, as the Town Engineer, in his letter dated August 15, 2019, as determined
by the Town Planner, except for Item 8 which is addressed satisfactorily in Staff’s
memo.
24. TACAW shall satisfactorily address the comments provided by Chris Lehrman,
SGM, as representative for Mid Valley Metro District, in his August 15, 2019 letter
as determined by the Town Planner.
25.TACAW shall satisfactorily address the comments provided by Brooke Stott,
Assistant Fire Marshall for the Roaring Fork Fire Rescue Authority, in her letter
dated July 29, 2019 as determined by the Town Planner.
Development and Building Fees:
26. The Applicant shall pay all applicable development review fees, as calculated by
the Town Planner, prior to building permit issuance. The Applicant shall also pay
all applicable building permit fees as calculated by the Town Building Official
prior to building permit issuance.
Building Uses
27.To be provided. Staff is still working on this condition. Staff agrees other uses of
the spaces to be permitted and are customary. However, the Town is interested
in making sure that there are appropriate restrictions to ensure TACAW complies
with Article 4.4 of the PUD; and the Center’s primary focus is performing arts and
not other activities (such as rental for private parties) which provide revenues.
Insubstantial Amendments:
28. Insubstantial changes to this approval may be approved by the TRC.
Approval Documents:
29. The Applicant shall submit a final site plan and public improvement agreement to
the Town Planner for review, execution and recordation prior to building permit
issuance. Most, if not all, of the public improvements are secured by other
parities. In conjunction with filing the documents listed above, adequate
assurances must be provided that the public improvements will be constructed
before the certificate of occupancy is granted. The Town Attorney will work with
the Applicant’s Attorney to make sure that the necessary documents and
agreements are in place before building permit.
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Vested Rights:
30. Vested rights shall be granted for the earlier of three years from the effective date
of the approval ordinance or the building permit deadline as included in the lease
the Applicant has with the Town. If the Applicant does not obtain a building
permit within this time frame, the approval shall be null and void.

Attachments:
A. Council Resolution No. 13, Series of 2018
B. Site Plan approved at Sketch Plan Review
C. Referral Comments
a. SGM for Town Engineer
b. SGM for Mid Valley Metro District
c. Roaring Fork Fire Rescue Authority
D. Ordinance No. 10, Series of 2017
*Application materials are provided separately
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June 4, 2019
Ms. Susan Philp
Planning Director
Town of Basalt
101 Midland Avenue
Basalt, CO 81621
Dear Susan,
The Arts Campus at Willits (TACAW) is a 501c3 organization established to envision, foster and
operate a performing arts facility on the TPAC Parcel. This application for Final Site Plan review is the
ﬁnal step in the approval process that began in 2001. These steps included:
● In 2001 The Basalt Town Council approved the Willits Town Center PUD, establishing the
TPAC parcel and Real Estate Transfer Assessment (RETA) to facilitate and support a
multi-disciplinary performing arts center in the Willits Town Center.
● In 2011 TACAW reached a Memo of Understanding with the Town authorizing TACAW to
move forward with plans on the TPAC parcel.
● In 2015, TACAW entered into a Pre-Development Agreement with the Town of Basalt
establishing a framework to move forward with a lease agreement with TACAW for the TPAC
parcel.
● In 2017, the Town adopted Ordinance 10 identifying the terms of a 99 year lease agreement
for the TPAC parcel with the TACAW.
● In 2018, the town unanimously approved the sketch plan application for the Permanent.
From August of 2017 thru April of 2019, TACAW launched and operated the Temporary in Willits to
better understand the market and test our programming opportunities. The Temporary quickly found
strong support for a broad range of touring and locally produced arts, cultural, and educational
programming - often operating near our capacity for 180 seated and 300 standing, two to four times
per week. Given this success and conﬁrmation of the vision, The Board of TACAW, along with its
Executive Director, Ryan Honey, and Artistic Director, Marc Breslin, are moving ahead with
long-standing plans for The Permanent - a 21st-century building dedicated to performing, cinematic
and culinary arts. In its own building, on its own property, with an existing income stream from the
RETA, TACAW will expand its impact.
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Our Board has been meeting for over eight years, evolving a vision – “a permanent home that will
be an enduring cultural and economic anchor for the community” - analyzing the opportunity,
testing our ideas, growing our Board, visiting comparable facilities, and developing programming
and building plans. In 20 months at the Temporary, our nonproﬁt built a robust audience, vastly
expanded its donor base, nurtured relationships with national and regional artists, assembled a team
of technical, marketing, front-of-house, and administrative staff, and built a reputation as the number
one destination for arts and culture in the Midvalley.
With our lease for the Temporary over, we envision a plan which allows us to incrementally grow as
the community and programming needs expand. Our Phase I plan, which this application entails,
includes a performance space that will accommodate a seating capacity of approximately 30% more
people than the Temporary. The Temporary was a charming, intimate, beloved gem, but the
storefront space was not custom designed for the performing arts. In designing our ﬂexible
state--of-the-art facility, we will be able to accommodate approximately 240 people seated and 395
people standing in a space that maintains the intimacy appreciated by artists and guests alike.
Additionally, Phase I will have a catering kitchen, an active lobby, a community room, ofﬁces and
storage. The building is approximately 10,000 square feet. We anticipate starting construction in the
Fall of 2019.
Our successes to date are signiﬁcant having presented more than 200 events including: gypsy jazz,
poetry slams, independent cinema, rock & roll, documentaries, storytelling nights, stand-up comedy,
blues, Shakespeare, bluegrass, folk, theatre, country music, kids plays, short ﬁlms, lectures, improv,
Americana music, Latin dance nights, LGBT ﬁlms, reggae, local showcases, hip-hop, magic,
ﬂamenco, puppetry and more. It has been a notable beginning, but we are just getting started.
In our 20 months of operation, we have not only curated our own events, but partnered with 38
local, regional, and national nonproﬁts. These nonproﬁt partners raised over $250,000 for their own
operations and programming at events hosted by the Temporary. Our organization has become a
hub and incubator that uses culture to allow other non-proﬁts to expand their reach and impact.
Enclosed you will ﬁnd the Final site plan review application for The Arts Campus at Willits which is
the next step in realizing a permanent center for the performing arts in the mid-valley.

Thank you,
TACAW Board
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2. General Application Requirements
a. Development Application
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Town of Basalt
Development Application
The Following Must Be Provided Unless the Town Planner Gives Permission to Omit Answer:
TYPE OF APPLICATION FILED: ____Annexation ____Rezoning _____ESA Environmental __
_ESA Floodplain ____ Regular Rezoning ____Special Review _____Special Review for Off-Street
Parking _____Variance _____Minor Subdivision ____Minor Subdivision Condominimization
____Major Subdivision or Replat __X__Planned Unit Development
____Sketch Plan
____Sketch Plan
__ __Preliminary Plat
_____Master Plan
_____Final Plat
__ __Preliminary Development Plan
_____Final Development Plan
_____ TRC Administrative Amendment
Other type of Application___Final Site Plan Review_________________________________
Brief description of project:
The Arts Campus at Willits is a performing arts center to be located on the Town Park Art
Center Tract in Willits.

Contact Information
Jeffrey Orsulak
Lipkin Warner Design & Planning
Phone number
(970) 927-8473
Fax number
(970) 927-8487
E mail
jorsulak@lipkinwarner.com
Address
701 East Valley Road
Suite 201
Basalt, CO 81621

Name of Owner’s Representative: Jeffrey Orsulak
Phone number
Fax number
Email

(970) 927-8473
(970) 927-8487
jorsulak@lipkinwarner.com
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Name of Engineer or Surveyor:

Sopris Engineering
Phone number
(970) 704-0311
Fax number
(970) 704-0313
E mail
stephanie@sopriseng.com

Name of Architect or Planner:

Lipkin Warner Design & Planning
Phone number
(970) 927-8473
Fax number
(970) 927-8487
E mail
jorsulak@lipkinwarner.com

Information on Existing Conditions
Existing Zoning: C-3 PUD Willits PUD Town Park Art Center Tract (TPAC)
Proposed Zoning: No Change
Total square feet or acreage in application: 32,144 sf

Information on Proposed Development
Total number of dwelling units: NA

Number of bedrooms: N/A

Total ﬂoor area: TPAC 2/1
Proposed gross ﬂoor area by use (non-residential development only): 10,000 sf on grade for Phase I

Area of open space to be provided: n/a

Legal Description
Legal Description of property (attach if necessary): See Attached

__________________________________________________
SIGNATURE OF OWNER OR OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE*
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* If Owner’s Representative ﬁles or will represent the application, attach an owner’s authorization to
represent
Attach appropriate information requested for type of application per the Basalt Town Code and any
information requested by the Planning Department.
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2. General Application Requirements
b. Applicant and Consultant Information
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Applicant and Consultant Information
Owner

Town Of Basalt
101 Midland Avenue
Basalt, CO 81621

Authorized Applicant

Lipkin Warner Design & Planning
701 E. Valley Road Suite 201
PO Box 2239
Basalt, CO 81621
T-970-927-8473
F-970-927-8487
jorsulak@lipkinwarner.com

Project Planner

Lipkin Warner Design & Planning
701 E. Valley Road Suite 201
PO Box 2239
Basalt, CO 81621
T-970-927-8473
F-970-927-8487
jorsulak@lipkinwarner.com

Project Engineer
& Surveyor

Sopris Engineering Inc
502 Main Street
Carbondale, CO 81623
T-970-704-0311
F-970-704-0313
ynichol@sopriseng.com

Project Architect

Lipkin Warner Design & Planning
701 E. Valley Road Suite 201
PO Box 2239
Basalt, CO 81621
T-970-927-8473
F-970-927-8487
dwarner@lipkinwarner.com

Project Soils Engineer

Hepworth Pawlak Geotechnical
5020 County Road 154
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
T-970-945-7988
F-970-945-8454
steve@hpgeotech.com

Project Landscape Architect

Mt Daly Enterprises LLC
96A North Third Street
Carbondale, CO 81623
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T- 970-963-9896
mtdalyllc@gmail.com

Title Company

Pitkin County Title
23286 Two Rivers Road
Basalt, CO 81621
T-970-927-4993
F-970-927-4096
pctb@sopris.net
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2. General Application Requirements
c. Authorization To Make Application
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2. General Application Requirements
d. Reimbursement Agreement
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REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENT
The undersigned (hereinafter “Applicant”) has applied to the Town of Basalt for a development permit for The Arts
Campus at Willits__________ for the property known as
Town Park Arts Center Tract
(the “Property”) pursuant to the requirements of the Town Code. Applicant acknowledges
and agrees that in consideration of the Town of Basalt processing and reviewing Applicant’s request for a development
permit, Applicant shall make the following payments to the Town and agrees as follows.
1.
NON-REFUNDABLE Application Fee. Simultaneous with execution hereof, Applicant has paid a
non-refundable Application Fee pursuant to Sections 16-292(a) and 17-61(a), Town Code, in the amount of $
.
2.
Review Deposit. Simultaneous with execution hereof, Applicant has paid a review deposit as required
by Sections 16-292(c) and 17-61(c), Town Code, in the amount of $ 4325__ against and to secure payment of a portion of
the Town’s review expense in accordance with Sections 16-292(b) and 17-61(b), Town Code. Any amount by which the
Applicant’s deposit exceeds the costs incurred by the Town with regard to development of the Property shall be refunded
to Applicant within a reasonable time after final action has been taken with regard to development of the Property or upon
withdrawal of the application by the Applicant.
3.
Review Expenses. Pursuant to Sections 16-292(b) and 17-61(b), Town Code, the Applicant agrees to
reimburse the Town for any and all Costs, Staff Fees, and Consultant Fees described herein incurred by the Town during
and after the review process associated with the Property. Costs include but are not limited to publication fees, recording
fees, and any other actual out-of-pocket costs incurred by the Town with regard to the Property (“Costs”). Inspection and
review by town employees shall include reimbursement for time spent by the Town Administrator, Town Planning staff and
the Town Public Works staff in compliance with the Town’s rate schedule in affect at the time that the work was completed
(“Staff Fees”). These rates currently range from $85.00 to $100 per hour. Applicant shall also reimburse the Town for all
actual out-of-pocket costs incurred by the Town in connection with Applicant’s development review application for
consultants, including but not limited to, legal, engineering and planning review and advice from persons or entities not on
town staff at the rate of the amount actually paid by the Town for such review and advice (“Consultant Fees”).
Additionally, to partially defray administrative, handling and review costs incurred by the Town with regard to the Property,
Applicant shall additionally pay to the Town an amount equal to 15% of all of the Costs and Consultant Fees.
4.
Payment. Any and all bills for these costs are due and payable to the Town as follows: All accounts are
due net in 15 days from the date of the bill. Interest on any overdue amounts shall be accessed and paid by Applicant at
the rate of 2% per month (24% APR) from the date due until paid.
5.
Binding Obligation. Applicant agrees and acknowledges that this Reimbursement Agreement shall be a
continuing obligation which will run with the land and be binding on Applicant and any future owners of the land, and will
include the obligation to reimburse the Town for any and all costs associated with the Property incurred by the Town for
counseling and advice including, but not limited to monitoring compliance with any development approval including any
Annexation Agreement, Subdivision Improvements Agreement or other agreements between the Town and the owner of
the Property; enforcement of any development permits or approvals granted associated with the Property; participation in
any litigation or depositions, whether the Town is a party or not associated with the Property or development approvals
granted with regard to the Property; counseling and advice associated with any potential amendments to development
approvals or compliance or lack of compliance with any development approvals; and any other actual costs directly
associated with the Property incurred by the Town.
6.
Breach. In the event of a breach of any of the terms and conditions of this Reimbursement Agreement by
Applicant, the Town may take any action necessary or appropriate and allowed by law or equity, including but not limited
to: an immediate suspension of the review process by the Town including cancellation of any scheduled hearings; the
refusal to issue any building permit or certificate of occupancy associated with the Property; the recording with the County
Clerk and Recorder of an affidavit approved in writing by the Town Attorney and signed by the Town Administrator stating
that the terms and conditions of this Agreement have been breached; a demand or draw for payment on any performance
guarantee for completion of public improvements by any owner of the Property; refusal to allow further development
review for the Property or any other Property then owned by or owned in part by the owner of the Property; and any other
remedy available in equity or at law including claims for damages or injunction.
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7.
No Representation Concerning Development Permits. Applicant acknowledges and agrees that the
Town in no way guarantees, assures or otherwise represents to Applicant that the Development Application filed by
Applicant will be granted and makes no representations concerning the timing of the review of the Application.
8.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement shall be determined to be void by any court of competent
jurisdiction, such determination shall not effect any other provision hereof, all of which other provisions shall remain in full
force and effect. It is the intention of the parties hereto that if any provision of this Agreement is capable of two
constructions, one of which would render the provision void and the other of which would render the provision valid, then
the provision shall have the meaning which renders it valid.
9.
Collection. In the event the Town is forced to pursue collection of any amounts due and unpaid under this
Agreement, it shall be entitled to collect attorneys’ fees and all costs reasonably incurred in said collection efforts in
addition to the amounts due and unpaid hereunder.
DATED:

____________________________

TOWN OF BASALT:

APPLICANT:

By: ________________________________

By:__________________________________

Position:____________________________

Mailing Address:_______________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Telephone:__________________________

STATE OF COLORADO
COUNTY OF EAGLE

)
) ss.
)

Subscribed, sworn to and acknowledged before me ____________, 20____, by ________________.
Witness my hand and official seal.
My commission expires _______________.
Notary Public
STATE OF _______________

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF ______________ )
Subscribed, sworn to and acknowledged before me ____________, 20____, by ________________________,
as Applicant.
Witness my hand and official seal.
My commission expires _______________.
Notary Public
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2. General Application Requirements
e. Legal Description
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION:
TOWN PARK - ARTS CENTER TRACT, WILLITS TOWN CENTER
ACCORDING TO THE FINAL PLAT AND ZONE DISTRICT MAP OF WILLITS TOWN CENTER
PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT, RECORDED JULY 25, 2001 AS RECEPTION NO. 763043.
TOWN OF BASALT
COUNTY OF EAGLE
STATE OF COLORADO
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2. General Application Requirements
f. Adjacent Property Owners
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Owner_Name
Address2
City , State Zip

PADGETT, WINSTON DEVIN & NICOLE NORDLING
PO BOX 1214
BASALT , CO 81621-1214

SEBENALER, GINETTE & PETER
356 SOPRIS CIR
BASALT , CO 81621-8373

ROY, JODI C.
352 SOPRIS CIR
BASALT , CO 816218373

78 LEWIS LANE LLC
2542 EMMA RD
BASALT , CO 81621-9118

LOSCHIAVO, JOSEPH
PO BOX 175
KAMUELA , HI 96743-0175

ELLIOTT, BRADLEY J. - CORDOVAELLIOTT, DIANA C.
0081 LEWIS LN
BASALT , CO 81621-9389

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF PITKIN COUNTY
530 E MAIN ST STE 302
ASPEN , CO 816112939

FITZHUGH, PETER & TSUI
136 NORMA RD
HARRINGTON PK , NJ 76401728

ANSON, AGNES HELEN
PO BOX 4783
BASALT , CO 816214783

GOLDFLUSS, DOUGLAS M.
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 206
BASALT , CO 81621-7500

ROEDEL, RICHARD JAMES
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 208
BASALT , CO 81621-7500

SMITH, STEPHEN M.
PO BOX 1609
ASPEN , CO 81612-1609

UNDERWOOD, DANA
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 212
BASALT , CO 81621-7500

THOMPSON, TERRY R. & PAMELA M.
233 VAQUERO RD
CARBONDALE , CO 816239730

CHRISTENSEN, CAROLINE I.
PO BOX 9195
ASPEN , CO 81612-9195

SKALKO, DEREK - SLAUGHTER, JENNIFER
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 218
BASALT , CO 81621-7500

UFER, SHAWN HELEN
PO BOX 5017
ASPEN , CO 816115017

GARRISON, DAVID
0361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 222
BASALT , CO 81621-7500

ROBERTS, KEVIN & JENNY
PO BOX 5994
SNOWMASS VILLAGE , CO 81615-5994

ABBY AND DOUGLAS BROWN FAMILY TRUST
980 6TH ST
BOULDER , CO 80302-7125

BROWN, DONNA L.
817 E ZIA RD
SANTA FE , NM 87505-4946

WILLITS MARKET STREET LOFT LLC
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 230
BASALT , CO 81621-7501

CHRISTOPHER A. BROD REVOCABLE TRUST
4349 RIDGE RD
NEDERLAND , CO 80466-9747

361 ROBINSON ST CONDO 234 LLC
PO BOX 3695
BASALT , CO 81621-3695

ALDRICH, KENTON - MEDINA, RACIELL
765 HOAGLAND RD
BEDFORD , PA 155227666

SEEDORF, RICHARD E. & ANITA J.
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 238
BASALT , CO 81621-7501

ALLEN, BARBARA B.
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 240
BASALT , CO 816217501

BLOCK, ELIZABETH A.
2995 STATE HIGHWAY 37
REEDS , MO 64859-9708

HOLT, RICHARD M. & TIFFANY L.
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 300
BASALT , CO 81621-7501
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RESIDENCES AT THE LITTLE NELL CONDOMINIUM
ASSOCIATION INC
501 E DEAN ST
ASPEN , CO 81611-2150

CAMPISI CLAN LLC
173 LEWIS LN
BASALT , CO 816219398

MONSOUR, LORI SESTO
9235 NW 9TH PL
FORT LAUDERDALE , FL 333246120

FELDMAN BROTHERS LLC
30 E 21ST ST
NEW YORK , NY 10010-7215

RING, MARY FRANCES
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 310
BASALT , CO 81621-7501

LADUKE, JOSHUA & ALAN
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 312
BASALT , CO 81621-7501

O BRIEN, ALIX K.
535 E 86TH ST 20D
NEW YORK , NY 100287533

ROBINSON STREET PROPERTIES LLC
1201 KNOB CREEK DR
ATHENS , GA 306067040

LIZOTTE, ANDREW
760 VAN NUYS ST
SAN DIEGO , CA 921091052

REITHER, FRANCES A.
750 S HANLEY RD APT 180
SAINT LOUIS , MO 63105-2686

GADDI, KATE
1727 N BISSELL ST
CHICAGO , IL 60614-5554

SHAW, GINA L.
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 324
BASALT , CO 816217502

JBGL LLC
411 S 7TH ST
ASPEN , CO 81611-1676

ROBERT M. SKILLMAN TRUST, ROBERT M. SKILLMAN
TRUSTEE
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 328
BASALT , CO 816217502

NELKIN, THOMAS
608 5TH AVE STE 803
NEW YORK , NY 10020-0032

SCOTT FAMILY TRUST-TRUST A ( SURVIVOR'S TRUST) ETAL
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 332
BASALT , CO 81621-7502

HOLCOMB, DANIEL & JENNA
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 334
BASALT , CO 81621-7502

KENNEY, PHILIP J. & JENNIFER L.
2825 94TH AVE NE
CLYDE HILL , WA 98004-1722

ORSULAK, JEFFREY
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 338
BASALT , CO 816217502

MACKIE, JOHN DURWARD & LORRAINE ALISON
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 340
BASALT , CO 816217502

DARCY, ROBERTA - MCNEW, DARCY R.
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 342
BASALT , CO 81621-7502

SKALKO, DEREK - SLAUGHTER, JENNIFER
PO BOX 7928
ASPEN , CO 81612-7928

WILLITS TOWN CENTER LLC
4220 SHAWNEE MISSION PKWY STE 200B
MISSION , KS 66205-2571

ROEDEL, RICHARD JAMES
361 ROBINSON ST UNIT 208
BASALT , CO 81621-7500

ELKAN, DANIEL
PO BOX 5239
SNOWMASS VILLAGE , CO 816155239

ANSON, AGNES HELEN
PO BOX 4783
BASALT , CO 816214783

O BRIEN, ALIX K.
5 BUCKINGHAM RD
ROCKVILLE CENTRE , NY 115702219

REITHER, FRANCES A.
750 S HANLEY RD APT 180
SAINT LOUIS , MO 63105-2686

LIPKIN, MICHAEL
411 S 7TH ST
ASPEN , CO 816111676

R. R. HOMEOWNERS ASSOC
PO BOX 2352
BASALT , CO 81621-2352
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TOWN OF BASALT
101 MIDLAND AVE
BASALT , CO 81621-8305

TOWN OF BASALT
101 MIDLAND AVE
BASALT , CO 81621-8305

ONE WILLITS PLACE LLC
723 E VALLEY RD UNIT 200
BASALT , CO 81621-8418
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3. Sec. 16-43. Site Plan and Supporting documents for development
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A.1 The location of all existing and proposed structures and other improvements on the real
property. A building envelope may be used in lieu of showing the exact building or structure
location to allow for minor variations in the location.

See Architectural Site Plan.
A.2 A legal description of the property.

See general application 2.e
A.3 A list of all property owners within three hundred (300) feet of the property.

See general application 2.f
A.4 All off-street parking and loading areas. Address number of spaces to be provided on-site,
number of spaces on-street adjacent to the property, and how the facility is going to accommodate
school buses and other large vehicles that will need to access this public facility.

A loading zone for buses, RV, and trucks is proposed along the Pioneer Street side of the building.
See Architectural Site Plan.
Attached is the parking analysis commissioned by the Town at Basalt in 2017 in part with the
purpose of conﬁrming there was adequate parking for The Arts Campus now and at buildout of the
Willits Town Center. The study concluded that there is a surplus of parking now, and at buildout of
the entire Willits Town Center, more than enough parking to accommodate The Arts Campus.
A.5 Conduct a pre-application meeting with the Fire Marshall to address ﬁre protection issues
including access, and ﬁre alarm and suppression requirements.

A meeting has been scheduled with the Fire Marshall
A.6 The location of all ways for ingress and egress to all buildings and parking areas.

See Architectural Site Plan
A.7 Service and refuse collection areas.

See Architectural Site Plan
A.8 Major screening proposals.

See Landscape plan
A.9 The size, shape, height and character of all signs.

The signs will comply with Willits PUD sign guidelines. See Architectural Renderings.
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A.10 The area and location of all open space and recreation areas.

See Architectural Site Plan
A.11 The location and type of outdoor lighting.

Outdoor lighting will comply with The Town of Basalts lighting code. See Civil drawings for street
light locations.
A.12 The character and type of landscaping to be provided. The landscaping shall be indicated in
tabular form, showing the type of plant material, minimum size and quantity. The approximate
location of landscaping shall be indicated on the site plan.

See Landscaping Plan
A.13 The anticipated timetable for completion. If the project is to be completed in phases, then the
data for completion of each phase shall be indicated.

The completion timetable is established in the Lease Agreement Ordinance 10 Series 2017 which is
attached.
A.17 Other information as needed by the Town to analyze the feasibility of the and impacts of the
special review use, which may include but is not limited to the trafﬁc analyses, soils or geological
reports or drainage and engineering studies (attach prior studies or excerpts from prior studies
completed by Town except where indicated in this document that a new study is needed). No initial
trafﬁc study will be required. Please include the Updated Trafﬁc Study prepared by FHU for Willits by
FHU dated December 1, 2015. Please also include the JVA Feasibility Study in the Appendix to the
Application.

See Appendix for trafﬁc study, soils report and engineering narrative.
A.18 A drawing showing the building character, including height, square footage, ﬂoor area ratio, or
lot coverage. The Applicant shall submit drawings depicting the architectural intent of the TACAW
building. Include a SketchUp Model (or similar 3-D model)

See Architectural Renderings.
A.19 Drawings, computer visualization or models accurately depicting the proposed new
construction in relation to existing and proposed buildings on the lot and adjacent properties and
topography. Show how the TACAW building in the Sketchp Model will relate to the streetscape off
of Lewis Lane. and Willits Lane.

See Architectural Renderings.
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4. Sec. 16-28. Supplemental Regulations for “TPAC” Parcel
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2.a Setbacks, height and number of stories shall be established through the site plan review process;
state what the proposed setbacks, height, and number of stories will be:

See included Architectural Site Plan for setbacks, height, and stories
2.a.1 No variance shall be granted to the minimum setbacks required by Article XXI concerning
development in and around rivers, wetlands, and environmentally sensitive areas.

N/A
2a.2 In no event shall more than four (4) stories above grade be permitted in the “P” Zone District
and height exceed ﬁfty (50) feet unless the Town Council makes the following ﬁndings:

Height not to exceed 50 feet
2.b Floor Area Ratio. The ﬂoor area ratio shall be established through the site plan review process.
State the proposed maximum FAR in the application.

See included Architectural Site Plan for Floor Area
2.c Open Space. The minimum required open space shall be established through the site plan
review process. State the amount of open space being provided in the application.

3,444 sf of permanent uncovered open space has been provide on the site. The bulk of this is
located at the Northeast corner of the site.
2.d Parking. The parking requirements shall be determined through the site plan review process
following recommendations from the Planning and Zoning Commission based on the Town’s parking
requirements for uses outlined in Section 16-91 or for similar uses. However, the Town Council may
apply a reduction based on hours of operation, mixed use, access to on-street parking, transit
availability and contribution to social capital needs of the Town, including public improvements,
necessary infrastructure, and basic Town service requirements. Provide TACAW’s proposed parking
plan. Provide a summary of the proposed parking and written explanation that justiﬁes the amount
of parking that is proposed and who is responsible for constructing it. Include a justiﬁcation for rates
used and any reductions. Provide documentation that facility was anticipated in the original PUD and
included in the mixed-use parking in the Willits Town Center Master Plan.

The attached Architectural Site Plan delineates the parking to be constructed for TACAW located on
Pioneer Street, Market Street, Robinson Street, and Lewis Lane. As anticipated in the PUD and
subsequent agreements with the developer, the developer will provide the streets, trees, parking
and sidewalk up to the property line along with the ﬁll, seeding, and site furniture within the
property line. See attached agreement
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Attached is the parking analysis commissioned by the Town at Basalt in 2017, in part, with the
purpose of conﬁrming there was adequate parking for The Arts Campus now and at the buildout of
the Willits Town Center. The study concluded that there is a surplus of parking now and at buildout
for the entire Willits Town Center to more than accommodate The Arts Campus.
2.e Signage. The sign restrictions of the C-1 district will apply to areas zoned “P” with modiﬁcation
permitted through the site plan review process. However, nothing shall prevent the Town Council
from adding conditions and restrictions on signage to protect adjacent properties and to further the
goals for the Town’s Master Plan. Indicate whether the Applicant will use the C-1 requirements or
will be requesting modiﬁcations. Please include a conceptual sign plan.

See attached renderings for proposed signage. Which includes:
● Naming opportunity for the building on the East Facade
● Naming opportunity for The contemporary space along its East Facade
● Informational kiosk In the NW corner of the site.
2.f Lighting. The lighting requirements shall be established through the site plan review process.
Specify the conceptual lighting plan for the exterior and describe how it will meet the Town’s lighting
code and address concern from residential neighbors across Willits Lane.

The project will comply with the Town of Basalt’s lighting code which matches the allowed lighting
for all adjoining properties in Basalt and is more restrictive than Eagle County lighting code which
governors the properties across Willits Lane. The main entrance faces Robinson Street and is typical
of other businesses along this street and Market Street. We anticipate the lighting to be as follows:
General- We anticipate following the standard Willits sidewalk lighting format with streetlights at the corners
and centers of the blocks.
Exterior doors (Pioneer, Market Street facades)- We will have fully-shielded, code-required lights for egress.
Plaza (NE Corner of Market and Robinson Streets)- We will use a low-level, fully-shielded gentle glow with
concealed light sources under concrete benches to create a pathway, direction-ﬁnding, and safety-oriented
greeting to the main entrance.
Main Entrance and Covered Terrace- The open rings through the canopy will have concealed, downward
directed light to highlight the columns. The donor wall will have enough light to read the names on the wall.
Recessed downlights in the canopy assembly will provide light at the entry doors and seating area.
Main Lawn- The lawn area will have low level, shielded pathway lights deﬁning the edges of the space.
Listening Lawn- Most of the light for safety and security will be a soft, low contribution from the sidewalk
lights. We will include shielded, downward directed lighting at the stairs for safety.

3.a Areas zoned in the “TPAC” Zone District may be used for public uses and activities on property
owned by the a government entity or by a public non-proﬁt entity that satisﬁes the requirements of
Sections 16-4 and 16-21(8). Said uses include, but are not limited to: administrative ofﬁces, transit
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facility, library, public works shop, museum, community center, churches, synagogues and other
religious facilities, cemetery, schools, nature education center, water treatment facility, major utility,
performing arts center, theater, and restricted housing that satisﬁes the Town’s Community Housing
Guidelines. State what the facility will be used for in addition to being a performing arts center.

The Permanent will be a multi-disciplinary performing arts building in Basalt. We anticipate diverse
programming and gatherings in the performing arts, culture, and education - programming and
opportunities that will increasingly deﬁne our community and it’s future.
As the only civic building within the Willits Town Center, we believe it is important to make the space
available to the community as often as possible. To that end, during business hours when there isn’t
a ticketed event, we envision the lobby will be a collaborative arts space for people to gather, work,
and inhabit the space. During those times, the lobby would provide light fair and coffee and
beverages for purchase and the lobby will become a vibrant civic space to enhance the fabric of the
community
In addition we anticipate rental opportunities as an economic backstop to the annual budget. The
mid-valley is lacking facilities for conferences, weddings, and other community events. TACAW can
provide a location for these adding economic vitality to Basalt while assuring full utilization of the
facility.
Other additional uses may include but not limited to cooking classes, corporate retreat activities,
classrooms for educational programs, open air craft or farmers’ market and gardening
demonstrations.
TACAW spent 20 months programming The Temporary as a test incubator for The Permanent.
Music, comedy, theatre, ﬁlm, community events, and educational programming have all been part
of the study. We found ourselves in the ﬁnal months of operation bursting at the seams and selling
out events several times a month. The Permanent will be a state of the art facility. This allows for
the expansion of our programming to meet the needs of the community and creates the
opportunity for a wide array of new, world class programming.
3.b Uses and activities unanticipated in the site plan approval which are not customarily associated
with the primary use and which are one-time or infrequent in the opinion of the Town Manager may
be permitted by the Town through motion by Town Council.

We anticipate a diverse array of events as described above. For one-time or infrequent uses that are
outside the mission of TACAW we ask that Town Staff provide the approval.
3.c Accessory uses and activities which are not normally provided by the governmental entity or
public non-proﬁt entity owning the property as deﬁned herein, such as for-proﬁt gift shop, may be
permitted on the “TPAC” zoned property if approved by the owner of the property and said use or
activity is consistent with the site plan approval granted by the Town Council.

The TPAC zone already allows for proﬁt uses as established in the PUD control documents. TACAW
is requesting that those uses and location be approved by the TACAW Board.
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4.a Describe by words, tables and drawings the new phasing for the campus and the rationale for
the new phasing

After 20 months of programming the Temporary our lease has come to an end. Our time in the
incubator space has ﬁrst proved that there was a demand for a permanent performing arts space in
the mid valley and second that the facility will need the opportunity to expand over time. See
attached phasing plan.
With that in mind along with the goal of accelerating the move into our permanent location we are
proposing that the plan be phased. This application is for the review of the ﬁrst phase which includes
the following:
● a performance space roughly 30% larger than the temporary which coincides with our current
demand and desire to expand our programming for the community.
● a community room to allow for expanded educational offerings for the midvalley as well as a
breakout space that can be used while larger events are being prepared in the performance
space.
● a lobby to provide a gathering space as the only civic building within WIllits. Additionally this
space is future ready as future phases com online
● ofﬁces, storage, bathrooms and support spaces
● catering kitchen to accommodate expanded programming and ongoing request for a facility
that can meet these needs
4.b Describe the changes that have been made to the TACAW Site Plan and building plan that were
not as a result of the Town’s conditions of approval as included in Resolution No. 13, Series of 2018

We have learned a lot in the last 20 months at The Temporary. This practical experience, coupled
with feedback from our theatrical consultants, has helped us to reﬁne the space.
The Contemporary space, the centerpiece of Phase I, has been expanded to a more appropriately
sized space which we are ready to grow into at this time. Adjustments have been made to the
interior of the space to suit the needs of more diverse types of programming. These adjustments
include more storage, a green room for artists, and wings along the stage.
4.c Please respond to how the Applicant is complying with each condition included in Resolution
No. 13, Series of 2018 which granted sketch plan approval.

See Exhibit A responses.
4.d Utilities – please include the utilities plan prepared by a licensed professional engineer. The plan
must address potable water, sanitary sewer, drainage and storm sewer, electrical power, natural gas
power. Depict where utilities will be located and boundaries of any on or off-site utility easements.

See attached utility plan.
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4.f Explain the mission of TACAW and describe how this project helps to satisfy the Town’s “Arts”
goals and how the development meets the deﬁnition of a Public Non-proﬁt entity as included in the
Section 16-4, which is the deﬁnition section of the Town’s Zoning Code.

TACAW is a registered 501c3 non proﬁt. Over the past 20 months we have been programming The
Temporary with music, comedy, theater, lectures, ﬁlm, and kids programming. In addition to
curating our own programming, we have partnered with over 38 non-proﬁts throughout the valley.
We provided them with a space to expand their offerings while giving them the opportunity to raise
over $250,000 for their own organizations.
With the establishment of our permanent space we will be able to expand our offerings and better
serve the community and our local non-proﬁts.
4.g Please review the Development Agreement and Block 11 SIA and indicate how TACAW feels its
construction will fall within those documents.

We believe SIA agreement coincides with our timeline.
4.h Please review the lease provisions as approved by Ordinance No 10, Series of 2017 and
Resolution No. 23, Series of 2017 and indicate the status of TACAWs activities in relationship to the
performance standards and reporting requirements included in those documents.
4.i The Town staff reserves the right to ask for additional information in the review.
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5. Exhibit A Conditions of Approval
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1.The Developer shall comply with all representations set forth in the Application.
2.The Developer shall comply with all material representations made in hearings before the Planning
and Zoning Commission (P&Z) and Town Council.
Site Plan and Building Plan
3. Site plan is approved at the sketch plan level subject to the conditions contained in this Exhibit.
TACAW shall amend the site plan before submitting the Final Application to include the
recommendations contained herein.
4. The Building Plan is approved at the sketch plan level subject to the conditions contained below
and elsewhere in this Exhibit:
4.a TACAW must decide whether to have the basement before submitting the Final Plan Application.
The square footage and associated impacts must be incorporated into the parking management
plan referred to in Condition No. 7 and in the letter from TACAW’s engineer in terms of including any
related trips in the SH 82 Access permit.

Phase I will not have a basement. See the attached parking and trafﬁc studies. The application ﬁts
well within the parking and trip generation estimates.
4.b The stairwell overhang into Town right-of-way will be addressed in the Final Site Plan review.

The stairwell is no longer a part of Phase I however see item 4.f for responses to the civic statement.
4.c TACAW shall meet with the Building Ofﬁcial before submittal of the Final Plan to ensure that all
code requirements can be satisﬁed at building permit (e.g. exit requirements).
4.d TACAW shall continue to include the number of restroom stalls shown in the Sketch Plan (i.e. The
Applicant has represented that the building has twice that required by the 2015 International
Building Code) with the addition of at least one “ADA/non-gender/family restroom”.

A family restroom has been provided. See plans for the update restroom count.
4.e Due to the fact that this is a performing arts center and to provide for the public spaces shown
on the Sketch Plan Site Plan, it will be necessary to grant minor modiﬁcations to the PUD design
controls and development guidelines as they apply to this building as provided for and permitted in
the PUD Control Document as part of the ﬁnal approvals for this project.
4.f Before Final Plan submittal, the Applicant shall continue to study the building entrance at
Robinson Street and Market Street to create a greater civic statement about Basalt.

The contemporary space has been repositioned to engage Market Street by extending out into the
ROW. This move allows the building to “anchor” the streetscape and increase its presence within the
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neighborhood. This extension does not reduce the sidewalk as shown in the Sketch Plan and mirrors
the similar bump out at the Element on the other end of Market Street.
5. The Town ﬁnds the uses proposed by TACAW to be acceptable with the following conditions and
concerns:
5.a The Willits Town Center Developer has not allocated any commercial base ﬂoor area to the Town
Park – Arts Tract. TACAW is limited to the 750 square feet of retail use provided in the Willits PUD
Control Document along with other accessory activities.

No retail space is planned in phase I
5.b In the Final Plan Application, TACAW shall include more detail on the accessory activities. These
are permitted and customary. However, the Town wants to make sure that there are appropriate
restrictions to ensure TACAW complies with Article 4.4 of the PUD; and the Center’s primary focus is
performing arts and not other activities (such as rental for private parties) which provide revenues.

The primary use is as a Performing Arts Campus, which will include:
1.
Performing arts;
2.
Film;
3.
Culinary arts;
4.
Music;
5.
Lectures, Conferences, and Discussions;
6.
Comedy;
7.
Festivals;
8.
Educational performances and classes;
9.
Practice rooms for music, theatre, etc.;
10. Community gatherings;
The accessory uses will include, but not be limited to:
1.
Ofﬁce space associated with the arts center;
2.
Kitchen. The kitchen may have many uses, including, but not limited to, a classroom for
culinary classes, food preparation or catering operations during events, food preparation for sale
during events or (not during events) when the building is in use for public or private purposes;
3.
Retail space. The retail space associated with the arts center. For example, a gift shop which
may sell arts center branded items as well as items related to other non-proﬁt organizations with
which the arts center has a relationship;
4.
Refreshment area. This area may function as a bar (serving both alcoholic and nonalcoholic
beverages) during events and may function as a small cafe when the building is open and no events
are scheduled;
5.
Special Events. The building, the outdoor spaces or portions thereof may be used by other
non-proﬁt organizations as well as private parties. These may include fund-raiser events, company or
corporate retreats, weddings, conferences, and other public or private uses. Provided, however, the
total number of “special events” shall not exceed 100 per calendar year.
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6.
Civic/work space. When the building and grounds are not in used for either a public or private
function, the lobby, grounds and refreshment area may be used as a civic and collaborative work
space for people to gather and obtain a refreshment.
5.c TACAW shall either include or cross-reference the provisions of Paragraph 5 of TACAW’s lease
with the Town which includes additional provisions and restrictions regarding the use of the
premises. For example, the Town has the right to install public art on the property, there are some
restrictions regarding visual art sales, and the building cannot convert to a visual arts center in order
not to compete with the Art Base.

The Lease requires that the use of the property be limited to a performing arts campus along with
accessory uses deﬁned in the land use process. That is described in Section 5.b. above. RE-1
School District will be allowed at least three performances (including at least two rehearsals) per year
in the building and will only be required to pay for the reasonable costs incurred by TACAW. Under
the Lease, the Town of Basalt is allowed to install one public art piece on the grounds, subject to the
reasonable approval of TACAW. TACAW requests that the Town agree to waive this requirement.
Under the Lease, the property cannot be used as a visual arts center, except in partnership with Art
Base or RE-1 schools and unless this restriction is waived by Art Base. Furthermore, no visual arts
classes may be conducted on the property except in partnership with the Art Base unless this
restriction is waived by Art Base. Now that Art Base is about to have its own building, it seems
appropriate that these provisions of the Lease be waived and TACAW requests that the Town agree
to waive these provisions.
Integrated Transportation System
6. TACAW shall comply with the Transportation Demand Management Program (TDM) for Willits
Town Center as outlined in the document prepared by Felsburg Holt & Ullevig dated January 8,
2016 and included as Exhibit C of Ordinance No. 28, Series of 2015. A TDM status report and any
recommendations shall be submitted by TACAW to the Town Planner for review and approval before
issuance of any building permit for the building. (Note – this is also required by the Developer
before ﬁling a plat on any of the remaining blocks in Willits Town Center).
7. The Town Council ﬁnds that no additional on-site vehicle parking is necessary to be provided by
TACAW other than that shown on the Site Plan included in the application less any parking that will
be eliminated to satisfy the conditions included in the Town’s approval, provided TACAW complies
with the conditions contained herein. Vehicle parking for TACAW will be within on-street parking in
Willits Town Center and in the parking garage under Whole Foods until that lease runs out. TACAW
must include a “parking monitoring and management plan” developed by the Town’s parking
consultant in the Final Plan application. It is envisioned that the parking plan will include the
following:
7.a TACAW must include information in its ticket purchase system which recommend participants
reduce vehicle use by utilizing such activities as mass transit, car pool, walk, use a bike sharing
program, bicycle or combine trip activities in order to reduce demand on parking.

TACAW will work to integrate this within the ticketing website.
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7.b The Town intends to make parking constructed in Town-owned Parcel 2E available to patrons of
the performing arts center when it is not being used by the future development on Parcel 2E.
7.c Once speciﬁed triggers are met, TACAW must adjust the scheduling (dates and times) of its
events to mitigate any parking overﬂow demand that materially and adversely affects other land uses
in Willits Town Center and adjacent residential neighborhoods. Triggers would include ticket holders
parking on Willits Lane and/or signiﬁcant levels of overﬂow parking in adjacent residential areas as
determined by the Town of Basalt. Other potential measures identiﬁed in the TDM plan (e.g.
expanded bus pass program, and incentives for shared ride travel) may be required if the Town of
Basalt determines that these are needed to further mitigate parking overﬂow issues.
8.In addition to personal vehicle parking, at least twenty (20) bicycle parking spaces and racks shall
be provided prior to occupancy.

See Architectural Site plan for bike rack locations
8.a Bicycle parking shall be provided along or on sidewalks or other paved surfaces within 100 feet
of TACAW’s main entrance, at a location that shall be reviewed and approved by the Town.
8.b Bicycle parking shall utilize an “inverted U” rack design made of carbon steel with black
thermoplastic coating. Racks shall be installed in a parallel row on 36” (thirty-six inch) spacing.
Depth of bicycle parking spaces shall be at least 60” exclusive of pedestrian walkway. TACAW may
present an alternative program for the Town’s consideration that meets its design objectives or that
also serves as public art and generally satisﬁes the bicycle parking guide noted below.
8.c Bicycle parking shall not be placed in a manner that reduces the sidewalk clear zone to less than
six feet (72”) or that creates a barrier or hazard for disabled persons.
8.d Area(s) for an additional twenty (20) bicycle parking spaces shall be identiﬁed in the Final Site
Plan Application and reserved (or shown how they can be easily converted to being used) to meet
potential future bicycle parking demand. At such time as the Town determines that the initial parking
for 20 bicycles is not adequate based on actual demand by users of the performing arts center,
TACAW shall provide the additional bicycle parking in the identiﬁed area(s).
A bicycle parking design guide published by the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals
is incorporated herein by reference and shall be used to provide additional design details as
required:
(https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.apbp.org/resource/resmgr/Bicycle_Parking/EssentialsofBikeParking_FI
NA.pdf).
Plan-view and perspective drawings of the proposed bicycle parking layout, design and location
shall be provided to the Town for review and approval prior to construction of the bicycle parking.
TACAW shall monitor and record bicycle parking demand (as evidenced by actual number of bicycles
present) during TACAW events and shall report this demand data periodically to the Town. If bicycle
parking demand regularly exceeds the twenty (20) spaces initially provided, TACAW shall install an
additional twenty (20) spaces using the same design and layout.
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One or more bike share stations with an adequate number of bike loading docks shall be provided
either on-site or within adjacent blocks to the Site as determined by the Town Planner after meeting
with WE-cycle administrators. The Final Site Plan application shall include the required bike share
docks.
TACAW shall show the amended bike plan on the Final Site Plan.
9. The Developer will work with Town Staff before submitting the ﬁnal Site Plan application to
determine whether it is appropriate to locate one or more electric vehicle charge stations to be paid
for by others in the parking areas required for this Site Plan.
Trafﬁc
10. Before submittal of the Final Site Plan Application, TACAW shall submit a letter to the Town from
their engineer or the trafﬁc engineer, which conﬁrms that the trips associated with the Application’s
uses are included in the project trafﬁc projections provided to CDOT to the satisfaction of the Town
Planner.

See the attached trafﬁc study which was assembled using data from the larger performing arts
center. TACAW accounts for less that 0.75% of the overall trafﬁc for the entire development.
11.Before building permit issuance, TACAW shall provide the expected documentation from CDOT
regarding compliance with the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT’s) Access Control Plan
regulations and approval for the project as required by Condition 12 of Exhibit A of Ordinance No,
28 Series of 2018.

Street Conﬁguration and Street Bulb Outs
12.While the loading area as shown on the Sketch Plan map prepared by Lipkin Warner dated June
12, 2018 is preferred over that presented in the May 4, 2018 application, the Town requests that the
Applicant continue to study loading to the building and vehicular parking at the west end of Market
Street with the Town and TACAW’s engineers.

See updated Site plan with coincides with the current SIA agreement between the Town and
developer.
13. The street layouts submitted at Final Plan shall show the best available information on the
parking and driveway access locations adjacent to Block 11 and Town-owned Parcel 2E.

See updated Site plan with coincides with the current SIA agreement between the Town and
developer.
14. The landscape bulb outs on Lewis Lane and the north bulb out on Robinson Street should be
angled like the bulb outs on Two Rivers Road in front of the Roaring Fork Conservancy River Center
so that snow can be removed easily.
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See updated Site plan with coincides with the current SIA agreement between the Town and
developer.
15. Prior to submitting the Final Site Plan Application, TACAW shall meet with the Willits Developer
to work out the construction schedule for the public improvements required by the approval
documents for Willis Town Center to be built by the Willits Developer.

The Town has negotiated an SIA agreement to delineate the timing for street improvements.
Affordable Housing
16. To eliminate any confusion in the future, the affordable housing mitigation requirement is waived
to the extent there is any current requirement.
Referral Comments
17. TACAW shall satisfactorily address in the Final Plan Application submittal the comments made by
Chris Lehrman, SGM as the Town Engineer, in his letter dated May 30, 2018 except for Paragraphs 3
and 8. Paragraph 3 is addressed in Condition 14 of this attachment. Paragraph 8, regarding the
Market Street cross section, is addressed by Condition No. 9 in Exhibit A-1 of Ordinance 28, Series
of 2017.

SGMs comments relate to street improvements which are to be provided by the developer and have
been negotiated in a SIA agreement with the Town that has been attached.
18. TACAW shall satisfactorily address in the Final Plan Application submittal the comments made by
Chris Lehrman, SGM, representing the Mid Valley Metropolitan District, in his letter dated May 30,
2018.

MVMD comments relate to street utility improvements which are to be provided by the developer
and have been negotiated in a SIA agreement with the Town that has been attached.
19. TACAW shall satisfactorily address in the Final Plan Application submittal the comments made by
Brooke Stott, Assistant Fire Marshall in her letter dated May 23, 2018.
A meeting has been set up with the Fire Marshall to review the updated plan.
20. TACAW shall satisfactorily address in the Final Plan Application submittal the comments made by
Perry Will, Area Wildlife Manager, Colorado Parks and Wildlife dated May 14, 2018, and May 9,
2016.
Compost/Waste
21. TACAW shall develop a program to reduce waste at the facility and to compost and submit it in
the Final Plan Application. Before ﬁnalizing the Final Plan Application, TACAW shall meet with food
and waste haulers.
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Locations for recycling, composting, and trash have been provided in the plan.
Construction Management
22. TACAW shall submit a construction management plan with the building permit submittal
consistent with the requirements in the PUD.

A construction management plan will be provided.
Other
23. TACAW shall have at least one meeting with the TRC before submitting the Final Plan
Application where emergency services personnel are invited (including Basalt and Rural Fire
Protection District and the Basalt Police Department) to determine how large events should be
addressed and submit the results of that discussion in the Final Plan Application.

A meeting will be scheduled during completeness review.
24. The TACAW Lease provides that a building permit for the initial phase of the performing arts
center must be obtained by July 1, 2020. TACAW is on notice that they will need to submit the Final
Plan and building permit applications well in advance in order to satisfy those deadlines. It is
recommended that TACAW submit the Final Plan Application by July 1, 2019 in order to provide
sufﬁcient time for Town’s review of the Final Plan and Building Permit applications under the
constraints of the Lease.
25. This Resolution does not amend any of the other agreements TACAW has entered into with the
Town including the lease or the funding agreement and should not be construed as such.
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b. Civil Engineering Drawings
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c. Architectural Site Plan
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d. Renderings
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EAST VIEW

SOUTH EAST VIEW
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NORTH EAST VIEW

SOUTH VIEW
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ROBINSON STREET VIEW

WILLITS LANE VIEW
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e. Landscape Plan
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NOTES:
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20% Blue Fescue
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2 1/2% Bottlebrush Squirreltail
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SEEDING NOTES:
1) PRIOR TO SEEDING, TOPSOIL SHALL BE DISTRIBUTED

SEEDING RATE: 1/2 LB PER 1000 SQUARE FEET

4) SEEDED AREAS SHALL BE MULCHED IMMEDIATELY

SOURCE:
Rivendell Distribution & Sod Farm
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PLANT LIST
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Populus tremuloides
Populus tremuloides
Prunus maackii
SHRUBS - THE ARTS CAMPUS AT WILLITS

3) SEED SHALL BE BROADCAST AT A RATE SPECIFIED

BOTANICAL NAME
'Rostrata' Mugo Pine
Cornus sericea 'Baileyi'
Juniperus scopulorum 'Cologreen'
Vibrunum trilobum 'Wentworth'

WITH HYDRO MULCH.
5) CONTRACTOR SHALL APPLY "MYCOAPPLY ENDO"

TREES - TOWN OF BASALT RIGHT-OF-WAY

MYCORRHIZAE WITH HYDRO MULCH AT A RATE OF 1/2

BOTANICAL NAME
Acer x Crimson Sunset
Gleditsia triacanthos inermis 'Skyline'
Quercus muehlenbergii
Quercus rubra
Tilia cordata 'Green Mountain'
Ulmus wilsoniana 'Prospector'

LB/1000 SF PER MANUFACTURE'S SPECIFICATIONS
6) A PLANTAGO-BASED TACKIFIER OR SIMILAR
APPROVED PRODUCT SHALL BE APPLIED ON ALL
MULCH AT THE RATE OF 150 LBS. PER ACRE

FINAL SITE PLAN

2) THE ASPEN TREES SHOWN WITHIN THE FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT AREA ARE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
ONLY. BECAUSE THE TIMING OF THE DEVELOPMENT IN
THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AREA IS UNCERTAIN, THE
PLANTING OF, THE LOCATION OF AND THE TIMING OF
ANY ASPEN TREES IN THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AREA IS
IN THE APPLICANT’S SOLE DISCRETION AND SHALL BE
DETERMINED AT A FUTURE DATE.

TREES - THE ARTS CAMPUS AT WILLITS

SPECIFIED.
AND RAKED INTO PREPARED SEEDBED.

07/02/19

ISSUE

COMMON NAME
'Spring Snow' Crabapple
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Amur Chokecherry

QUANTITY
8
18
18
5

SIZE
2" cal.
2 " cal.
2 " cal.
2" cal.

NOTES
B&B
B&B; Multi Stem
B&B; Single Stem
B&B; Single Stem

COMMON NAME
'Rostrata' Mugo Pine
Bailey Redtwig Dogwood
'Cologreen' Juniper
'Wentworth' Viburnum

QUANTITY
15
14
18
15

SIZE
4'
#7
#10
3'

NOTES
B&B
container
container
B&B

COMMON NAME
'Crimson Sunset' Maple
'Skyline' Honeylocust
Chinkapin Oak
Northern Red Oak
'Green Mountain' Linden
Prosepector Elm

QUANTITY
10
4
4
2
3
9

SIZE
2" cal.
2" cal.
2" cal.
2" cal.
2" cal.
2" cal.

NOTES
multi-stem clump B&B
B&B
B&B
B&B
B&B
B&B

LANDSCAPE
PLAN

L.2.001
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f. Drainage Study
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g. Soils Report
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OJN::LUSIONS

1)

'Ihe subSoils encx:>untered at the site are somewhat variable with respect
to ty-pes, depths and engineering c..ha_racteristics. In gene_ral, the upper
soils consisted of J inches to 2 feet of organic topsoil overlying nil to
several feet of silty sands, sandy sifts or silty clays. Underlying t.'"le
topSoil and fine~ained soils were me::3.iliDl dense to very dense sands,
gravels and cobbles whic.'1 contained boulders. Free water was encountered
at a depth of 10 ahd 13 feet in t-wo of the borings drilled in the central
portion of the site and at the pond water surface elevation in the two
borings drilled in the gravel- pit excavation.

2)

'Ihe on-site soils exclusive of vegetation, topsoil and oversized rock can
be used for structural fill to ad1ieve subgrade elevations for the subdivision. The fill should be corrpacted to 100% standard Prcx::tor density
within about 2% of optimum moisture below building follildation level and
in the Commercial area that will have more than 10 feet of fill. other
sL-ructural fill should be oomnacted to at least 95% stancia_rd Proctor
density within about 2% of optimwn moisture.

J)

Preliminary pavement section tl1ickness for streets can consist of J inches
.of asphaltic concrete -on l O inches of aggreg-ate base cour-:::.e in the main
roactw-ays and 2 inches Of asphaltic concrete on 8 inches of aggregate base
course in lcx:al residential roam"a.ys and the commercial parking.

4)

Foundations for support of tl1e commercial or residential _buildings can
coPsist of conve.11tional ~pread footings bearing on the natlli'al soils belav1
topsoil.
Spread footings bear.L~g on structural fill are also feasible
provided the fill is properly placed and corrpacted. Site specific studies
should be conducted for building folJ.lldcition designs.

5)

other geotedmical related design considerations
developmo___nt are presented in t..'1e follCNling report.

for

the

proposed
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PUHIOSE MID SCDrE OF STUDY

'lhis rer:ort presents the results or a prelj111inary geol:Jxlmic..:cl.l enJj.needng
study for the proposed El Jebel Junction Sulxliv_ision Lo l.J8 lo-.._:ated souU1 of
State Highway 82 and east of Willits Lane, n01r F.l Jfd:>el , Ec-1r;le OJunLy ,

111e project s ite is shcrnn on Fig. 1 .

Colot~LK1o .

TI1e purpc;se of U1e study was to develop

prelirninru.y geotechnical design ra"'Dl.runenc1ations for tJ1e pt:-oposcd

d<..~velopm-2nt.

The study was conducte::l in <:lcc6rdcu1ce 'diUl our agrec21rent for geotedmic;3l

eng.ineerirg se:r.:vices to Lipki.njhfan,er

1\t::'dtite.cto:~ ,

cjo High Cowrtry fn,Jineerlng,

Inc . , datec.1 Ncr.;ember 27 , 1990.

A field exploration prcqram consist.i rx;; of explorcJ.t.ory J::x-Jrill;;s was conJuc:Led
to obtain infoD\Btion . on subsurfl'lce coTYl.it.i.ons.

Sall1ples obtained dL:r.rlng th<:::

field P-Xf)lOration were tested in the lat)()r<J.tory t.o determine. .index propeL-ties,
compressibility and oij1er e.r:gineed.JY:J cbaract:erlstic:s of U1e on- site s oils.

'Jll(~

results o f the field explo ru.tion and lc::l.bo:r.-atory testinc_:r v.rere analyzed t ..o develot:J
J

reconnneroations for fow1dation ·ty)_:'P....s, t..lE:,pths an::l allu:.,,able

si"te

91.-a.dirg,

l.Javerr.e.r,t

section

U1i.cLness

emu

othe.r

l:.E.u.rirx~ pressure~-;,

gc'Oteclmical

considerations suitable for planniiYJ and preliminary cle.sign.

desicJrl

The t-esuH.s o t

the field exploration and lc:Ux:>r<3lmy tesl·. ing are presented in U1e t·erx.>rL

'Ihis re1x.>rt has

i.x_o.p_n

prepc"lrEX1 to stmmnl"i.ze the tlaL1.
.. oblai.ned c1urirr:J tllis

study an::l to prese nt our conclusions ClJ1d rec-..oHmend.ations bcised on U1e proposed
construction and the subs oil con:J.iticns encounteral .

LY2siqn pa:r.-amr-~teJ.-s aJYJ

.:1

discussion of geotechnical erqineerin] consiuer<Jt.ions rela ted. to c.::onstrucL.i..on
of the propose::J. El Jebel Junction Sul:division are ir·,c:luJed in the report.
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PIDFQSED o::JNSTRJJCI'ION

pro~

'Ihe

development, shc::M'Yl on Fig. 1, will include approximately

25 acres of comme.rcial developrne11t in the northern t.hird arrl a}:x)ut 100 acres of
residential development in the southern two-th.irds of the property.

'The

comrrercial arrl residential are.as \vill be sep;"_rat"""' by a new access road (Willits
Lane)

from State Highway 82 extending west to the existing Willits Lane.
'

'Ihe camrrercial a...rea will consist of several build..irgs an:i include two
relatively la.....rge buildings arx:l adjacent parJ.<-ing.

'Ihe buildings a'Xl parking \vill

transition mcderately to strongly sloping terrain with an elevation difference
of about 15 to 20 feet.

It is. proposed to make this area relatively level by

cutti.'Ig t.he norc..hern portion arrl placing the soil . as fill in the s outhern
portion.

Fill depths uP to 10 or 15 feet are oossible.

-

-

'

-

We assume t.h.e COITl!TP...xc'ial

J.,;

buildi.-gs will be one to t-wo stories of masonry block andjor steel fra.In9
construction with slab-on-grade floors.
'Ihe residential portion of the site will have bot.h. single family arrl multifamily structures connected by collector arrl local or ctll-de- sac streets.

We

expect t.h.e residential structures vrill be one to three stories of wocd frame
construction arrl have lCNJer floors as slabs-on-grade or sLructurally supported
aver, crawl space.
provided.

It is not knovm at this t:Lrne vthether basements will be

Grading :Ln the residential portion o f t.he sulxlivisiorl is expected to

be relatively minor due to t.h.e flat nature of t.h.e site arrl consist pri.Tarily of

roadway and utility construction and lilnited aver lot grading .

It is desired to

irrprove the existing pond in the southeast portion of the site as an a'Tlei1ity for
the residential area .
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wnen building loadings, lcx::ations, arx3. grading plans have been detemine::l,
we should be notified to reevaluate the recornmeriiatior.s contaille::l in this report
and perform design level geotech.iical studies as needed.

SITE- CDNDTIIONS

'Ihe site consists of approximately 130 acres of property primarily use::l
as irrigated farm arrl pasture.

Tne site is relatively flat with the exception

of al::Dut the norLhern half -of the commercial area i.'rl the northern portion of the
site where the te_rrain is strongly to TIDderately slopit-g.
site generally has grades up to al::Dut S%.

'Ihe rema_inder of the

An abandone::l gravel pit with standing

water is lcx::ato.i in the s outheastern p::>rtion of the site.
In general, t.he site drains toward t.he middle of the property no.a:r_- a
relatively la_rge irrigation ditch to an area v.lhere grow-xiwa.ter wcs found in our
torings.

'Ihe large irrigation ditch tr2]"Y1____s east- west t.l-Lrough the middle of t.l-Je

CCJJill1'e._rcial area arx3. :rrsrks the transition from :m::x:1erately slopi.rg a..rxi relatively
flat terrain.

Tne flat p:>rtions of t.l-Je site

\>Jere

noted to generally have p::>or

surface drainage and areas of highly mist soils due to the irrigation.
Elevation differeJlce across the proposed cormnercial area is alx:Jut 15 to 20 feet.
Elevation differeJlce across

b~e

proposed residential development area is atout

30 to 40 feet with most of t.he elevation d ifference in the southeast part of t.he
site arourd the existit-g g1avel pit .
'There is en existing porn made by mini.rg for gravel to bela..,r groundwater
level in the southo..astem part of tl-:te site.
:m::x:1erately steep to sLo.ep side slopes.
are~s

The excavation is fairly deep with

The gravel pit overburden soil su.__rrourrls

of the pit including the south side where developme.nt is proposaL
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'Ihe pond. excavation ranges from about 15 to 30 f=t deep.

We w""'derstand.

the water level in the pond fluctuates about 15 feet and is probably currently
Based on t'le topographic infonna.tion provided,

at la;..r water level.

the pond

oottom is about 15 feet b2la;..r the curre.Dt w-ater level.
'There are several existirq farm and ranc..l-}es within or adjacent the
developrrent property.

Vegetation. consists of grass and weeds with c:x:x::asional

brush , willa;.,r and deciduous tree areas.

Wit"lin the farm and ranch houses areas

ii1 the southwest corner of the property, b.'le treo_s fom a m:xlerately wocded area.

E' I F: I D EXPIDRATION

'Ihe field exploration for t.l-}e project was conducted on NaverntP._r 29 and 30,
and Cecember 3 r

1990.

lcx:::ations

on

s...'-Jawn

'Iwe.\"1ty-two exploratory borings were drilled at the

Fig. l

ttLroughout the proposed

to evaluate

develo~Dt.

diameter contL.1uous flight auger

the general

stlbsurfa6e

cond.itiorts

TI"le borL.·)g'S were advance:i with 4-'-inch

pa~ered

by a truck- mounted CME- 55 drill rig.

A track-mounted rig was used for access to the borings within t.he existirq pond
excavation.

'Ihe borings were legged by a representative of OJen- Northern, Inc.

Sat-rples of the subsoils vlere take.'! Hith l 3/ 8-i.nch and 2-inch I. D. spoon
samplers.

The samplers were driven into the subsoils at various depths with

bla..rs from a 140- pound. hammer falling 30 inches.

'Ihis test is similar to t.l1e

standard pe.netration test described by /ISIM Method D-1586.

Tne pe.lletration

resistance values are at! indication of the relative de.DSity or c6nsiste.llcy of
the subsoils.

Disturbed bulk auger s.aJT9les were also obtained.

Ceptr.s at which

the samples were taken and b.'!e pe.netration resistance values are s..hawn on t.'le
Legs of Exploratory B:::>rirgs , Figs. 2, 3 and 4 .

The samples were returned to our

laboratory for review by t.f-le project engL."'1eer and testing.
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SUBSUIL"'AC.':E OJNDmONS

The subsoil cord.itions encounterecl at the site are shewn graphically on
Figs . 2 throug..l-1 4 .

'Ihe near surface soils consisted of about 3 inches to 2 feet

of organic topsoil overlying a variable depth of
silt arrl silty clay soils.
to al::out 5 feet ::-

f~inecl

silty sand, sandy

Tne dept.h. of these soils was yariable, ranging up

Urd.erlying the upper fine-grained soils was rneditm1 dense to

very dense sarrl, gravel and cobble s oils with cxx::asional boulders.

Drilling in

the relatively de.n.se coarse gravels r,.ras difficult with auger eguiprrP--.nt due to
the cobbles and boulders and. drilli.Jrg re~l was typically encountered L1 t..he
deposit.

OUr

borings did not

e.~counter

man-placed fill, however, fill exists

adjacent irrigation ditches, and along the north and south sides of the gravel
pit.
laboratory testL-q performed on samples obtained from the bori.rqs included
nattL_"'O.l moisture conte11t and dry density, gradation analyses an::i liquid and
plastic l.L'Tlits.

Results of consolidation testing performed on relatively

urx:listu._rbed drive sa1Tiples of the upper fine--grained san::i, silt and clay soils,
presa~t~

on Figs. 7 tbxough 10, indicate typically law to moderate compres-

sibility un::ier cord.itions of relatively light loading arrl increased compres...:.
sibility after wetting.

Results of gradation analyses pe--rformed on small

diameter drive samples and disturbed bulk samples

(minus 1 l / 2 to 5- inc..l-J

fractions) of selected samples of the subsoils are shown on Figs . ll tlt.rough l7.
Fig. 17 . is the results of gradation analy s i s on a bulk sample of b'ie coarse
gravels

exrose::J.

in the gravel pit excavation (minus 5- inch fraction ) obtained

by High CounLry :ErtsJineeri.n'j.

Presented on Figs. 18 "b'L..rough 20 are the results

of HvecJn stabilometer 'R' value tests on disturbe::l buJ.k sr-_mples obtained from
the borings .

'Ihe laboratory testing is suminarized in Table I.
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-7Free water was typically not encountereD. .in the l:::orings at t."l-)e time of

drilling wit.l1 the exception of Borings C-2 and R- 12 located .in the norLh-central
portion of the site .

'Ihese l:::orings are .in lower lying terrain near the la..rge

irrigation ditch and water was encou.' 1tered at depths from 10 feet to 13 feet.
Borings P-1 cu--rl P-2 were drilled .in the existing porrl at the current water level.

DJ.ring irrigation season , we expect water levels at t.he site will rise , similar
to the water level rise of tt"!e existing porrl .

In ge.i!e._ral, the subsoils were

rroist l::ecoming hign.ly moist to wet near and below grot.llldv;ater level.

GEOLOGIC CDNDI'.l'.LONS

In general, the surficial soils at t.he site consist of gravel deposits
from ru'lcient' flcx:x::1pla.in of the Roaring Fork Piver \vhich is currently located
seve._ral hundred feet south of the site :

Tne river gravels are covered with a

t."!.in nBJ1tle of topsoil and fine-qrained sands , s ilts and clays.

Tne nc:=.r surface

bedrock below the gi-avel deposit is the Eagle Valley Evaporite which cont.aiPs
SJ'PblllTI deposits and has been associated with sinkholes .in some areas of t..he

Roaring Fork Valley.
on the site, hc:Mever,

We did not observe. any irrlication of existing sinkholes
it cannot be said for certain that sm'khole.s may not

develop at a later date.

If evaluation of the

siD~ole po~'1tial

at the site

is des i red, we should be contacted .

DESIGN REO:::lMMENDATIONS

r

.,
Pro-vided in the folla.·li.rg sections are geotechnical design recommendations
suitable for

planning

an:i

pre liminary

design.

we to the limited subsoil
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information in areas of proposed buildings, additional subsurface exploration
should be done whe.11 final building and grading pla.T'.s have

SITE GRADlliG:

~--n

developed .

D..1e to the proposed extensive site grading in parts of the site,

careful design and construction will be needed to successfully complete the
propose:i project.
as st_ructu.._ral fill.

It appears feasible to use the majority of the on-site soils
B:::Julders will probably be encountered in the gravel deposits

which may preclude the use of seif- loading scrapers in some areas.

Preferably,

t.'"le coarse granular sand, gravel and cobble soils should be used for st_rilctural
fill or these soils mixed with the

f~1er

a uniform gra11ular fill material.

Also, the overburden soils may be soft and

sand, silt and clay soils to provide

require ·removal or stabilization prior to the structural fill pla~~t.

Tne

stabilization can probably be accomplished by stabilization fabric and a fevl feet
of

c.oar-~

gLavel soils .

we to the extensive filling proposed

~'

the commercial

development area , we recommend removi.Dg all of the softer fine-grai.ned. soils
before structural fill placement.
structu.._ral fill beneath build.ing' foundation level, and roadw-ay and parking
areas where fill depth Hill be 10 feet or greater, should be compacted to 100%
of the maxirrn.nn standard Proctor de.nsity with moisture content within about 2%
of opti.rm.nn.

Structural fill }::r>.....neatl-1 buildir1gs should ex'-L..e11d laterally beyond

the edges of the building equal to at least the depth of fill be.11eath the
buildirg.

In other st_ructural fill aro.as such as for support of roaffi..ray and

parking areas and for slabs-on-grade, the fill should be compacted to at least
95% of the rrax~ilLli!l starrla_rd Proctor density vlit..'"lm about 2% of optimum rroisture
oonte..11t.

SLructural fill placeTI'P.....nt should be observed a.."'ld test..ed on a regular

basis by the soil engineer.

The fi ll should be lr.....nched i.11to portioD.s of the site

with grades of 20% or steeper.
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Prior to st-ructural fill placement, the areas to receive fill should be
carefully prepared by rerroving all ve;etation,

topsoil and existing fill,

adjusting to near optinn..rrn :moisture an:::l. cornpact:L-g t11e .subqrade to at least 95%
of D'1e· :rraximum sta.rdard Proctor density.

Considerable fill rray exist in some

areas sum as near the existing gravel pit an:::l. the large ditm through the
c::amrre.rcial area.

Miscellaneous fill at the site sucb as for landscaping an:::l.

l.ilnited overlot grading should be compacted to at least 90% of t})e maximum
sta..'"Xiard Proctor density near optimum rroisture content.
Perrranent unretaine::l cut and fill slopes should be grade::l at 2 horizontal
to l ve.....rtical or flatter.

If seepage is encountere::l in cuts, flatter slopes may

b8 neces~ an:::l. an investigation should
will

adver-~ly

be con::lucted to determine if the seepage

affect the cut stability. cut ru--rl fill slopes should be protected

from 2.L--osion by re\re;etation or otl!er

PlWEMENT SECITON . THICKNESS:

rrP__a_n_s::

Paveme.nt design prcx::edures are base::i on strength

properties of the sul:grade and pavemerYt rraterials assuming stable U11iform
conditions.

Sul:grade conditions encountered withi..11 t11e proposed developrtP._nt are

variable an:::l. generally consist of fine-grained sands, silts and clays above silty
gravels .

American P...ssociation of State Highway and Transportation Officials

(AASHID) classifiCation of 'b'l.ese soils range from A- 2-4 to A- 7- 6 with group
irrlices from 0 to 20 (see Table I) .

Hvee.rn 'R' value test results were ll for

a silty clay, 70 for a silty sand and 50 for a silty gravel.

These rraterials

are considered as poor (clay soils ) to good (sand and gravel) for 9Jpport of
pavement sections.

Most of the soils encou..11tered at t})e site have sufficient

fines content to be J;XJtentially frost susceptible which design proce:iures do not
c::x1sider.

Proper surface drainage i s essential to limit wetting of the sul:grade
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soils whlch could cause adve.r-.:£ effec"-L.S on perfonrance of pave.-rnents on these
soils.
Average daily traffic counts have not b2en provided to us, hc:Mever, we
urderstand the main sul::division roadways are collector streets and the re.rna.ining
rninor sul:xiivision (roadways and parking areas) are local streets.

'Ihe traffic

on the sub:J.ivision streets and commercial parking areas will probably consist
primarily of autorrobiles

ii1

esp2Cially

light trucks

and

delivery areas.

with c:xx:asional

t..~e

trucks,

Based. on this · infonnation and our experience, we

have assumed. the 18 kip EDIA values -vrill be 30 for
for

heavy

t..~e

collector streets and 5

local streets and parking" areas.

A subgrade consisting of the natural c6ar-.:£ granular soils rat..l"ler than the
fine-grained. soils as subbase or sutgrade . materials -vrill i..T[1!_Jrove t..l"le support,
reduce the susceptibility to frost action and help prolong pav121-nent life.
our analysis of the prel.imin.a_ry

pav12!~P....Jlt

In

section thickness, we have assumed. a

fiiie-grained subgrade wit..h an 'R' value of 20.

B3sed on these assurnptior>.s and

COlorado Department of High\·rays Design Proced.ures, we recornmerrl t..l-:le collector
roadways

~~

the subdivision have a pavement section consisting of 3 iiJches of

asphaltic concrete on 10 iiJches of aggregate base cou.._rse wit..l"l an alternate full
depth a.sphal t

section of 6 1/2 iiJches.

For the local streets wi th~1 the

sul::divis ion and t..he corrrrr.ercial parking areas , He recomrre..rd the pave.TEPJJt section
consist of 2 inches of asphaltic concrete on 8 iiJches of aggregate base cou.._rse
with an alt.e...._YTia.te full depth asphalt section of 5 inches.

In heavy traffic areas

such as tight b.Lrning areas and truck delivery or pick- up areas, we suggest
portlar.d. ce!"fe...ll.t concrete be used as L1Je pavenp._.nt.

The abave pav121'1PJJt section

t.'J.icknessP.....s should be revaluated. once traffic loadings,
sul:gra.de cord.ition5 have

):)ec>._.n

better defined..

grading plans and

Tne roactwy sul:gra.de should be

evaluated at the time of const....ruction.
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'Ihe asphaltic concrete should oonsist of a bituminous plant mix ~sed

'

of a mixture of aggregate an::3. bittnninous material.
designed by a

qualified engineer.

'Ihe asphalt mix should be

Base course material should consist of

aggregate meeting Class 6 specifications as provided in the Colorado Highway
Cepa..rt::nent Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge ConsL"ILlction.

The base

cotrrse material should have a minimum 'R' value of 84 ard should be compacted
to at least 95% of the maximum starrlard Proctor density.

FCX.JNl)A_TTONS:

'Ihe propose::l buildings on the site can be founded with conventional

spread footings place::l on the natural sails belc::Nl topsoil.

Footings place::l

entirely on the relatively dense gravels should provide a relatively la;.,r risk
settl~~t.

of foundation

Foundations bearing on a combination of the upp2r

compressible fine-grained soils and relatively dense underlyLDg gravels could
have a r:ote..1tial for differe..11tial mave..rnent which should be cor.sidere::l
design.

L~

t..he

Die to the terrain and the proposed ex'-L£nSive site grading in tJ.'le

com:me._rcial area, fill may be placed beneath the buildings.

Placing t..t'le foo:tings

on fill generally will have a h igher risk of settlement than bearing on b'le

coar-.::.e graveis.

To reduce the risk of se.ttleinent, the fill should be proJ?erly

placed and compacte::l or the footings extended da;.,rn to the natural o--...;a_r::,e gra11ular
soils.

Structural fill }y::>Jieath footi.ngs should be construc-'-LB::l as previously

discussed in the "Site Grading" section.
Spread

footings

bearing

on

the

compressible

fine-grained

soils

and

compacted structural fill can be designe::i for an alla--able soil bearirg pressure
on t..he order of 1000 psf to 2000 psf.
r0tural, relatively

de..~e

Sp read footings be--aring e..11tirely on the

gravels at the site cru1 be designed for an allowable

bearing pressure on the order of 3000 psf to 5000 psf.

Foundation walls and

retaining structu....res should be designe::i for appropriate lateral e::.rth loading
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and hydrostatic pressures.

preferred as retainin;J

ear-ill

"Viall

Granular soils such a.S the sands arrl gravels are
ba.ckfill beca.use their use results in la,.,rer lat.e_ral

pressure and they te:rrl to be well drained.
Fcx:lt.i.ngs adjacent or near the pond/gravel pit side slopes should ~ "set-

ba(:k11 or deepe..ned to penetrate an iiraginary 1 horizontal to 1 ve_rtical line drawn

up from the oottom of t'"le s1op2.

'Ihis is in the event of slop2 instability and

is based on our experience vri th similar conchtions in t.J1e ai-ca .
analysis can be done once

SI.ABS-GN-GRADE:

prel~~

Additional

plans have been developed.

Tne natural soils at the site are suitable to · support lightly

to rrcderately loaded slab-on-grade construction .

Any fill placed beneath the

slabs should bE: properly placed and compacted to reduce poffi1tial for settle.rnent.
ReCclmme.rdatio:rs for fill l::P__neath slabs have previously been provided in the "Site
Grading" section.
To reduce b'1e effects of same differential movement , no:rstructural floor

slabs sli'ould bE: separated from all ' bearing walls and cohnnns wit.l-1 expansion
joints whic..l-1 allaw unrestrai.TJed vertical move.rnent.

Floor slab control joints

should be used to reduce the da1-rage due to shri.Jo.kage cracking.

Requirements for

slab control joints and rei.TJforcen'P._nt should be established by the des igner ba.sed
on experie.TJCe and the inte.l/ded slab use.
If b;=o_se.rnent level slabs are provided , the slabs should bE: urderlai.n by at
least 4 inches of

free~ra.L1ing

gravel can be used.

gravel .

For at-grade slabs, ba.se course type

Tne granular layer l::P_neath t..'tJe slabs vrill aid in dr-ainage

and act as a leveling cour-.:=.e.

?~though

SYSTH1:

lJN'DEPDRl.llli

groundwater vlas typically not encountered at

probable excavation depth, it has beei1 our experience in the area tt'!at local
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perc."h.ed g:rourrlwater may develop during seasonal runoff and the g:rourrlwater level
will rise during irrigation season.
help create a :p::rched condition.

Frozen ground during the winter can also
'Therefore, we recomrnerrl all belcw grade

construction such as crawl space and basement areas and ear+...h retaining walls
be protected from wetting by a.n tmderci._rain system.

'Ihe drains should also act

to prevent buildup of hydrostatic pressures be..."h.ind fomxiation walls and retaining
structures.
If basement ar-eas are propose::l, an investigation should be coooucted to
evaluate the highest ' potential groun::1v.rater level .

EasP-IDents

or other belcw

grade construction should have a finish level at least 2 feet al:x:r..re the maximum

grounctwater level.

SURFACE IJRluNAGE:

SUrface drainage is an impor~t aspect to re::luce potential

for wetting of belcw grade cons"LYUction, erosion of cut and fill slope.s and for
better performance of fB.VeJ-Tlo___nt sections.
wi"D.~in

Water should not be allowed. to pond

al:x:Jut 10 feet of building foundation walls nor on or adjacent to J?Cl.Ve:mo-Dt
Concent_rated surface water should not be allcwed to discharge

sections.

uncont_rolled onto cut and fill slopes but rather the surface v..'ater diverted away
from the slop=>.....s ' or collected in lined channels.

FDND D1PROVEMENTS:

'Ihe v1ater level in the pond ,c urrently fluctuates with the

adjacent groundwater level.

We tmderstand it is desired

tO

make improve.rnents

to the pond s o the water surface is maintained at a constant level S<Jme\·.rhat above
the current low seasonal level.

Tne soils in the pond have a relatively high

permeability and, in order to maintain a water surface a.l:x:r"ve grourrlwater level ,
t."h.e pond will nee:::l to be lined..

We are available for additional analysis and

consultation rega__rding t.he pond imprave.'T\e.Dt.s if desired .
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LIMITATIONS
~:

'Ihis report has beo._n prepared in accordance with ge.rp..__rall y acceptEd
geotech.11ical ergin8A-ring practices in this area for use by the client for
planning arx:l prelimi.TJ.ary design Plli'/?Oses .

Tne conclusions and recornmerx:la tions

st.lbmitte::i in this report are base::i upon t..11e data obtained from the widely spa.ced
exploratory borings irx:licatro on Fig. 1.

Additional investigation should be

corx:luct.ed once building lcx:::.ations arx:l floor elevations have been det.erJ'rlined to
provide design level recamrnoJrlations.

\'le rer-~....n:::l

on- site observation and

h=>stit-g of the site grading by a repre.se.11tative of the 5oil ergi.lleer.

Sincerely,
CE-IEN- NORmEP-.N, INC.

~~
D:l.vid A. YOlli-g

Reviewed By

'-~}t::::____ ~ J /J

'

A

--.....

Steven L. Pawlak, P.E.

/

/
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Topsoil; mixed sand , silt and clay, occasional gravel and cobbles, moderately
organic, soft, moist to highly moist, dark brown .

Silt (CL -ML); silty clay to clayey silt, low to medium plasticity, sandy to
DClayvery sandy, soft to medium stiff, moist to highly moist, brown .

[(].

Sand (~M) ; silty to very silty to occasionally slightly silty with depth, trace
grave l, loose, moist to highl y moist, brown .

~

S~nd and Gravel (SM- GM); with cobbles, silty to very silty, medium dense, moist,
brown, subrounded to rounded.

~

Sand, Gravel and Cobble s (GM-GP ) ; with boulders, silty to slightly silty, dense
to very dense, slightly moist to moist becoming wet near and - below water level,
subrounded to rounded .

·p

Relatively undisturbed drive sample; 2- inch I.D . California liner sample .

~

Drive sample; standard pen etration test (SPT), t 3/8- inch I.D . split spoon
sample, · ASTM D- 1586.

~~~::

Disturbed bulk sample .

.

l

5/ 12 Drive sample blow count; indicates that 5 blows of a 140- pound hammer falling
30 inches were required to drive the California or SPT sampler 12 i nches.

-

T

Water level measured in boring at time of drilling .
Depth boring caved immediately following drilling
Practical rig refusal . Where shown above bottom of log, indicates multiple
attempts were made to adv~nce the boring .
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Legend of Explora t ory Borings

I
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NOTES:
1.

Exploratory boring s were drilled on November 29, 30 and December 3, 1990 with
4- inch diameter continuous flight power auger.

2.

Locations and elevations of exploratory borings were provided by High Country
Engineering, Inc . , Exploratory boring logs are drawn to depth.

3.

The lines between mater ials shown on the exploratory bor ng logs repre sent the
approximate boundaries between material types and transi io~s may be gradual.

4.

Water level readings shown on th e logs were made at the time and under the
conditions indicated. Fluctuations in water level may occur with time .

5.

Laboratory Testing Results:
WC = Water Content (%)
DO = Dry Density (pcf)
+4 = Percent retained on No . 4 sieve
- 200 = Percent passi ng No . 200 sieve
LL = Liquid Limit (%)
PI = Plasticy Index (%)
NP = Nonplastic
R = Hveem Stabilometer Value

14

148 91
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Notes of Explroatory Borings
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INTRODUCTION

The Willits Town Center is an existing mixed-use development located to the southwest of State
Highway 82 (SH 82) at Willits Lane in Basalt, Colorado, as shown on Figure 1. The site is
currently partially developed with a mix of various retail, residential, and office uses. A 113-room
hotel at the southeast corner of the site is planned to open in December. The developer is
seeking approval of a Planned Unit Development (PUD) amendment that would permit
59,000 square feet (SF) of new retail space and a total of 49 residential units (31 free-market
multi-family units and 18 affordable housing units) to be constructed in addition to the land uses
approved with the initial development proposal.
The study area for this report includes the following three intersections:


SH 82/Willits Lane



SH 82/Original Road



Willits Lane/East Valley Road

This traffic impact analysis has been completed to quantify the impacts of the proposed PUD
amendment and to determine whether or not any previously unidentified traffic mitigation
measures are triggered within the study area. In addition, the peak hour traffic volumes currently
projected at the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection have been refined to include the uses
associated with the PUD amendment and most recent information available for the Tree Farm
development located directly opposite SH 82. This study also addresses whether the State
Highway Access Permit for the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection documented in June 2008 needs
to be updated as a result of the proposed increased level of development within Willits Town
Center.
A number of reports have been completed for the site throughout the project’s history. This
report focuses solely on what is planned for the site at this time relative to the land uses that are
currently constructed, those that are occupied, and those that are still planned to be developed,
including the land uses proposed to be added through the PUD amendment process. The
current status of land uses within the development is clearly summarized herein. Figure 2
shows the current site plan. The site is anticipated to be fully built-out by the year 2021, with the
exception of 116 multi-family dwelling units that are planned to be constructed between 2021
and 2035. These future multi-family units are planned to be constructed within Sopris Meadows
in an area generally to the south of Lewis Lane.
Two future planning horizons were evaluated to determine the site’s impacts at the study
intersections:


Short Term Future. The year 2021 was selected for the short term future horizon to
quantify the traffic impacts of Willits Town Center once it is completed. A total of 116
multi-family units located within Sopris Meadows are planned to be built between 2021
and 2035.



Long Term Future. The year 2035 was selected for the long term future horizon
because it is consistent with the long range traffic forecasting models in the area and
meets the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) requirement that a 20-year
horizon be evaluated. The Willits Town Center/Sopris Meadows area is planned to be
completely built-out by the year 2035.
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Roadway Network
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The study area roadways consist of SH 82, Willits Lane, and East Valley Road.
State Highway 82
SH 82 is a four-lane major regional arterial roadway that serves as the primary route through the
Roaring Fork Valley between the City of Glenwood Springs and the Town of Aspen. The
highway, which CDOT classifies as an Expressway within the study area, is designated as an
east-west route. For purposes of this report, eastbound is the direction oriented toward Aspen
(up-valley), and westbound is the direction oriented toward Glenwood Springs (down-valley).
The posted speed limit within the study area is 55 miles per hour (mph). CDOT count stations
located along SH 82 within the vicinity of the site indicate that SH 82 currently carries an Annual
Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volume of approximately 20,000 vehicles per day (vpd).
The SH 82/Willits Lane intersection is signalized and has recently been improved to include the
roadway improvements recommended in previous studies. The intersection geometry includes:


two through lanes in each direction on SH 82;



bus queue jump/right turn lanes on SH 82 for the VelociRFTA bus rapid transit (BRT)
buses;



dual left turn lanes in all but the eastbound direction;



right turn acceleration lanes on SH 82; and



exclusive right turn lanes on all four approaches.

VelociRFTA stops are located to the east of the Willits Lane intersection. These stops are
served by a pedestrian and bicycle underpass beneath SH 82, which links the up- and downvalley BRT stops.
Willits Lane
Willits Lane intersects SH 82 in two locations that are approximately 1½ miles apart. Willits Lane
forms a parallel route to SH 82, which provides access between existing residential and
commercial developments located to the south and west of SH 82. Of note, this report analyzes
the west intersection of Willits Lane with SH 82. The north leg of this intersection is referred to
as Tree Farm Drive and is planned to serve the future Tree Farm development.
South of East Valley Road, the cross-section of Willits Lane consists of a two-lane paved
section with shoulders and roadside ditches. A pedestrian and bicycle trail parallels the Willits
Lane alignment along the west side of the Willits Town Center development. Between East
Valley Road and SH 82, Willits Lane widens to provide four outbound lanes (dual left turn lanes,
a through lane, and an exclusive right turn lane) and two inbound lanes. The posted speed limit
on Willits Lane near the project site is 30 mph. The intersection with East Valley Road is
controlled with a roundabout.
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East Valley Road
East Valley Road, a north-south roadway, runs through the center of the development and
continues south before turning sharply to the east and intersecting SH 82 just over one mile to
the southeast of Willits Lane as Original Road. This intersection with SH 82 is what is referred to
as the SH 82/Original Road intersection within this report.
To the north of Willits Town Center, East Valley Road serves as the SH 82 frontage road,
providing access to several existing commercial and residential uses before joining the El Jebel
Road alignment and intersecting SH 82 approximately ½ mile to the west of Willits Lane. The
corridor consists of a two-lane paved section with either minimal width shoulders or curb and
gutter. The posted speed limit is 20 mph.
B.

Traffic Volumes

Peak hour intersection turning movements were recorded at the SH 82/Willits Lane,
SH 82/Original Road, and Willits Lane/East Valley Road intersections on a typical weekday in
September 2015. The traffic counts were collected in 15-minute intervals between the hours of
7:00 to 9:00 AM and 4:00 to 6:00 PM. Figure 3 shows the existing peak hour turning movement
volumes at these three intersections.
The peak hour traffic volumes from the raw traffic count data were relatively balanced along
Willits Lane between SH 82 and East Valley Road. For this reason, no adjustments were made
to the raw data before performing the operational analysis of existing traffic conditions.
Appendix A contains the traffic count data sheets.
The existing peak hour turning movements at these intersections effectively capture the existing
vehicle-trips generated from the mix of land uses currently occupied within Willits Town Center.
The existing peak hour counts indicate a pattern of heavier eastbound through traffic up-valley
on SH 82 in the morning with the reverse pattern noted in the evening. With respect to the
turning movements at Willits Lane, the existing counts indicate that during the AM peak hour
approximately 475 vph turn from or cross SH 82 and travel to the south on Willits Lane, while
approximately 415 vph travel north on Willits Lane toward SH 82. During the PM peak hour,
approximately 475 vph turn from or cross SH 82 and travel to the south on Willits Lane, while
approximately 550 vph travel north on Willits Lane toward SH 82.
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Traffic Operations

Traffic operations at the SH 82/Willits Lane and SH 82/Original Road intersections were
evaluated according to techniques documented in the Highway Capacity Manual, 2010 (HCM
2010) by the Transportation Research Board. Level of service (LOS) is a qualitative measure of
traffic operational conditions based on roadway capacity and vehicle delay. Levels of service
are described by a letter designation ranging from LOS A to LOS F, with LOS A representing
the best possible conditions and LOS F representing congested conditions. For unsignalized
intersections, LOS is calculated for movements that must yield right-of-way to other traffic
movements. For signalized traffic control, LOS represents an average of the delays for all
movements at the intersection. Synchro traffic analysis software was used to develop the LOS
calculations, based on the HCM 2010 methodology. CDOT and Eagle County Site Development
Standards specify a design objective of LOS D or better peak hour traffic operations.
Consistent with previous analyses, the Willits Lane/East Valley Road roundabout was evaluated
using RODEL.
Existing traffic signal timings for the SH 82 intersections were obtained from CDOT and
incorporated into the existing conditions analysis. The Willits Lane and Original Road
intersections are not coordinated with any other signals in the SH 82 corridor. The existing
signal timings allow up to 120 seconds of maximum green time to be provided for the eastbound
and westbound through movements on SH 82, and additional time (up to defined maximums) to
be allocated to the signal phases serving side-street movements. These timing parameters
result in maximum possible cycle lengths in excess of three minutes at each intersection.
At Willits Lane, the left turn movements in all directions operate with protected only left turn
phasing. At Original Road, only the left turns from SH 82 operate with protected only left turn
phasing while the Original Road left turns do not have any form of exclusive left turn phasing
and are served concurrently with the northbound and southbound side-street through
movements.
Table 1 tabulates the results of the existing traffic LOS analysis, which indicates that each study
intersection currently operates at LOS D or better during both the AM and PM peak hours, as
indicated on Figure 3. Appendix B includes the LOS analysis worksheets corresponding to the
existing conditions analysis.
Table 1.

Existing Traffic Level of Service Summary

Intersection
SH 82/Willits Lane
SH 82/Original Road
Willits Lane/East Valley Road

Level of Service
Overall Intersection Delay (sec/veh)
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
C
D
24.3 s
41.4 s
B
B
11.7 s
11.8 s
A
A
5.1 s
5.6 s
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III.

BACKGROUND (WITHOUT SITE) TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

A.

Short Term Future (Year 2021) Background Traffic Volumes

Background traffic is the component of traffic volume on the local street network that is not
related to the proposed development. For this report, short term background traffic forecasts
corresponding to the year 2021 have been developed, as this is the year when the hotel, retail,
office, art center and majority of residential units, particularly all of those proposed within the
Willits Town Center, are planned to be completed. Of note, a total of 116 multi-family dwelling
units within Sopris Meadows and generally located to the south of Lewis Lane are planned to be
constructed between 2021 and 2035. Separate long-term future (year 2035) site-generated
traffic volumes have been prepared which account for these additional units. This interim year
between existing traffic conditions and the 20-year future planning horizon was analyzed,
however, to determine the traffic impacts of Willits Town Center on the surrounding roadway
network at the time when most of the site is expected to be built out.
To determine the projected level of through traffic growth on SH 82 through the study area,
CDOT 20-year factors and two traffic impact studies completed for adjacent developments
planned to be located along the SH 82 corridor were consulted. Referenced reports include:


The Tree Farm Traffic Study, Revised April 2015, by Fox Tuttle Transportation Group



The Fields Traffic Impact Study, August 13, 2015, by SGM

Of note, the areas surrounding Willits Town Center located to the south and west of SH 82 are
almost entirely built out with very little developable land remaining, aside from those areas
within Willits Town Center/Sopris Meadows that are currently undeveloped and are accounted
for within this report. As a result of this condition, the short term background turning movements
oriented to/from the south leg of the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection closely align with the
existing counts because very little growth (aside from additional development within Willits Town
Center) is anticipated to occur for these movements within this timeframe.
It is assumed that the Tree Farm development would be 30 percent built-out by the year 2021.
For this reason, the turning movements oriented to/from the north leg of SH 82/Willits Lane were
estimated by taking 30 percent of the year 2035 total traffic volumes shown in the Tree Farm
Traffic Study Revised April 2015 report for the scenario that assumed a right-in/right-out at Big
Pinyon Drive. This scenario was selected because it results in the highest projected turning
movements at the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection, and the 2035 total traffic volumes projected
for this leg consist of very little traffic volume from developments other than the Tree Farm.
The eastbound and westbound through traffic volumes on SH 82 were estimated by
interpolating between the through traffic volumes forecast for the year 2035 and the existing
through traffic volumes.
Figure 4 depicts the 2021 background traffic volumes.
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Short Term Future (Year 2021) Background Traffic Operations

The same traffic analysis procedures used to analyze the existing traffic volumes were applied
to the short term future (year 2021) background traffic volumes. The analysis shows that the
study area intersections are projected to continue to operate at LOS D or better during the AM
and PM peak hours, assuming that the Tree Farm is 30 percent built out and regional
eastbound and westbound through traffic volumes on SH 82 increase on the order of 5 to
10 percent by the year 2021. Figure 4 illustrates the results of the short term future (year 2021)
background traffic analysis. Appendix C contains the LOS analysis worksheets corresponding
to the short term future (year 2021) background traffic conditions analysis.
For the short term future (year 2021) background traffic analysis, changes were made to the
existing signal timings but not to the general phasing pattern; that is, protected left turn phasing
was maintained on all approaches. A 150 second cycle length was selected; however, the traffic
signals along the SH 82 corridor in this vicinity were assumed to remain uncoordinated. Left turn
splits were allowed to optimize in order to provide additional time to those movements, if
necessary. Table 2 tabulates the results of the short term background traffic LOS analysis,
which indicates that each study intersection currently operates at LOS D or better during both
the AM and PM peak hours, as indicated on Figure 4.
Table 2.

Short Term Background Traffic Level of Service Summary

Intersection
SH 82/Willits Lane
SH 82/Original Road
Willits Lane/East Valley Road

D.

Level of Service
Overall Intersection Delay (sec/veh)
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
C
C
23.4 s
32.6 s
B
B
14.3 s
18.3 s
A
A
5.2 s
5.8 s

Long Term Future (Year 2035) Background Traffic Volumes

The long term future (year 2035) background traffic volumes were developed using a
methodology similar to the one applied to estimate the short term future traffic volumes. The
long term background turning movements oriented to/from the south leg of the SH 82/Willits
Lane intersection were factored up by approximately 3 to 5 percent to account for a very low
level of development within the areas surrounding Willits Town Center located to the south and
west of SH 82. The turning movements oriented to/from the north leg of the SH 82/Willits Lane
were matched to those for the year 2035 total traffic volumes shown in the Tree Farm Traffic
Study, Revised April 2015 report for the scenario that assumed a right-in/right-out at Big Pinyon
Drive. These turning movements consist of very little traffic volume from developments other
than the Tree Farm.
The CDOT 20-year growth factor along the segment of SH 82 of interest to this study is 1.36,
which correlates to a compounded annual average growth rate of approximately 1.5 percent per
year. However, if this growth rate were applied directly to the September 2015 counts, it would
overestimate the through traffic volumes when compared relative to the through traffic volumes
projected for the two other developments within the vicinity of the site.
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As such, the eastbound and westbound through traffic volumes at the SH 82/Willits Lane
intersection were estimated by ensuring that the total volume of westbound traffic leaving the
SH 82/Willits Lane intersection closely matched the total volume of westbound traffic entering
the SH 82/El Jebel Road intersection that was projected in the Fields Traffic Impact Study by
SGM. Similarly, the total eastbound volume entering the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection was
closely matched to the total eastbound volume that was projected to be leaving the
SH 82/El Jebel Road intersection. Because there are currently no access points on SH 82
between El Jebel Road and Willits Lane, the volumes between the two intersections should be
closely balanced.
Figure 5 depicts the long term future (year 2035) background traffic volumes.
E.

Long Term Future (Year 2035) Background Traffic Operations

The same traffic analysis procedures that were used to analyze the existing and short term
future (year 2021) background traffic volumes were applied to the long term future (year 2035)
background traffic volumes.
For the long term future (year 2035) background traffic analysis, changes were made to the
existing signal timings but not to the general phasing pattern; that is, protected left turn phasing
was maintained on all approaches. A 150 second cycle length was selected; however, the traffic
signals along the SH 82 corridor in this vicinity were assumed to remain uncoordinated. Left turn
splits were allowed to optimize in order to provide additional time to those movements, if
necessary.
The analysis shows that the study area intersections are projected to continue to operate at
LOS D or better during the AM and PM peak hours through the year 2035, assuming that the
Tree Farm is built out and regional eastbound and westbound through traffic volumes on SH 82
increase on the order of 20 to 25 percent by the year 2035. Figure 5 illustrates the results of the
long term future (year 2035) background traffic analysis. Appendix D contains the LOS analysis
worksheets corresponding to the long term future (year 2035) background traffic conditions
analysis. Table 3 tabulates the results of the long term background traffic LOS analysis, which
indicates that each study intersection currently operates at LOS D or better during both the AM
and PM peak hours, as indicated on Figure 5.

Table 3.

Long Term Background Traffic Level of Service Summary

Intersection
SH 82/Willits Lane
SH 82/Original Road
Willits Lane/East Valley Road

Level of Service
Overall Intersection Delay (sec/veh)
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
C
D
32.2 s
47.8 s
B
C
18.4 s
21.8 s
A
A
5.3 s
6.0 s
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IV.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

A.

Land Use Summary

Table 4 summarizes the land uses within Willits Town Center currently constructed, those that
were occupied as of September 2015 when the traffic data for this report was collected, and the
total square footage and number of residential units planned to be developed both in 2021 and
2035.
Table 4.

Summary of Existing, Occupied and Proposed Land Use Totals

Land Use

Existing
Built

Occupied as of
September 2015

Proposed Total at
Build-Out 2021

Single-Family (DUs)

118

118

155

Proposed Total at
Complete BuildOut 2035
155

Multi-Family (DUs)

282

282

607

723

Hotel (Rooms)

113

0

113

113

Office (SF)

67,969

46,660

116,409

116,409

Retail (SF)

125,107

79,530

266,994

266,994

Arts Center (Seats)

0

0

250

250

As shown, at the time the peak hour turning movement counts were recorded in September
2015, the Willits Town Center site included a total of 118 single-family detached houses,
282 multi-family dwelling units (analyzed as apartments), 67,969 SF of office uses, and
125,107 SF of retail uses. The 113-room hotel is scheduled to open in December 2015. Of
these currently constructed land uses, the number of units or square footage that was actually
occupied at the time when the traffic data was collected was as follows:


118 single-family detached units



282 multi-family units



46,660 SF office



79,530 SF retail

When the site is fully built out, it is planned to contain a total of 155 single-family detached
houses, 723 multi-family units, a 113-room hotel, 116,409 SF of office uses, 266,994 SF of retail
uses, and a 250 seat arts center. It is anticipated that these uses will be both fully constructed
and occupied by the year 2021, with the exception of 116 multi-family units that are planned to
be constructed between 2021 and 2035. These future multi-family units are planned to be
located within an area of Sopris Meadows generally to the south of Lewis Lane.
For the purposes of this report, two scenarios were selected for analysis. For the short term, the
anticipated build-out total for year 2021 minus the land uses that were occupied as of
September 2015 were evaluated. For the long term, the anticipated build-out total for year 2035
minus the land uses that were occupied as of September 2015 were evaluated. To reiterate, the
peak hour turning movement counts conducted at the study area intersections in September
2015 captured the AM and PM peak hour vehicle-trip traffic generation associated with the
currently occupied land uses. For this reason, these land uses can be subtracted from the buildout projections when estimating the remaining trip generation potential of the Willits Town
Center. Stated another way, the build-out total minus the land uses occupied as of September
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2015 scenario represents the number of units or square footage within the development that
has yet to be occupied and, therefore, the remaining area within the site that could be expected
to generate additional vehicle-trips within the study area.
The difference between what is planned to be developed (and assumed to be occupied) by the
year 2021 compared to what is currently occupied is as follows:


37 single-family detached units



325 multi-family units



113-room hotel



69,749 SF office



187,464 SF retail



250 seat arts center

By the year 2035, it is anticipated that an additional 116 multi-family units will be constructed,
bringing the total new multi-family units projected to be added to 441. No new hotel rooms,
retail, office, or arts center space is planned to be added by the year 2035 compared to what is
expected to be built/occupied by the year 2021.
B.

Trip Generation

Trip Generation Manual, 9th Edition (2012), by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE),
contains trip generation rates for the specific land uses that are planned to be developed, with
the exception of the arts center, for which custom trip generation estimates were developed
based on a preliminary understanding of how it is projected to operate. The arts center is
anticipated to have minimal traffic impacts during the AM and PM peak hours because it either
will not be open or the start time of performances will fall outside of typical commuter peak
hours. As such, it is expected to have minimal impact on the overall site trip generation but has
been included at the request of the Town of Basalt. Table 5 summarizes the vehicle-trip
generation rates used to develop vehicle-trip estimates corresponding to the average weekday
daily and AM and PM peak hours.
Table 5.

Trip Generation Rates

Land Use
Single-Family Detached
Housing
Apartments
Hotel
General Office Building
Shopping Center
Arts Center

ITE
LUC

Daily

210

9.52

220
310
710
820(1)
---

Trip Generation Rates(1)
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
In
Out
Total
In
Out
Total
0.19

0.56

0.75

0.63

0.37

1.00

6.65
0.10
0.41
0.51
0.40
0.22
0.62
8.17
0.31
0.22
0.53
0.31
0.29
0.60
12.66
1.63
0.22
1.85
0.30
1.49
1.79
48.16
0.66
0.34
1.00
2.08
2.25
4.33
Custom Trip Generation Estimates Developed

Notes:
(1) Source: Trip Generation Manual, 9th Edition (2012) by ITE
(2) DU = Dwelling Units
(3) KSF = 1,000 Square Feet Gross Leasable Area
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Trip generation estimates were developed for the land uses anticipated within Willits Town
Center in both 2021 and 2035.
The internal capture rates shown in both Table 6 and Table 7 were developed using
methodology contained in Trip Generation Handbook, 3rd Edition by ITE. This process applies
internal capture percentages to the entering and exiting vehicle-trips associated with each land
use type planned to be developed. For example, a specific percentage is applied to reduce trips
made between office and retail uses. The internal capture percentages that were applied
conform to those found in Trip Generation Handbook, 3rd Edition and were applied using the
NCHRP 684 Internal Trip Capture Estimation Tool. Appendix E contains the internal capture
worksheets corresponding to the AM and PM peak hours for both the year 2021 and 2035 trip
generation estimates.
The results of the internal capture calculations indicate that internal capture percentages of
approximately 8 percent and 24 percent can be expected during the AM and PM peak hours,
respectively, for the year 2021. By the year 2035, internal capture percentages of 7 percent and
27 percent during the AM and PM peak hours, respectively, are anticipated as a result of the
additional residential units. It should be noted that these reflect the internal capture percentages
calculated directly from the NCHRP 684 methodology, assuming no other mode split for use of
transit or non-motorized vehicles. Given the proximity of the development to the VelociRFTA
stops located on SH 82 to the west of Willits Lane, as well as the pedestrian and bicycle
underpass crossing beneath SH 82 that will provide a connection between Willits Town Center
and adjacent development, it is likely that there would be some mode split to transit and nonmotorized uses, perhaps in the range of 10 to 15 percent, which would only further reduce the
number of new external trips. However, to remain conservative, no adjustments for transit or
non-motorized uses were made.
Table 6 summarizes the year 2021 vehicle-trip generation estimates.
Table 6.

Year 2021 Trip Generation Estimates
Vehicle-Trips Generated

ITE
LUC

Quantity

Single-Family Detached
Housing

210

37 DU

Apartments

220

Hotel

Land Use

Daily

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

352

7

21

28

23

14

37

325 DU

2,161

33

133

166

131

71

202

310

113 Rooms

923

35

25

60

35

33

68

General Office Building

710

69.749 KSF

883

114

16

130

21

104

125

Shopping Center

820

187.464 KSF

9,028

124

64

188

390

422

812

---

250 Seats

100

5

5

10

5

5

10

13,447

318

264

582

605

649

1,254

Internal Capture

22

22

44

153

153

306

Total New External Residential Trips
Total New Office/Hotel/Commercial
External Trips
Total New External Trips

35

148

183

113

43

156

261

94

355

339

453

792

296

242

538

452

496

948

Arts Center

Total Trips
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As shown in Table 6, based on the projected year 2021 land uses, the Willits Town Center
development is anticipated to generate a total of approximately 540 total new external vehicletrips during the AM peak hour and approximately 950 total new external vehicle-trips during the
PM peak hour. The estimated new weekday daily trip generation potential is approximately
13,450 vehicle-trips per day.
Table 7 summarizes the year 2035 vehicle-trip generation estimates, including development of
116 additional multi-family units.
Table 7.

Year 2035 Trip Generation Estimates
Vehicle-Trips Generated

ITE
LUC

Quantity

Single-Family Detached
Housing

210

37 DU

Apartments

220

Hotel

Land Use

Daily

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

352

7

21

28

23

14

37

441 DU

2,933

45

180

225

178

96

274

310

113 Rooms

923

35

25

60

35

33

68

General Office Building

710

69.749 KSF

883

114

16

130

21

104

125

Shopping Center

820

187.464 KSF

9,028

124

64

188

390

422

812

---

250 Seats

100

5

5

10

5

5

10

14,219

330

311

641

652

674

1,326

Internal Capture

22

22

44

179

179

358

Total New External Residential Trips
Total New Office/Hotel/Commercial
External Trips
Total New External Trips

47

196

243

155

63

218

261

93

354

318

432

750

308

289

597

473

495

968

Arts Center

Total Trips

As shown in Table 7, based on the projected year 2035 land uses, the Willits Town Center
development is anticipated to generate a total of approximately 600 total new external vehicletrips during the AM peak hour and approximately 970 total new external vehicle-trips during the
PM peak hour. The estimated new weekday daily trip generation potential is approximately
14,220 vehicle-trips per day.
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Trip Distribution and Traffic Assignment

Trip distribution percentages in this report were based on previous traffic studies completed for
the Willits Town Center. The trip distribution used is as follows:
Residential Uses


20 percent to/from the west on SH 82



60 percent to/from the east on SH 82



10 percent to/from the north on East Valley Road



5 percent to/from the south on Willits Lane



5 percent to/from the northeast on Tree Farm Drive north of SH 82

Commercial / Office Uses


45 percent to/from the west on SH 82



30 percent to/from the east on SH 82



5 percent to/from the north on East Valley Road



10 percent to/from the south on Willits Lane



5 percent to/from the north on East Valley Road (Original Road) north of SH 82



5 percent to/from the northeast on Tree Farm Drive north of SH 82

Figure 6 graphically depicts the trip distribution.
The vehicle-trips projected to be generated by the development were assigned to the study
intersections based on the above trip distribution percentages, which were considered
applicable to both the short and long term horizons. The location of the residential units within
either Willits Town Center or Sopris Meadows was considered with respect to the assignment of
residential trips. Figure 7 depicts the site-generated traffic volumes associated with the land
uses planned to be built and occupied by the year 2021. Figure 8 depicts the site-generated
traffic volumes associated with the land uses planned to be built and occupied by the year 2035,
representing complete build-out of Willits Town Center/Sopris Meadows.
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V.

TOTAL (WITH SITE) FUTURE TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

A.

Short Term Future (Year 2021) Total Traffic Volumes

The 2021 site generated traffic volumes were added to the short term future (year 2021)
background traffic volumes to determine the projected short term future (year 2021) total traffic
volumes. Figure 9 shows these volumes.
B.

Short Term Future (Year 2021) Total Traffic Operations

The LOS analyses performed based on the short term future (year 2021) total traffic volumes
indicate that the study area intersections are projected to operate acceptably, at LOS D or
better, with the addition of build-out site generated traffic from Willits Town Center. The LOS
analyses were performed with no changes made to the existing traffic signal phasing pattern;
that is, protected left turn phasing was maintained on all approaches.
Figure 9 shows the LOS analysis results for this scenario. Table 8 summarizes the LOS and
delay.
Table 8.

Short Term Total Traffic Level of Service Summary

Intersection
SH 82/Willits Lane
SH 82/Original Road
Willits Lane/East Valley Road

Level of Service
Overall Intersection Delay (sec/veh)
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
C
D
28.6 s
44.1 s
B
C
18.3 s
23.6 s
A
A
5.6 s
7.2 s

Appendix F contains the LOS analysis worksheets corresponding to the short term future (year
2021) total traffic conditions analysis.
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Long Term Future (Year 2035) Total Traffic Volumes

The 2035 build-out site generated traffic volumes were added to the long term future (year
2035) background traffic volumes to determine the projected long term future (year 2035) total
traffic volumes. Figure 10 shows these volumes.
D.

Long Term Future (Year 2035) Total Traffic Operations

The LOS analyses conducted based on the long term future (year 2035) total traffic volumes
indicate that the SH 82/Original Road and Willits Lane/East Valley Road intersections are
projected to operate acceptably, at LOS D or better, with the addition of build-out site generated
traffic from Willits Town Center and with no changes to the existing lane geometry or traffic
control.
The SH 82/Willits Lane intersection is projected to operate at LOS E during the PM peak hour if
no changes are made to the existing lane geometry, traffic control, or left turn phasing patterns.
If the single eastbound left turn lane were to be converted to a dual left turn lane onto Tree Farm
Drive, the intersection is projected to operate at LOS D overall during both the AM and PM peak
hours. Of note, the need for this second left turn lane is triggered by the combination of
additional development proposed within Willits Town Center as well as within the Tree Farm. To
accommodate this change, the Tree Farm Drive side of the intersection would need to be
widened to two inbound lanes to receive the eastbound dual left turn movements. Additional
signal traffic signal modifications may also be necessary, such as relocating the traffic signal
pole/channelizing island at southeast corner.
This recommendation, however, is not required to achieve LOS D operations in the year 2035 in
the event that the currently proposed development plans for Tree Farm do not materialize.
Figure 10 shows the LOS analysis results for this scenario. Table 9 summarizes the LOS and
delay.
Table 9.

Long Term Total Traffic Level of Service Summary

Intersection
SH 82/Willits Lane
SH 82/Original Road
Willits Lane/East Valley Road
Note: (1) Assumes dual EB LT lanes.

Level of Service
Overall Intersection Delay (sec/veh)
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
(1)
D
D (1)
35.9 s
51.0 s
C
C
26.8 s
30.0 s
A
A
5.8 s
7.3 s

Appendix G contains the LOS analysis worksheets corresponding to the long term future (year
2035) total traffic conditions analysis.
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Queuing Analysis

A queuing analysis, conducted for the south leg of Willits Lane at SH 82, determined whether
northbound vehicle queues on Willits Lane could be anticipated to ever exceed the available
storage distance currently provided between the East Valley Road roundabout intersection and
SH 82. The queuing analysis was based primarily on the long term future (year 2035) total traffic
volumes projected at the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection, as these volumes are the highest of
any of the analyzed scenarios.
Existing Conditions
Currently the northbound inside dual left turn lane is 120 feet long and the outside dual left turn
lane is 140 feet long. These two left turn lanes provide a total of 260 lane-feet of vehicle
storage. The northbound through lane extends 200 feet back from the stop bar. An additional
85 feet of vehicle storage space is available beyond the through lane before vehicles queued on
the northbound approach would begin to block the circulating lane in the roundabout. It is likely
that the additional 85 feet of storage space beyond the through lane would be used for storing
left turning vehicles given the significantly lower through volumes projected on the approach.
Thus, an estimated 345 lane-feet of vehicle storage is available for northbound left turns on
Willits Lane approaching SH 82.
The lane-feet of vehicle storage (sum of both left turn lane queues) that is required to
accommodate the projected 95th percentile queue lengths from the SimTraffic simulation for
northbound left turn movements based on the existing PM peak hour traffic volumes is 501 lanefeet. With respect to the northbound approach, these results indicate that there are periods
when the existing PM peak hour traffic volumes result in queue spillback along Willits Lane
between SH 82 and the roundabout at East Valley Road, which is consistent with the
observation noted in the Town of Basalt comments.
The southbound approach along Tree Farm Drive extends for a distance of approximately
220 feet back from the stop bar. The results of the queuing analyses for existing conditions (and
all future scenarios) indicate that vehicle queues on the southbound approach are not
anticipated to extend beyond 200 feet in either the AM or PM peak hour.
Future Conditions
The lane-feet of vehicle storage (sum of both left turn lane queues) required to accommodate
the projected 95th percentile queue lengths from the SimTraffic simulation for northbound left
turn movements during the 2021 and 2035 total traffic PM peak hour analysis scenarios are as
follows: 520 lane-feet and 521 lane-feet, respectively. Thus, the total amount of lane-feet of
vehicle storage required is not anticipated to change much between existing conditions and
projected year 2035 conditions. Results are reported for an uncoordinated 150 second cycle
length with protected left turn phasing on all approaches and assuming the eastbound approach
is converted to a dual left turn lane. Appendix H includes the queuing analysis worksheets.
In the event that the area along Willits Lane between SH 82 and the roundabout intersection at
East Valley Road is filled with queued vehicles, the ability to make movements through the
roundabout oriented toward SH 82 is affected. This could result in some queuing on approaches
to the roundabout, which would be internal to the site and surrounding roadway network. The
effect on SH 82 mainline traffic operations would be minimal, other than that the maximum
green time allocated to the northbound approach would likely need to be served to clear the
queued northbound vehicles.
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Conclusions
The following conclusions are noted based on the results of the queuing analyses and current
intersection context:
1. The results of the queuing analyses based on the existing traffic volumes indicate that
vehicle queue lengths on the northbound approach currently extend between SH 82 and
East Valley Road during the PM peak hour. This condition is projected to continue in
2021 and 2035, although with only slightly longer queue lengths.
2. Given the existing lane geometry, intersection configuration/spacing, and surrounding
land use, it appears that the opportunity to increase vehicle queue storage length on the
northbound approach of Willits Lane to SH 82 is limited.
3. Vehicle queue lengths should be monitored as the Willits Town Center/Sopris Meadows
area continues to develop.
F.

State Highway Access Permit Considerations

The State Highway Access Permit Application approved for the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection
in June 2008 permitted up to 2,040 vph during the peak hours. This traffic volume was based on
the projected 2025 Total Traffic volumes contained in the Willits Property Traffic Impact
Analysis, December 2007 Revision by Felsburg Holt & Ullevig (FHU).
The State of Colorado State Highway Access Code, March 2002, states that a new access
permit application must be completed and reviewed if changes in the land use are anticipated to
increase the permitted vehicular traffic volume by 20 percent or more. Thus, if the projected
peak-hour traffic volumes estimated in this report were to exceed 2,448 vph, the permit would
need to be updated.
However, the updated year 2035 total traffic projections for the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection
actually anticipate an approximate 24 percent decrease in peak hour traffic volumes to
1,640 vph. This resultant decrease can be attributed to two factors:
1. The peak hour turning movements from September 2015 capture vehicle-trips generated
by all of the currently occupied land uses within Willits Town Center. It is possible that
trip generation rates used previously to estimate vehicle-trips associated with these uses
overestimated the site’s trip generation potential. It is not uncommon for trip generation
rates to vary slightly from region to region given certain factors unique to the area. In fact
the Town of Aspen has developed trip generation rates tailored for uses located within
the Town limits and these custom trip rates are requested to be used when performing
traffic impact studies.
2. The Willits Property Traffic Impact Analysis, December 2007 Revision by FHU
developed and applied an internal capture percentage of approximately 15 percent to
the PM peak hour trips. This internal capture percentage was developed on the industry
standard methodology at the time, which was detailed in Trip Generation Handbook,
2nd Edition by ITE. The updated methodology contained in Trip Generation Handbook,
3rd Edition that was used for this report resulted in higher internal capture percentages
during the PM peak hour.
These two factors could explain why the traffic projected to be generated at the SH 82/Willits
Lane intersection is expected to decrease despite the forecast year being extended to the year
2035 and the PUD amendment adding additional retail square footage and residential units.
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VI.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A.

Project Description

Traffic Impact Analysis, 2nd Edition

The Willits Town Center is an existing mixed-use development located to the southwest of
SH 82 at Willits Lane in Basalt, Colorado. This traffic impact analysis updated and refined the
analyses that were contained in previous reports based on a request to amend the PUD to
include 59,000 SF of new retail space and a total of 49 residential units (31 free-market multifamily units and 18 affordable housing units) in addition to the land uses approved with the initial
development proposal.
B.

Trip Generation

Based on the projected year 2021 land uses, the Willits Town Center development is anticipated
to generate a total of approximately 540 total new external vehicle-trips during the AM peak
hour and approximately 950 total new external vehicle-trips during the PM peak hour. The
estimated new weekday daily trip generation potential is approximately 13,450 vehicle-trips per
day.
Based on the projected year 2035 land uses, the Willits Town Center development is anticipated
to generate a total of approximately 600 total new external vehicle-trips during the AM peak
hour and approximately 970 total new external vehicle-trips during the PM peak hour. The
estimated new weekday daily trip generation potential is approximately 14,220 vehicle-trips per
day.
C.

Traffic Operations

The results of the analyses indicate that the intersections within the study area are projected to
operate acceptably at LOS D or better through the year 2021 with the existing lane geometry
and traffic control. The signal timings at the SH 82 intersections with Willits Lane and Original
Road were optimized for the year 2021 background and total traffic analysis scenarios, but the
general left turn phasing patterns were kept consistent with the existing timings.
Based on the year 2035 total traffic volumes, the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection is projected to
operate at LOS E if no changes are made to the existing lane geometry, traffic control, or left
turn phasing patterns. However, if the single eastbound left turn lane were to be converted to a
dual left turn lane, the intersection is projected to operate at LOS D overall during both the AM
and PM peak hours. The need for this lane is triggered by the combination of additional
development proposed within Willits Town Center as well as within the Tree Farm. The Willits
Lane/Tree Farm Drive side of the intersection would need to be widened to two inbound lanes to
receive the eastbound dual left turn movements. Additional signal traffic signal modifications
may also be necessary, such as relocating the traffic signal pole/channelizing island at the
southeast corner.
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Vehicle Queuing

The projected 95th percentile vehicle queue lengths at the SH 82/Willits Lane intersection were
determined from the average of five SimTraffic simulation runs. The results indicate that existing
traffic volumes result in some queue spillback on the northbound approach between SH 82 and
the roundabout intersection at East Valley Road. Projected future queue lengths on the
northbound approach are generally consistent with those calculated for existing conditions,
which indicate that there is not always enough vehicle storage along Willits Lane between SH
82 and the roundabout at East Valley Road. Vehicle queues should be monitored as the Willits
Town Center/Sopris Meadows area continues to build-out.
E.

State Highway Access Permit Considerations

The projected long term future (year 2035) total traffic volumes at the SH 82/Willits Lane
intersection do not trigger the need to update the State Highway Access Permit Application
signed in June 2008. The volumes projected in this study actually decrease by approximately
24 percent compared to the volume listed on the permit from June 2008.
F.

Recommendations

By the year 2035, it is recommended that the existing single eastbound left turn lane on SH 82
at the Willits Lane intersection be converted to a dual left turn lane. The timing for when this
additional lane is needed is heavily dependent upon when and to what extent the Tree Farm
develops. The second eastbound left turn lane is not triggered based on the year 2021 build-out
projections for Willits Town Center and Tree Farm (assumed 30 percent complete) contained in
this report. Furthermore, this recommendation is not required to achieve LOS D operations in
the year 2035 in the event that the currently proposed development plans for Tree Farm do not
materialize.
CDOT and the Town of Basalt have indicated interest in upgrading the traffic signal equipment
to provide for coordination of the four traffic signals along the segment of SH 82 between
El Jebel Road and Two Rivers Road/Willits Lane. At the time of this report, it is understood that
evaluation of the signal progression along this segment of SH 82 is underway. It is recognized
that some efficiencies would likely be attained with a coordinated signal system and that these
may help alleviate some of the vehicle queuing experienced on the northbound approach at the
SH 82/Willits Lane intersection.
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PRE-DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
TOWN OF BASALT AND THE ARTS CENTER AT WILLITS (TACAW)
THIS PRE-DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is entered into as of the
23rd day of June, 2015 (the "Effective Date"), between the Town of Basalt, Colorado,
a town of the State of Colorado (the "Town"), and The Arts Center at Willits
(TACAW), a Colorado nonprofit corporation (the "Developer") (the Town and
Developer are hereby collectively referred to as the "Parties").
RECITALS:
A The Town of Basalt owns an approximate .78 acre property designated as the
"Town Park Arts Tract". The initial developers of the Willits Town Center
PUD dedicated the tract to the Town for the purposes of a Town Park and
Arts Center. OK
B. The Willits Town Center development approvals established a real estate
transfer assessment (RETA) whereby 50% of the funds are set aside to build,
maintain and provide an endowment for an arts center or cultural center
(the "Arts Center") to be located at the Town Park-Arts Center Tract at
Willits Town Center (the portion of the RETA set aside for such purposes is
herein referred to the "Willits Arts Center RETA"). OK
C. TACAW has now received 501(c)(3) status with the Internal Revenue Service
and is registered with the state as a Colorado non-profit. YES
D. The Willits Arts Center RETA now has approximately $700,000 of restricted
revenue. Expenditure of these funds for the allowed purposes requires
appropriation by the Town Council. The RETA amount needs to be
verified.
E. The Parties desire to enter into this Agreement in order to designate the
Developer as the exclusive developer of the Town Park-Arts Parcel, to
properly define and record the necessary improvements and financing
needed to develop the Property as performing arts facility for TACAW, and to
identify issues related to development of the site. YES

Please return to:
TOWN OF BASALT
101 Midland Avenue
Basalt, CO 81621
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F. The Willits Arts Center RETA now has approximately $700,000 of restricted
revenue and TACAW would like to access those funds to fund and build a
performing arts center. The RETA fund amount need to be verified.
G. The Development approvals also allow a park on the site. OK
H. Parties desire to enter into this Agreement in order to designate the
Developer as the exclusive developer of the "Town Park-Arts Center
Tract' (Property), to properly define and record the necessary improvements
and financing needed. to develop the Property as a performing arts facility
for TA CAW, and to identify issues related to development of the site. YES
I.

The Parties desire to enter into this Agreement in order to designate the
· Developer as the exclusive developer of the Town portion of the Willits
Town Center PUD ("Property"), to properly define and record the necessary
improvements and financing needed to develop the Property as a performing
arts facility by TACAW, and to identify issues related to development of the
site. OK
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements
contained herein, the Town and the Developer agree as follows:
1. DEVELOPER OF RECORD. The Town acknowledges that there are risks
and costs of preliminary planning activities and other requirements
associated with the preparation for a project plan under development. As
an inducement to Developer to assume those costs and undertake those
activities, as set forth herein, the Town agrees to designate the Developer
as the Exclusive Developer of Record for the Property.
2. OBLIGATION OF THE PARTIES TO PROCEED. The obligations of the
Parties to proceed beyond this Pre-development Agreement are
dependent upon the Parties entering into a Final Development
Agreement prior to the termination of this Agreement. Nothing contained
herein shall (i) obligate the Town to create or approve the Development
(ii) obligate the Town to create or approve a development plan for the
Property, or (iii) obligate either party to enter into a Final Development
Agreement.
3. OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES. The parties agree that there are a
number of elements that are required for the project to be completed:
A. The Town owns the Property which it intends to lease to the
Developer through a future lease for a minimal rent to be signed by
the Parties for the Property subject to the Developers compliance with
the terms of this agreement. Duration of lease: 99 years starting at
time of Building Permit.
2
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B. The Parties enter into this Agreement in order to designate the
Developer as the exclusive developer until the deadline described in
Paragraph 3C below, for the purpose of building and maintaining a
performing arts center within the Property, and to set forth matters
that need to be included in any Final Development Agreement.
C. Deadline for Performance -TA CAW commits to entering into a Final
Development Agreement and Lease with the Town by March 31st of
2016. The Town Manager is given the ability to authorize another three
month extension to the deadline if he finds that TACAW is making
progress toward executing a Final Development Agreement, with any
other additional extension requiring Town Council approval. YES
D. Agreement on Site Grading. The parties agree that the site requires a
considerable amount of fill to make it developable. TACAW shall be
responsible for filling the property and making it a workable
development site. See Sopris Engineering letter in Sketch Site Plan Submission.
E. Agreement on Site Work Infrastructure, and Utilities. The Parties shall
agree on how site work, utilities, street, sidewalk and similar
improvements are to be addressed by the Final Development Plan.
The Town understands that TACAW may request that the Town or the
developer of Willits Town Center make off site improvements to
enable the Performing Arts Center to be constructed. The Town agrees
to give consideration to any such request, however nothing herein
obligates the Town to make or fund such improvements. TACAW will be

responsible for the improvements inside building envelope/back of sidewalk, and
the Town will be responsible for improvements outside the building envelop/back
of sidewalk.

F. Parking. The Parties agree to work toward a solution for parking for
the Performing Arts Center which may include offsite temporary,
permanent or leased parking and pedestrian ways. While
underground parking is not currently being contemplated, nothing
herein restricts the parties from considering it. See Sopris Engineering
plans in Sketch Site Plan Submission. No new parking analysis is necessary.

G. Park Improvements. The parties agree that the Willits Town Center
development approvals allow for a park on the site. The Town
deferred park improvements to be constructed by the Willits
Developer on the site. The Town agrees to work with the developer of
Willits Town Center to identify any obligations to build park
improvements on the Property that could occur in conjunction with
the construction of the Performing Arts Center. OK
H. Agreement on Progress Schedule. The Parties shall agree on a progress
schedule by which the development project will be
- undertaken and completed, including a mechanism by which the
scheduled can be mutually revised. See notes below.
I. Zoning Changes and Town Planning Impacts. The Parties shall agree as
314 of 448
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planning impacts will be addressed. Nothing contained within this
Agreement, nor any future agreement shall be deemed to bind the
Town, acting in its governmental capacity, to make any such zoning
changes. The parties agree that the process outlined for the "P" Public
Zone District shall be used. The Town contemplates that a "P" Public
Site Plan" will be reviewed by the P&Z and adopted by the Town
Council providing conceptual approval with the final plan being
reviewed by the P&Z. Alternatively, an amendment to the Willits
Town Center could be considered by the Town which could provide
an alternative process. Willits PUD Town Park Art Center Tract (TPAC)
J.

Financial. Tax and Incentive Impacts. The Parties shall work diligently
to define any financial, tax and incentive impacts of the project. This
includes the potential establishment of districts that would provide
funding to meet site work, infrastructure and utility requirements of
the project. See Attached 2016 Financial Projections + JVA Study including

the anticipated spillover spending to benefit local retailers + restaurants.

K. Funding through the Willits Arts RETA The Town agrees to process a
supplemental budget to provide start-up funds to TACAW for up to
$130,000 in 2015 using the Willits Arts RETA funds as shown in
Exhibit A TACAW may make a proposal for 2016 funding during the
Town's 2016 budget process. The Final Development agreement shall
address how additional Willits Arts RETA funds would be provided to
TACAW. TACAW may request advance funds and the Town Manager
may consider advancing the request. TACAW shall submit monthly
reports explaining how funds are being utilized and progress made. OK
L. Other Matters. The Final Development Agreement shall also address
any other matters that the Parties deem appropriate.
M. Terms and Conditions related to the Final Development Agreement.
The Parties desire to agree upon the terms and conditions of all the
items listed in this Paragraph 3, and identify any additional items as
they may arise, at the earliest possible time during the development
plan approval process so mutual expectations are met in a satisfactory
manner.

4. MISCELLANEOUS.
A Financial liability. The Town shall not be liable for any expenses or
debt associated with or incurred by the development or marketing of,
or future management of the facility (ies). OK
B. Costs. Each party shall be solely responsible for all costs and expenses
incurred by such party in connection with the matter contemplated by
this Agreement. The Town shall be responsible only for the costs
approved by the Town Council through this or subsequent agreement.
OK

4
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C. Financial Investigation. The Developer agrees to provide information
for a financial analysis of the Development Project to be completed by
the Town's Financial Advisor. The financial analysis will examine the
completeness and reasonableness of: 1) Project development costs,
both onsite and offsite; 2) Project funding, including debt, donations/
grants, and other anticipated sources; 3) Facility programming and
associated revenues and expenditures;4) All other facility operating
expenses and required reserves; and 5) Incorporating points 1-4 above,
the Project's prospective feasibility and self-sustainability. The Town
will also engage an appraiser to determine the fair market value of the
land conveyance to reflect the conveyance in its asset inventory. The
costs of the Financial Investigation and appraisal will be paid for out of
the Willits Arts RETA See notes below.
D. Assignability. Neither party shall assign this Agreement without the
written consent of the other party. OK
E. Amendments. This Agreement may be supplemented or amended only
by written instrument executed by the Parties affected by such
supplement or amendment. OK
F. Applicable Law. This Agreement shall be deemed to be entered into in
the State of. Colorado, and shall be enforceable under the laws of that
state. OK
G. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of, and be
binding upon the Parties. OK
H. Non-liability of Town Officials and Employees. No member of the
governing body, official, employee, or agent of the Town shall be
personally liable to Developer, or any successor in the interest to
Developer, pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement, nor for any
default or breach of the Agreement by the Town. OK
I. Not A Partnership. The provisions of this Agreement are not intended
to create, nor shall they in any way be interpreted or construed to
create, a joint venture, partnership, or any other similar relationship
between the Parties. OK
J. Terms of Agreement and Termination. Thi_s Agreement shall remain
in effect until the deadline provided in Paragraph 3C unless TACAW
notifies the Town that it does not intend to proceed. However this
Agreement may be terminated at any time by either party if such
party is not satisfied, in its sole and absolute discretion, with the
progress being made toward entering the agreements referenced in
Paragraph 2 above upon a 60 day prior notice. In the event of
termination, the parties shall be responsible for fulfilling all of their
obligations through the final date of the Agreement OK

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have duly �xecuted this Agreement pursuant to
all requisite authorizations as of the date first above written.
5
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TACAW
Sketch Site Plan Submission
Additional Notes to Pre-Development Agreement
2-19-2016
Obligations of the Parties
H. Agreement on Progress Schedule: The 2-2-2 lease agreement is proposed for
the Final Development Agreement, 2 years for approvals, 2 years for permits and
2 years for construction, the schedule of which can always be accelerated.
Miscellaneous:
C. Financial Investigation.
TACAW is proceeding with each of the financial items in the following manner:
1. Project Cost: An independent general contractor is preparing the
development cost of the project and will incorporate into the budget Sopris
Engineering estimates for offsite work.
2. Project Funding: We estimate the costs of the project to be:
Total Project Cost: $10,500,000
Land Value:
$ 2,500,000
RETA:
$ 750,000
Capital Campaign $ 8,000,000
Our intent is to procure funds through for the capital campaign through fund
raising efforts and if necessary, borrow additional funds from Alpine Bank to
complete the construction of the facility.
3. Facility Programming: See Sketch Plan Submission Apprendix 6l
4. Operating Budget: See attached February 2016 Programming
and Operating Budget
Working with Bruce Kimmel, TACAW will provide the sustainability picture for
TACAW. While the Town has requested an appraisal of the land value for the
parcel, since the only use for this parcel is as a Town Park - Arts Center and
there are no other comparable properties to which to compare its value,
TACAW requests that this requirement be struck from the agreement.
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TACAW Programming and Operating Budget
Timing
Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
Fridays/Saturdays
Sundays

a Event

Events/Year

Film
Lectures/Classes
Food/Cooking/Gardening/Nutritiion
Dance/Comedy/Theatre
Music
Fringe Sundays
Rentals ‐ Weddings Including Kitche
Rentals ‐ Civic

26
26
26
32
80
18
6
6

Capacity
90
90
90
360
360

Avg. Audience
50
50
50
240
288

Ticket Price
$
$
$
$
$

10
20
15
25
25

Costs/Event
$
$
$
$
$
$

350
500
500
2,200
3,000
(150)

Net Income/Event
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

150
500
250
3,800
4,200
(2,700)
7,500
1,250

Annual Income
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,900
13,000
6,500
121,600
336,000
(48,600)
45,000
7,500

Net Annual Events Income
RETA Contribution
Annual Operating Budget

$
$
$

484,900
75,000
512,000

Net Profit ‐ Year 2 of Programming

$

47,900

Total
Mid June
Early July
Late July
Mid August

02/02/16

214
Wine and Food Festival
Latin Food, Film, Music Festival
Blues Festival
Country Festival
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Executive!Summary:!!
The!Arts!Center!at!Willits!Study!2015!
Project!Background,!Need!and!Vision!
The!Arts!Center!at!Willits!(TACAW)!is!a!
proposed!multi6disciplinary!performing!arts!
center!at!the!Willits!Town!Center!(Willits)!in!
Basalt,!Colorado.!As!Willits!was!being!
developed,!the!Town!Park!–!Arts!Center!Tract!
was!established!in!the!community.!As!
properties!were!sold!in!Willits,!an!assessment!
was!collected!and!earmarked!to!build,!
maintain!and!provide!an!endowment!for!an!
arts!center!or!cultural!center,!and!the!idea!for!
TACAW,!a!501(c)3!nonprofit,!was!born.!The!
current!conceptual!plans!for!TACAW!include:!a!350!person!mixed6use!space,!an!80!person!
sloped!floor!film!and!lecture!hall,!lobby/exhibit!space!offices!and!an!outdoor!space/courtyard!
that!will!be!shared.!
Research!has!consistently!demonstrated!the!powerful!influence!that!the!arts!can!have!on!the!
economy!and!on!social!well6being1.!What’s!more,!research!on!the!impacts!in!smaller!towns!has!
shown!that!nurturing!the!arts!can!bring!income!into!communities!through!new!businesses!and!
increased!spending!by!residents!and!tourists.!A!vibrant!arts!and!culture!presence!in!a!
community!can!also!have!significant!social!impacts!on!its!residents,!enhancing!the!sense!of!
community,!increasing!civic!engagement!and!feelings!of!connectedness,!improving!psychological!
and!physical!well6being!and!fostering!greater!diversity.!
TACAW’s!vision!is!to!develop!a!cultural!community!and!strengthen!the!economic!vitality!of!the!
mid6valley!through!diverse!programming!that!will!include!music,!dance,!movies,!lectures,!
cooking!and!gardening!classes,!comedy!and!theater!for!all!ages.!

Study!Overview!
TACAW,!in!collaboration!with!the!Town!of!Basalt,!engaged!JVA!Consulting!(JVA)!to!examine!the!
potential!economic!and!social!impacts!of!the!development!of!TACAW!and!to!assess!the!potential!
market.!The!full!report!of!the!feasibility!study!details:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

!Nationally,!the!nonprofit!arts!and!culture!industry!generates!more!than!$135!billion!in!annual!economic!activity:!
$61.1!billion!directly!by!the!nonprofit!arts!and!culture!organizations!and!$74.1!billion!in!event6related!expenditures!by!
their!audiences.!Further,!the!industry!generated!$22.3!billion!in!revenue!to!local,!state!and!federal!governments,!and!
supported!4.1!million!full6time!jobs.!
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The!broad!economic!and!social!impacts!of!the!arts!on!communities,!including!an!
examination!of!existing!performing!arts!models!around!the!country!
The! key! demographic! information! of! the! region,! providing! insights! into! the!
potential!market!and!the!existing!cultural!facilities!that!may!act!as!competition!
The!synergy!that!can!exist!between!TACAW,!downtown!Basalt,!the!local!schools!
and!the!Wyly!Community!Art!Center!
The! logistical! reasons! that! support! Willits! as! a! viable! location! for! a! performing!
arts!center!

Study!Findings:!TACAW’s!Impact!and!Differentiation!
Potential!Audience!
Results!of!a!comprehensive!key!demographics!analysis!reveal!a!strong!potential!audience!likely!
to!support!and!attend!events!at!TACAW.!Specifically,!10,212!adults!or!about!40%!of!the!adults!
residing!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley!are!likely!to!show!interest,!based!on!the!following!markets:!!






Primary:! Basalt! and! El! Jebel,! based! on! proximity! to! TACAW’s! future! home! at!
Willits!
Secondary:! Carbondale! and! Glenwood! Springs,! based! on! proximity,! as! well! as!
demographic!similarities!to!the!primary!market!and!shared!identity!!
Tertiary:! Aspen! and! Snowmass,! based! on! distinct! elements! of! these! two!
communities!that!differ!from!the!secondary!market!towns!(specifically,!the!cost!
of!living!index,!real!estate!market!analysis!and!existing!entertainment!options).!
However,! the! Whole! Foods! in! Willits! has! become! a! draw! for! some! individuals!
from!Aspen!and!Snowmass,!indicating!that!there!is!an!opportunity!for!TACAW!to!
attract!some!patronage!from!these!communities!

Overall,!the!findings!indicate!the!region!is!very!likely!to!support!TACAW,!with!its!high!
educational!attainment!and!high!household!incomes!as!strong!indicators!for!such.!TACAW!will!
also!benefit!from!the!robust!nonlocal,!visiting!population!to!the!region,!who!tend!to!spend!a!
significant!amount!of!money!in!the!arts,!entertainment!and!recreation!industries.!!
TACAW!Location!
Willits!Town!Center!sits!right!along!
Highway!82,!which!is!the!region’s!sole!
vehicular!route!between!Glenwood!
Springs!and!Aspen.!19,000!vehicles!
drive!past!Willits!every!day,!with!a!
growing!amount!stopping!for!access!
to!new!developments!such!as!the!
Whole!Foods.!This!easy!access,!in!
combination!with!RFTA!Bus!system!(which!provides!regular!transportation!along!the!corridor),!
supports!Willits!as!the!ideal!location!for!TACAW.!
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Existing!Arts!Market!
An!examination!of!the!region’s!existing!performing!and!other!arts!facilities!found!that!demand!
for!the!arts!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley!is!strong.!There!are!at!least!20!arts!venues!in!the!area!(5!
performing!arts!venues!and!15!potential!partner!organizations!that!are!non6performing!arts!
venues);!however,!this!supply!of!performing!arts!venues!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley!has!not!yet!
reached!its!saturation!point.!Comparable!performing!arts!venues!do!exist!in!Aspen!and!
Carbondale,!but!these!venues!provide!different!programming,!different!price!points!and/or!a!
less!accessible!geographic!location.!TACAW!has!the!opportunity!to!provide!diverse!yet!
consistent!performing!arts!programing!in!the!Roaring!Arts!Valley!at!an!affordable!price.!
Synergy:!TACAW,!the!Wyly!and!the!Town!of!Basalt!
Research!into!the!potential!intersection!between!TACAW!and!the!Wyly!reveals!that!the!primary!
impact!on!the!Wyly!by!TACAW’s!development!will!be!the!indirect!benefits!that!the!Wyly!will!
experience!as!the!Town!of!Basalt!creates!a!reputation!as!an!arts!community!and!arts!
destination.!In!other!words,!building!the!arts!capacity!and!vibrancy!through!the!development!of!
TACAW!will!support!widespread,!shared!economic!and!community!benefits!to!the!entire!
community.!!
Further,!TACAW’s!interest!in!supporting!the!
youth!in!Basalt!through!possible!programming!
will!benefit!the!students!and!the!schools.!
Research!has!shown!that!non6school!arts!
engagement!can!increase!academic!
performance,!school!attendance!and!
community!engagement2.!TACAW!plans!to!
build!a!relationship!with!the!schools!to!
determine!how!the!students!can!best!access!
high6quality!performances!and!benefit!from!
TACAW’s!educational!and!staging!opportunities.!
Finally,!the!development!of!TACAW!is!aligned!with!the!Downtown!Area!Advisory!Committee!
(DAAC)!that!is!focused!on!redeveloping!the!downtown!core.!There!is!a!clear!community!interest!
in!the!arts!and!culture!throughout!Basalt,!however,!“competing”!interest!in!creating!a!
performing!arts!center!downtown,!as!well!as!preserving!the!open!spaces!and!further!developing!
the!Wyly,!creates!the!challenge!of!available!space!in!the!downtown!area.!A!mutually!beneficial!
scenario!seems!to!be!developing!a!performing!arts!center!in!Willits!while!continuing!the!Wyly!
expansion!efforts!and!other!community!upgrades.!Ultimately,!this!effort!in!creating!a!strong!
relationship!between!TACAW!and!downtown!Basalt!will!begin!to!integrate!and!sustain!a!thriving!
creative!culture!in!the!mid6valley.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

!American!Alliance!for!Theatre!and!Education.!The!effects!of!theatre!education.!Retrieved!from!
http://www.aate.com/?page=effects!
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Research!Conclusions!
The!market!conditions!for!the!
development!of!TACAW!are!quite!good,!
and!the!potential!for!TACAW’s!and!the!
Town’s!long6term!success!is!high.!There!
is!a!clear!desire!to!develop!Basalt!into!
an!arts!and!culture!destination,!and!
evidence!suggests!that!there!is!an!
opportunity!for!TACAW!to!not!only!
individually!succeed,!but!to!act!as!an!
important!catalyst!for!Basalt’s!
development.!There!is!also!strong!evidence!that!TACAW!will!contribute!to!the!economic!and!
social!well6being!of!Basalt.!Further,!approximately!$700,000!is!potentially!available!for!the!
development!of!TACAW!through!the!Real!Estate!Transfer!Assessment!(RETA)!that!the!Town!and!
Willits!established.!TACAW’s!nonprofit!status!will!ensure!that!services!are!provided!to!residents!
at!the!lowest!feasible!cost.!Taken!together,!there!is!strong!evidence!indicating!the!feasibility!of!
the!development!of!TACAW.!
!
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Introduction!
The!Arts!Center!at!Willits!(TACAW)!is!a!proposed!multi6disciplinary!performing!arts!center!at!the!
Willits!Town!Center!(Willits)!in!Basalt,!Colorado,!that!is!designed!to!develop!a!cultural!
community!and!strengthen!the!economic!vitality!of!the!mid6valley!through!diverse!programming!
that!will!include!music,!dance,!movies,!lectures,!cooking!and!gardening!classes,!comedy!and!
theater!for!all!ages.!As!Willits!was!being!developed,!the!Town!Park!–!Arts!Center!Tract!was!
established!in!the!community.!As!properties!were!sold!in!Willits,!an!assessment!was!collected!
with!the!intention!that!at!least!half!of!the!total!funds!(currently,!about!$700,000)!would!be!
earmarked!to!build,!maintain!and!provide!an!endowment!for!an!arts!center!or!cultural!center!to!
be!located!at!the!Town!Park!–!Arts!Center!Tract.!The!current!conceptual!plans!depict!a!
performing!arts!center!containing:!a!350!person!mixed6use!space,!an!80!person!sloped!floor!film!
and!lecture!hall,!lobby/exhibit!space,!offices,!and!an!outdoor!space/courtyard!that!will!be!
shared.!
The!vision!for!TACAW!is!that!as!a!nonprofit,!it!will!animate!and!bolster!Basalt!as!well!as!the!mid6
valley!through!a!year6round,!diverse!schedule!of!programming!that!will!include!film,!lectures!
and!classes,!cooking!and!gardening!lessons,!activities!for!children!and!families,!dance,!comedy,!
theater!and!live!music.!The!initial!projections!indicate!that!in!Year!2,!TACAW!will!program!as!
many!as!234!nights!or!events!in!addition!to!specific!programming!that!will!be!geared!toward!
children!and!their!families.!With!the!ultimate!goal!of!fostering!the!arts!and!culture!in!the!mid6
valley,!TACAW!has!envisioned!a!robust!relationship!with!downtown!Basalt,!as!well!as!with!the!
existing!Wyly!Arts!Center.!In!other!words,!working!collaboratively!to!develop!and!sustain!a!
thriving!creative6culture!in!the!mid6valley,!in!which!the!entire!community!is!benefitted.!
Through!compiling!a!profile!of!the!region,!understanding!the!economic!and!community!benefits!
of!the!arts!and!analyzing!existing!arts!centers!for!critical!success!factors,!the!following!report!is!
designed!to!provide!insight!into!the!proposed!development!of!TACAW.!

Background!and!Project!Objectives!
During!winter!2015,!TACAW!engaged!JVA!Consulting!(JVA)!to!compile!and!analyze!research6
based,!data6driven!information!about!the!potential!impacts!of!the!development!of!a!performing!
arts!center.!As!such,!the!following!objectives!were!established:!
1. Role!of!the!Arts:!Understand!potential!economic!and!community!benefits!of!the!
arts,! provide! insights! of! the! economic! and! community! benefits! of! similar!
projects!around!the!country,!and!identify!critical!success!factors!
2. Needs! and! Market! Assessment:! Gain! a! clear! understanding! of! the! landscape!
and! profile! of! the! region,! as! well! as! the! potential! market! and! existing!
competitors!
3. Synergy:! Examine! the! potential! intersection! between! TACAW,! downtown!
Basalt,!the!local!schools!and!the!Wyly!Community!Art!Center!by!addressing!the!
following!questions:!
i. How!will!the!Wyly!Community!Art!Center!be!affected?!
ii. What!is!the!intersection!of!TACAW!and!local!schools?!
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iii. What! is! the! economic! impact! of! TACAW! on! Basalt?! And! how!
does! TACAW! align! with! the! Downtown! Area! Advisory!
Committee’s!work?!
iv. What!is!the!perspective!of!the!community?!
!
4. The! Case! for! Willits:! Provide!an!overview!of!the!proposed!development!site!in!
the!Town!Center!at!Willits!!
By!examining!these!four!issues,!the!ultimate!objective!was!to!develop!a!report!that!
demonstrates!the!potential!impact!and!transformative!aspect!of!TACAW!for!the!mid6valley,!
while!making!concrete!and!actionable!recommendations!for!next!steps!and!strategies!to!ensure!
mutual!benefits!for!the!Wyly!and!downtown!Basalt.!

Methodology!
In!order!to!address!these!objectives!and!the!guiding!questions,!JVA!completed!project!research!
through!review!of!existing!literature!and!data,!as!well!as!through!17!interviews!conducted!with!
community!members!and!project!stakeholders.!!
The!background!research!was!broadly!split!into!two!approaches:!




A! scan! of! academic! literature! and! non6academic! reports! for! research! on! art!
centers! and! their! role! in! community! and! economic! development! and!
revitalization!
A!review!of!demographic!and!secondary!data!sources,!including!data!from!the!
U.S.!Census!and!research!and!reports!that!have!been!done!in!the!last!few!years!
that!enabled!JVA!to!compile!a!profile!of!the!region!and!trends!affecting!the!area!

In!addition!to!the!review!of!the!literature!and!existing!data,!JVA!also!conducted!17!interviews.!
These!interviews!were!held!with!a!diverse!set!of!community!members!who!each!had!unique!
perspectives!on!the!project.!From!school!district!employees!to!Town!Council!members,!and!
Willits!residents!to!Basalt!business!owners,!the!interviews!were!designed!to!gather!feedback!on!
general!attitudes!toward!the!proposed!development!of!TACAW,!as!well!as!perceptions!of!how!
the!proposed!development!may!impact!the!entire!Town!of!Basalt,!the!schools!and!the!existing!
arts!and!culture!community,!including!the!Wyly!Community!Art!Center!(Wyly).!!

Report!Structure!and!Overview!
The!following!report!is!structured!such!that!broad,!general!information!related!to!the!impacts!of!
the!arts!is!presented!first,!then!a!profile!of!the!region!and!an!analysis!of!the!potential!market!for!
supporting!TACAW.!Following!this!is!a!deeper!exploration!into!the!potential!synergy!that!is!to!
exist!between!TACAW,!downtown!Basalt,!the!local!schools!and!the!Wyly,!as!well!as!an!
examination!of!the!important!factors!that!make!the!Town!Center!at!Willits!a!strong!candidate!
for!the!development!of!a!successful!and!sustainable!performing!arts!center.!The!report!
concludes!with!next!steps!and!recommendations!for!all!partners.!!
The!collected!and!synthesized!research!is!interwoven!with!feedback!gathered!through!the!
interviews!throughout!the!report!as!each!approach!provides!important!information!on!the!
potential!benefits,!impacts!and!challenges!that!may!be!associated!with!future!efforts!to!develop!
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TACAW;!and!where!relevant,!anonymous!quotes!gathered!from!the!interview!participants!are!
included.!

The!Role!of!the!Arts!
The!impact!of!the!arts!can!be!broad!and!powerful.!From!affecting!the!national!economy!to!
shaping!the!very!conception!of!community,!the!role!of!art!and!creative!industries!goes!well!
beyond!the!immediate!entertainment!it!can!bring!into!everyone’s!lives.!The!following!sections!
will!examine!some!of!these!impacts,!focusing!on!the!economic!and!social!impacts,!as!well!as!an!
exploration!into!who!participates!in!the!arts!and!the!possible!motivations!and!barriers!that!can!
affect!that!participation.!Finally,!the!section!will!conclude!with!a!close!look!into!various!
examples!around!the!country!in!which!the!arts!contributed!to!a!community!and!an!analysis!of!
the!success!factors!that!were!present.!!

The!Economic!Impacts!of!the!Arts!
The!role!of!art!and!culture!as!an!economic!generator!cannot!be!
overlooked.!A!recent!effort!by!the!federal!government!to!try!
and!quantify!the!art!and!culture!sector’s!contributions!to!
current6dollar!gross!domestic!product!(GDP)!suggests!an!almost!
$700!billion!contribution!to!the!U.S.!economy,!or!more!than!
4.3%!of!the!GDP.!This!places!arts!and!culture!above!industries!
such!as!construction!and!transportation/warehousing.i!Data!
from!the!same!study!reveals!that!4.7!million!individuals!were!
employed!within!the!arts!and!culture!sector,!with!a!ripple!
effect!on!other!industries,!such!that!every!100!jobs!created!
through!the!arts!results!in!the!creation!of!62!additional!jobs!in!
other!sectors.ii!

“Arts!and!culture6related!
industries!provide!direct!
economic!benefits!to!
states!and!communities:!
They!create!jobs,!attract!
investments,!generate!tax!
revenues,!and!stimulate!
local!economies!through!
tourism!and!consumer!
purchases.”!–!National!
Governor’s!Association!

A!2008!study!examining!the!economic!importance!of!the!arts!in!Colorado!reveals!that!more!than!
122,000!Coloradans!are!employed!by!the!creative!sector,!accounting!for!about!4%!of!the!jobs!in!
the!state.3iii!Looking!within!subgroups4!demonstrates!that!the!performing!arts!accounted!for!
roughly!16,500!of!those!jobs!and!the!visual!arts!accounted!for!more!than!14,000!of!those!jobs,!
with!each!subgroup!experiencing!market!growth!between!2002!and!2007!(8.9%!and!16%!
growth,!respectively).iv!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3

!Note!that!this!data!does!not!reflect!the!downturn!in!the!economy!that!occurred!in!the!
subsequent!years.!More!recent!data!has!not!been!published.!
4
!The!report!authors!created!six!subgroups!of!creative!economy!to!better!understand!the!
impacts.!Performing!arts!is!composed!of!actors,!musicians,!promoters,!producers,!directors!and!
the!venues!at!which!they!perform;!visual!arts!and!crafts!is!composed!of!sketchers,!painters,!
photographers,!sculptors,!potters,!metal!artists,!jewelers,!paper!artists!and!other!artisans!who!
create!products!as!well!as!the!shops!and!galleries!that!show!and!sell!them.!
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While!the!sector!makes!impressive!contributions!to!both!the!national!and!state!economies,!
perhaps!more!relevant!to!TACAW!is!specifically!the!nonprofit!arts!and!culture!industry’s!impact!
on!the!economy.!Nationally,!the!industry!annually!generates!more!than!$135!billion!of!economic!
activity:!$61.1!billion!directly!by!the!nonprofit!arts!and!culture!organizations!and!$74.1!billion!in!
event6related!expenditures!by!their!audiences.v!Further,!the!industry!generates!$22.3!billion!in!
revenue!to!local,!state!and!federal!governments,!and!it!supported!4.1!million!full6time!jobs.vi!
And,!because!these!arts!organizations!are!rooted!locally,!the!industry!traditionally!remains!
resilient!during!times!of!economic!uncertainty,!such!as!during!the!Great!Recession,!and!is!a!key!
component!of!long6term!and!future!economic!prosperity.!
Clearly,!the!arts!and!culture!sector!plays!a!critical!role!in!the!nation’s!and!in!the!state’s!economy,!
but!it!is!also!valuable!to!consider!the!role!that!may!exist!for!an!art!economy!on!a!community!
level!by!specifically!examining!how!smaller!and/or!rural!areas!can!be!impacted.5!Research!shows!
that!nurturing!the!arts!can!bring!income!into!communities!and!increase!spending!by!residents!
and!tourists,!ultimately!bolstering!local!economiesvii!such!that!arts!increase!tourist!dollars,!seem!
to!attract!new!residents!and!businesses,!and!are!likely!to!attract!additional!investments!into!a!
community.viii!!
Through!a!closer!look!at!three!arts!centers!below,!the!impact!the!arts!can!have!on!smaller!
communities!becomes!clearer.!






The! Rocky! Mountain! Repertory! Theatre! in! Grand! Lake,! Colorado,! has! created!
20.65! full6time! equivalent! jobs! and! has! accounted! for! over! $3.4! million! being!
contributed!to!the!Grand!Lake!economy!in!just!one!year.ix!
Data! collected! on! the! effects! of! the! Stuarts! Opera! House! in! Nelsonville,! Ohio,!
demonstrate! a! significant! effect! on! the! downtown! area,! such! that! occupancy!
rates!jumped!from!25%!to!85%!in!the!four!years!following!the!rehabilitation!of!
the!opera!house.x!
In!New!York!Mills,!a!small!town!of!about!1,200!residents!in!western!Minnesota,!
the! opening! of! the! New! York! Mills! Regional! Cultural! Center! in! 1992! set! off! a!
wave!of!business!creation!with!17!new!businesses!opening!in!the!first!six!years!
after!the!start!of!the!cultural!center,!creating!350!jobs.xi!
!

As!the!National!Endowment!for!the!Arts!(NEA)!summarizes,!the!arts!can!foster!economic!
development!through!the!recirculation!of!residents’!income!at!a!higher!rate,!the!job!creation!in!
construction,!local!businesses!and!other!cultural!activities,!and!the!attraction!and!retention!of!
non6arts6related!business!and!skills.xii!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5

!It’s!important!to!note!that!one!challenge!of!assessing!the!impact!of!the!arts!on!local!economies!
is!distinguishing!between!revenue!from!local!residents!and!revenue!from!tourists!because!local!
spending!on!the!arts!may!be!only!an!alternative!outlet,!rather!than!an!additional!outlet,!thus!
resulting!in!no!“net”!differences!on!the!local!economy.!!
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The!Social!and!Cultural!Impacts!of!the!Arts!
In!addition!to!the!strong!effect!arts!can!have!on!national,!state!and!local!economies,!the!impact!
of!arts!goes!much!further.!Specifically,!arts!and!culture!can!enhance!the!sense!of!community,!
improve!well6being!of!community!members!and!foster!greater!diversity.!
Sense!of!Community!!
Arts!and!culture!have!the!power!to!improve!a!
community’s!image!and!can!act!as!a!source!of!
“It’s!about!investing!in!our!own!
pride,!thereby!increasing!the!positive!feelings!
community![and]!keeping!the!dollars!
and!attitudes!residents!and!visitors!have!toward!
here.!By!going!to!go!out!to!eat…![or]!
it.!Research!has!shown!that!art!centers!have!the!
buying!a!season!pass![to!TACAW].!The!
capacity!to!draw!people!together,!creating!a!
dollars!will!come!back!to!our!
space!for!individuals!to!engage!in!social!activities!
community.”!!–Interview!Respondent!
together!and!strengthening!social!bonds.!
Further,!arts!programs!can!increase!individuals’!motivation!to!be!civically!engaged,!creating!a!
greater!community!sense!of!collective!efficacy!and!increasing!feelings!of!community!
connection.xiii!!
Well[Being!of!Community!Members!
Research!has!demonstrated!the!ability!of!arts!to!improve!health,!as!well!as!psychological!well6
being.!For!example,!arts!participation!has!been!shown!to!build!interpersonal!relationships,!
relieve!stress!and!even!enhance!immune!function.!xiv!Further,!work!on!the!impact!of!the!arts!on!
children!has!suggested!that!participation!can!improve!cognitive!performance!and!reduce!social!
stress,!particularly!among!at6risk!children.xv!
Diversity!
Arts!participation!has!been!shown!to!lead!to!
positive!community!norms!that!encourage!
tolerance!and!free!expression,!as!well!as!
promote!diversity.xvi!For!example,!work!
examining!the!impact!of!the!arts!in!communities!
demonstrated!that!a!greater!concentration!of!
arts!organizations!could!lead!to!longer6lasting!
ethnic!and!economic!diversity!in!a!
community.xvii!
A!handful!of!interview!respondents!expressed!that!TACAW!could!be!a!way!to!attract!new!
groups,!such!as!the!growing!Latino!population!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley,!to!the!arts.!Through!
unique!programming,!direct!marketing!and!outreach,!and!family6centered!events,!TACAW!can!
directly!promote!diversity!through!performing!arts.!!
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Supporting!the!Arts!
Not!only!is!it!important!to!examine!the!effects!that!the!arts!and!culture!can!have!on!economic!
and!social!factors,!but!also!to!explore!how!individuals!contribute!to!the!arts!and!culture!through!
how!they!spend!their!time!and!money.!
Valuing!the!Arts:!Time!and!Money!
Research!conducted!by!the!NEA!reveals!that!the!arts!are!often!a!social!experience!that!people!
share!with!friends!and!family,!such!that!on!any!given!day,!1.5!million!Americans!attend!an!arts!
performance,!typically!with!friends!or!family,!spending!an!average!of!2.7!hours!at!these!events.!
Further,!2.6!million!Americans!spend!about!2.5!hours!on!arts!and!craft!activities!on!any!given!
day.!These!activities!include!painting,!sculpting!and!jewelry6making.!In!terms!of!spending,!data!
shows!that!Americans!spent!a!total!of!$14.5!billion!on!performing!arts!admission!in!2012,!which!
is!more!than!Americans!spent!on!movie!tickets!($10.4!billion),!though!less!than!what!was!spent!
on!sports!events!($20.7!billion).xviii!
Importantly,!attendees!are!spending!well!beyond!the!cost!of!admission!such!that!the!typical!
performing!arts!attendee!spends,!on!average,!$24.60!per!person,!per!event,!over!and!above!the!
cost!of!admission,!with!local!attendees!tending!to!spend!about!$17.42!compared!with!non6local!
attendees,!who!tend!to!spend!about!$39.96.!The!Americans!for!the!Arts’!National!Report!further!
breaks!down!this!$24.60!per!person!expenditure!(see!Figure!1).xix!
6

Figure!1:!Average!per!Person!Audience!Expenditure!Break!Down!($24.60) !

2%!
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4%!

11%!

Local!ground!transportamon!
Overnight!lodging!
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Clothing!and!accessories!
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14%!

11%!

Other!
Child!care!
Gin/Souvenirs!

!
In!addition!to!average!amount!of!money!spent!per!person,!per!event,!28.5%!of!non6local!arts!
attendees!report!that!they!spent!at!least!one!night!away!from!home!in!the!community!where!
the!event!took!place!(spending!an!average!of!$170.58!per!person,!per!event;!see!Figure!2).xx!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6

!The!numbers!reported!in!Figure!1!are!averages;!amount!spent!goes!up!or!down!in!each!category!depending!on!

whether!the!attendee!is!local!or!non6local!(e.g.,!local!attendees!spend!$11.16!on!meals,!snacks!and!refreshments,!
whereas!non6local!attendees!spend!$17.39).!
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Figure!2:!Average!per!Person!Audience!Expenditure!Breakdown!with!Overnight!Lodging!Expenses!($170.58)!
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Research!has!further!shown!that!travelers!who!include!arts!and!culture!events!in!their!trips!
differ!from!other!U.S.!travelers,!such!that!they!tend!to!spend!more!than!other!travelers,!are!
more!likely!to!stay!in!overnight!lodging!and!are!more!likely!to!spend!$1,000!or!more!during!
their!stay.xxi!
The!interviewees!with!businesses!in!the!Willits!Town!Center!mostly!believe!their!profits!will!
grow!with!the!addition!of!TACAW.!If!hours!of!retail!stores!match!that!of!the!programming!
schedule,!they!believe!more!than!restaurants!can!be!affected!as!well.!!
Motivations!and!Barriers!
In!2012,!the!NEA!included!questions!in!the!2012!General!Social!Survey!(GSS)!about!perceived!
motivations!and!barriers!to!participation!with!the!arts.!The!findings!of!the!GSS!demonstrate!that!
73%!of!performance!attendees!mentioned!socializing!as!a!reason!for!attending,!whereas!lack!of!
time!was!the!most!commonly!reported!barrier!to!attending!the!arts!(47%),!followed!by!the!cost!
(38%).!xxii!
These!motivations!and!barriers!can!also!differ!by!various!groups.!For!example,!parents!with!
young!children!under!age!6!are!more!motivated!to!attend!events!with!their!children!that!allow!
them!to!learn!new!things!or!celebrate!cultural!heritage,!whereas!empty6nesters!and!retirees!are!
more!likely!to!be!motivated!by!wanting!to!experience!high6quality!art,!the!desire!to!support!the!
community!or!a!desire!to!visit!the!event’s!location!or!venue.!
As!the!following!sections!begin!to!focus!more!on!TACAW!and!the!surrounding!communities,!
more!specific!implications!of!these!motivations!and!barriers!will!be!addressed,!including!how!
these!perceptions!can!affect!TACAW.!

Learning!from!Other!Models!
In!order!to!begin!to!better!understand!the!potential!economic!and!social!benefits!of!TACAW!to!
the!entire!Basalt!community,!it!is!important!to!identify!and!then!learn!from!other!models!
around!the!country!that!share!similar!elements!to!TACAW.!This!research!allows!for!the!analysis!
of!the!specific!factors!that!may!be!critical!to!TACAW’s!success,!ensuring!that!the!community!
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impacts!are!positive.!The!venues!highlighted!below!are!categorized!by!their!“shared!factor”!with!
TACAW!(a!community6wide!arts!plan,!an!affluent!and/or!tourist!customer!base!or!similar!
size/locality).!A!summary!of!each!venue!is!provided!and,!when!publically!available,!its!economic!
impact!is!explained.!
Shared!Factor:!A!Community[Wide!Arts!Plan!
Lanesboro!Arts,!Lanesboro!MN!
Lanesboro!Arts!is!a!multi6disciplinary!arts!
organization!that!serves!as!the!regional!catalyst!for!
arts!and!educational!development!in!the!Lanesboro,!
Minnesota,!area.!The!organization!engages!diverse!
groups!by!providing!art!experiences!through!visual!
art!galleries,!the!performing!arts,!an!artist!residency!
program,!public!art!and!educational!outreach.!From!
its!origins,!the!Lanesboro!Arts!organization!strived!
to!create!local!partnerships!and!create!a!central!role!
for!arts!in!the!local!community.!Thus,!the!Lanesboro!
Arts!Campus!initiative!was!born!and!has!worked!to!
“strategically!weave”!the!arts!into!the!city’s!
infrastructure.!The!St.!Mane!Theater!is!integrated!
into!Lanesboro!Arts!partnerships!by!hosting!
community!arts!programs!and!performances,!including!music!and!performing!arts!shows,!films!
and!live!community!variety!shows!featuring!local!artists.xxiii!
Lanesboro!was!able!to!create!an!arts6focused!community!by!initiating!unique!partnerships.!The!
organization!worked!with!the!city!and!the!Chamber!of!Commerce,!which!resulted!in!arts6
focused!policies!and!values!and!an!arts6focused!vision!for!the!area.!The!Chamber!and!city!
adapted!visions!to!include!the!growth!and!development!of!the!arts.!Including!community!
stakeholders!in!the!initiative!proved!critical!as!well,!creating!both!buy!in!and!enthusiasm!on!the!
grassroots!level.!Lanesboro!also!used!its!organization!to!develop!solutions!and!address!
community!issues,!turning!a!parking!lot!the!public!would!not!use!into!a!poetry!parking!lot.xxiv!Key!
takeaways!for!success!include!having!a!process!and!vision!in!place,!building!relationships!and!
ensuring!communication.!
Economically,!Lanesboro!Arts!Center!builds!a!stronger!art!community!and!community!in!general.!
For!example,!the!990!of!the!Commonweal!Theatre!in!Lanesboro!shows!$473,000!in!program!
revenues!in!2011,!before!the!creation!of!the!Lanesboro!Arts!Center,!and!in!2012!program!
revenue!increased!to!$481,000!and!nearly!maintained!that!in!2013.!In!2014,!the!City!saw!an!
increase!in!the!number!of!tourists,!with!people!visiting!from!20!countries!and!46!different!
states.xxv!According!to!the!Chamber!of!Commerce,!this!uptick!is!a!result!of!nature!trails,!the!
strong!theater!and!arts!scene!and!a!bustling!downtown!full!of!restaurants!and!shops.!
!
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The!Little!Theatre!of!New!London,!New!London!MN!
The!Little!Theatre!is!a!historic!site!
located!in!downtown!New!London,!
Minnesota.!The!venue!has!a!capacity!of!
170!and!offers!theatrical!production,!
musical!variety!shows,!concerts!and!a!
monthly!informal!entertainment!night.!
In!addition,!the!Little!Theatre!partners!
with!and!shares!its!facility!with!the!local!
school!district.!Local!schools!use!the!
facility!for!spring,!fall!and!one6act!play!
productions.!
The!Theatre!recently!hired!a!new!executive!director!who!is!focused!on!scheduling!regular!for6
profit!events!and!determining!new!ways!to!use!the!building.!xxvi!The!work!being!done!at!the!
Little!Theatre!coordinates!with!the!City!of!New!London’s!formal!alliance!between!city,!business!
interests!and!arts!organizations!searching!for!new!and!better!ways!to!leverage!existing!
resources.!The!City’s!mayor,!Bill!Grossman,!is!a!potter!who!understands!the!vitality!arts!can!
bring!to!a!city!in!economic!vitality,!but!also!in!assisting!in!solving!community!problems.!The!
mayor!is!working!to!establish!an!arts6based!identity!in!New!London.xxvii!The!success!of!the!
venture!lies!with!the!ability!for!arts!organizations!and!the!community!to!partner!and!to!wed!arts!
and!economic!development.!!
While!developing!an!art!community!is!its!initial!stages!for!New!London!and!The!Little!Theatre,!
the!community!has!already!seen!an!uptick!in!revenue!generated!from!the!arts.!In!2012,!the!
Town!of!New!London!brought!in!no!revenue!from!culture!and!recreation,!and!in!2013,!the!city!
received!$5,950!in!revenue.xxviii!
Shared!Factor:!A!Large!Affluent!and/or!Tourist!Customer!Base!
Topia!Arts!Center,!Adams,!MA!
The!Topia!Arts!Center!is!a!historical!site!set!
to!undergo!renovation!by!an!LEED!certified!
architect!in!order!to!become!a!green!
performing!arts!and!education!center.!The!
venue!was!constructed!with!multipurpose!
flexible!space!that!can!seat!3006500!people!
and!also!houses!Café!Topia!as!its!
storefront.!Programming!includes!
contemporary!music,!circus!arts,!dance,!
film,!theater!and!new!media.!Education!
programs!and!cultural!community!events!
are!also!held!at!the!center.!Many!of!the!
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programs!held!at!Topia!are!in!response!to!community!requests.!The!Arts!Center!shares!its!space!
and!partners!with!Youth!Center,!Inc.,!Adams6based!Berkshire!Dance!Theatre,!Minerva!Stage,!
CATA!and!more.xxix!
The!strategy!of!Topia’s!co6founders!was!to!build!a!name!for!the!Topia!Arts!Center!in!the!
Berkshires!and!beyond!as!a!quality!performing!arts!center.!The!Berkshires!are!known!as!a!
popular!vacation!getaway!and!tourist!destination,!and!Adams!is!located!in!the!Northern!
Berkshires!in!northwestern!Massachusetts.!The!Berkshires!draw!families!and!individuals!from!
large!towns!in!Connecticut!and!Massachusetts!and!provide!a!natural!getaway!for!its!visitors.!The!
Town!of!South!Egremont,!an!hour!south!of!Adams,!ranked!number!eight!in!the!Boston!Business!
Journal’s!list!of!the!state’s!most!wealthy!zip!codes!in!2012.xxx!Success!factors!for!the!Topia!Arts!
Center!include!drawing!crowds!from!the!Berkshire!area!to!bring!new!visitors!to!the!Arts!Center!
and!to!the!community.!Providing!diverse!and!quality!programs!that!reflect!feedback!from!the!
community!is!also!important.!Community!feedback,!for!example,!led!Topia!to!host!cultural!
events!such!as!African!storytelling,!live!music!by!international!artists,!a!series!of!plays!and!
workshops!for!kids.!
Smoky!Mountain!Center!for!the!Performing!Arts,!Franklin,!NC!
The!Smoky!Mountain!Center!for!the!
Performing!Arts!seats!1,500!(with!a!lower!
and!upper!level)!and!boasts!a!state6of6the6
art!facility!with!a!3,075!square!foot!stage!
area,!high!tech!lighting,!and!wireless!audio!
and!video!systems.!Programming!includes!
passion!plays,!musical!productions,!
professional!drama!troupes,!dance!and!
choral!festivals,!recitals,!and!various!
genres,!including!country,!bluegrass,!
gospel,!pop,!contemporary!Christian!and!
more.!Most!performances!focus!on!family!
entertainment.!The!Smoky!Mountain!Center!for!the!Performing!Arts!derives!its!name!from!the!
Great!Smoky!Mountains!National!Park,!which!is!about!a!half!hour!drive!from!the!City!of!Franklin,!
North!Carolina.!The!Great!Smoky!National!Park!ranks!as!the!most6visited!national!park!in!the!
United!States!and!draws!over!9!million!visits!per!year.!
The!performing!arts!center!succeeds!in!attracting!many!of!these!vacationing!families!and!visitors!
to!its!venue!with!family6focused!entertainment.!Programming!standards!discourage!foul!
language!and!suggestive!clothing,!for!example.!The!center’s!goal!is!get!people!to!Franklin!and!
then!entice!them!to!stay,!rather!than!drive!through.xxxi!Many!of!the!center’s!visitors!are!also!
second!homeowners!from!larger!towns!who!enjoy!the!center’s!strong!culture!of!customer!
service.!The!performing!arts!center!prioritizes!customer!service,!and!if!a!show!cancels,!
customers!can!expect!to!receive!refunds!without!a!hassle.!Factors!of!the!center’s!success!
include!its!niche!in!family!entertainment!that!draws!in!mountain!vacationers,!and!its!southern!
hospitality!and!customer!service.!
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The!Smoky!Mountain!Performing!Arts!Center!has!proven!economically!vital!to!the!area.!Monies!
received!by!the!city!in!option!sales!taxes!increased,!for!example,!from!$520,000!in!2013!to!
$540,000!in!2014.xxxii!In!addition,!revenues!from!the!Macon!County!Art!Association,!a!local!
fixture,!have!also!shown!an!increase!from!$14,506!in!2010!to!$20,016!in!2011,!according!to!its!
990.!
Shared!Factor:!Similar!Size!and!Locality!
Rocky!Mountain!Repertory!Theatre,!Grand!Lake,!CO!
The!Rocky!Mountain!Repertory!Theatre!
opened!in!a!brand!new!theatre!space!in!
2011,!and!construction!plans!are!now!in!the!
works!to!create!additional!housing!space!
for!performers,!etc.!The!theatre!seats!297!
guests,!and!programming!includes!plays,!
education!programs!for!youth!and!teens,!
and!special!events!such!as!cabaret!nights,!
networking!and!music!events!and!family!
night.!According!to!the!theatre’s!2014!
survey,!61%!of!its!patrons!were!from!
Colorado.!38.5%!of!patrons!came!from!
other!states!and!the!UK,!and!most!out!of!state!visitors!came!from!Texas!and!Kansas.xxxiii!
Rocky!Mountain!Repertory!Theatre!released!its!2014!economic!impact!study!in!March!2015.!
Over!the!last!three!years,!the!theatre!has!brought!in!$3.4!million!annually!to!the!community.!Its!
economic!significance!(multiple!times!dollars!are!spent)!remains!at!$6.7!million!annually.xxxiv!!
Pagosa!Springs!Center!for!the!Arts,!Pagosa!Springs,!CO!
The!Pagosa!Springs!Center!for!the!Arts!has!a!
flexible,!intimate!seating!area.!Up!to!200!
people!can!fit!comfortably!into!the!venue,!
and!seating!configurations!change!from!
show!to!show.!The!space!lends!easily!to!
host!various!events,!from!concerts!and!
plays!to!conferences!and!large!events,!such!
as!weddings.!Programming!at!the!center!is!
dedicated!to!professional!theater,!live!
performance!events!and!fine!visual!art.!In!
addition,!the!center!provides!educational!
opportunities!for!youth.xxxv!Pagosa!Springs!partners!with!members!of!the!community,!such!as!
the!local!high!school,!to!host!fundraising!and!other!community!events.!
!
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The!Armory,!Brighton,!CO!
The!Armory!has!been!designated!as!a!local!historic!landmark.!The!main!auditorium!is!3,549!
square!feet!and!can!be!configured!as!an!open!area!or!as!an!area!for!a!seated!audience!of!up!to!
300!guests.!The!movable!stage!allows!for!
extra!flexibility!as!well.!Programming!includes!
theater,!dance,!music!and!visual!arts!available!
for!children,!adults!and!families.!Through!a!
partnership,!programming!work!at!the!
Armory!also!corresponds!to!cultural!programs!
at!the!Brighton!Branch!Library,!located!next!
door.xxxvi!
Proving!its!critical!place!in!supporting!the!
community!and!other!local!art!venues,!a!
healthy!financial!arts!community!is!growing!in!
Brighton,!Colorado.!The!Brighton!Cultural!
Commission,!for!example,!increased!its!revenue!from!$22,505!in!2012!to!$37,705!in!2013!per!its!
990.!The!City!of!Brighton!also!showed!financial!growth,!increasing!revenue!to!$59!million,!which!
is!an!approximately!$7!million!increase!from!2012.xxxvii!
Each!of!these!three!Colorado6based!performing!arts!centers!is!similar!in!size!to!the!proposed!
Arts!Center!at!Willits,!and!both!the!Rocky!Mountain!Repertory!Theatre!and!the!Pagosa!Springs!
Center!for!the!Arts!are!also!located!in!small!mountain!towns!that!depend!heavily!on!the!
economic!impact!of!tourism.!These!performing!arts!centers!have!been!successful!in!promoting!a!
wide!variety!of!programming,!and!Pagosa!Springs!Center!for!the!Arts!and!the!Armory!each!
deeply!integrate!the!visual!arts!into!their!programming!strategy.!Pagosa!Springs!hosts!art!gallery!
exhibits,!and!the!Armory!also!hosts!exhibits!as!well!as!receptions!with!live!food!and!music.!
Pagosa!Springs!and!the!Armory!also!both!have!the!flexibility!to!utilize!their!space!for!a!variety!of!
events,!much!like!the!Arts!Center!at!Willits.!This!flexibility!allows!for!optimal!use!and!revenue!
management!of!the!facility.!This!type!of!relationship!could!be!of!interest!to!TACAW!and!the!
Wyly,!as!they!find!ways!to!work!together.!!
Success!Factors!
Analyzing!these!models!that!share!similar!elements!to!TACAW!reveals!several!critical!success!
factors.!Table!1!outlines!these!factors!and!suggests!the!implications!for!TACAW.!
!
!
!
!
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Table!1:!Critical!Success!Factors!and!Implications!for!TACAW!

Success!Factor!

Implication!for!TACAW!

Create!a!shared!community!
vision!for!the!arts!!

Creating!a!shared!vision!for!the!role!that!arts!is!to!play!for!all!of!
Basalt!will!enable!TACAW!to!engage!multiple!stakeholders!and!to!
ensure!that!these!stakeholders!align!on!the!long6term!goals.!
!
Ensure!community!
Ensuring!community!engagement!and!sustained!communication!
engagement!and!
with!stakeholders!will!enable!TACAW!to!create!greater!
communication!
enthusiasm!and!buy6in!as!it!develops,!also!building!broad!
relationships.!
!
Develop!relationships!with! Developing!relationships!with!existing!arts!and!culture!
existing!arts!and!culture!
organizations!will!enable!TACAW!to!work!toward!broader!
organizations!
community!effects!as!well!as!ensuring!greater!shared!benefits.!
!
Target!a!broad!audience!
Targeting!a!broad!audience!will!enable!TACAW!to!attract!more!
interested!individuals,!further!bringing!new!visitors!to!the!Town!
of!Basalt.!
!
Include!diverse!
Including!diverse!programming!will!enable!TACAW!to!attract!a!
programming!
wider!range!of!audiences.!
!
Incorporate!flexible!space!in! Incorporating!flexible!space!in!the!building!design!will!enable!
building!design!
TACAW!to!use!the!space!based!on!the!needs!and!demands!of!the!
market.!
!
!
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Needs!and!Market!Assessment!
Community!and!Regional!Profiles!
Located!on!Colorado’s!Western!Slope,!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley!includes!the!communities!of!
Aspen!and!Snowmass!in!the!southeast,!and!Basalt,!Carbondale!and!Glenwood!Springs!in!the!
northwest.!With!Aspen!often!referred!to!as!“up6valley”!and!Glenwood!springs!as!“down6valley,”!
Basalt,!Carbondale!and!the!census!designated!place!(CDP)!of!El!Jebel!are!all!considered!the!
“mid6valley”!(see!Figure!3).!The!valley!is!surrounded!by!mountains!and!extends!approximately!
50!miles!along!the!Roaring!Fork!Watershed.!!
Figure!3:!Map!Depicting!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley!

!
Currently,!the!Aspen/Snowmass!recreational!skiing!complex!is!one!of!the!primary!economic!
engines!in!the!valley,!directly!and!indirectly!driving!the!additional!industries!of!tourism,!
hospitality,!construction!and!real!estate.!However,!non6winter!recreational!and!cultural!
activities!attract!a!steady!influx!of!visitors!year6round,!including!world6class!fly6fishing!and!hiking!
as!well!as!events!such!as!the!Aspen!Music!Festival!and!conferences!hosted!by!the!Aspen!
Institute!and!the!Rocky!Mountain!Institute.!Agriculture!and!ranching!still!play!a!significant!role!in!
the!lower!valley,!although!this!has!somewhat!declined!in!recent!years.!
Playing!just!as!important!of!a!role!in!the!valley’s!economy!as!recreation!and!construction!is!the!
nonprofit!sector.!According!to!the!website!TaxExemptWorld.com,!there!are!320!nonprofits!in!
Aspen,!92!in!Basalt,!175!in!Carbondale!and!174!in!Glenwood!Springs.xxxviii!However,!the!majority!
of!dollars,!accounting!for!about!half!of!the!combined!budgets!of!all!of!the!valley’s!nonprofits,!
come!from!a!small!number!of!arts!organizations!(Aspen!Art!Museum,!the!Aspen!Music!Festival!
and!School,!Aspen!Santa!Fe!Ballet,!Jazz!Aspen!Snowmass,!Theatre!Aspen!and!Aspen!Filmfest).!
This!significant!presence!of!nonprofits!is!a!major!reason!why!summer’s!tax!revenue!now!
exceeds!the!tax!revenue!from!winter.!xxxix!
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Key!Market!Demographics:!Current7!
The!following!section!examines!some!of!the!key!demographic!information!of!the!primary!and!
secondary!market!that!can!affect!arts!and!culture!interest:!educational!attainment,!income!
distribution,!age!distribution,!race!distribution!and!other!economic/industry!data.!Additionally,!
contrasts!to!Colorado!and!to!the!United!States!are!presented!as!points!of!contrast.!This!
information!allows!for!a!better!understanding!of!Basalt!and!the!surrounding!communities,!
providing!initial!insights!into!the!capacity!of!the!region!to!support!TACAW.!
For!the!purposes!of!this!report,!the!following!definitions!were!used:!


Primary!market:!Basalt8!(population!of!3,857)!and!El!Jebel!(population!of!3,801)!




Secondary! market:! Carbondale! (population! of! 6,553)! and! Glenwood! Springs!
(population!of!9,837)!




El! Jebel! is! a! census6designated! place! between! Carbondale! and! Basalt!
along!the!north!side!of!State!Highway!82.!Approximately!4.4!miles!from!
downtown! Basalt,! El! Jebel! borders! Willits! Town! Center.! El! Jebel!
businesses! and! residences! are! included! as! part! of! “Basalt’s!
neighborhoods”! in! the! Chamber! of! Commerce! Community! Guide! and!
Business! Directory.! El! Jebel! and! Basalt! are! considered! the! primary!
market!for!TACAW.!

Respectively! 11! miles! and! 23! miles! from! Basalt,! Carbondale! and!
Glenwood!Springs!comprise!a!secondary!market!for!TACAW.!Sharing!an!
identity! as! part! of! the! Roaring! Fork! Valley,! the! secondary! market!
consists!of!residents!that!may!be!a!potential!audience.!

Tertiary! market:! Aspen! (population! of! 6,658)! and! Snowmass! (population! of!
2,826)!


Aspen! and! Snowmass! (18.5! and! 17! miles! from! Basalt,! respectively)!
comprise! a! tertiary! market! for! TACAW.! There! are! unique! elements! of!
these!two!communities!(discussed!below)!that!make!them!distinct!from!
the! secondary! market! towns,! however,! the! Whole! Foods! in! Willits! has!
become! a! draw! for! some! individuals! from! Aspen! and! Snowmass,!
indicating! that! there! is! an! opportunity! for! TACAW! to! attract! some!
patronage!from!these!communities.!

While!it!is!evident!through!a!shared!history!and!a!shared!reliance!on!industry,!the!individual!
communities!of!Roaring!Fork!Valley!are!much!more!nuanced!than!a!brief!overview!can!reveal.!Of!
particular!relevance!to!this!report!(i.e.,!the!potential!market!for!a!performing!arts!center!in!
Willits)!is!the!distinction!between!Aspen/Snowmass!and!the!rest!of!the!valley.!Demographic!
information!reveals!marked!differences!between!Aspen/Snowmass!and!Basalt,!El!Jebel,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

!Data!in!the!following!sections!is!all!from!the!United!States!Census.!Where!possible,!data!
collected!through!the!2013!American!Community!Survey!(ACS)!is!presented,!however,!some!
information!is!based!on!the!2010!U.S.!Census!data.!!
8
!Unless!otherwise!stated,!the!use!of!Basalt!includes!the!Town!Center!at!Willits.!
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Carbondale!and!Glenwood!Springs,!such!as!that!demonstrated!by!the!cost!of!living!index,!
(numbers!are!used!in!comparison!to!a!base!of!100,!thus!a!cost!of!living!that!is!higher!than!100!is!
higher!than!average).!Specifically,!the!cost!of!living!in!Aspen!(119.8)!and!Snowmass!(115.7)!is!
significantly!higher!compared!with!Basalt!(108.7),!El!Jebel!(98.0),!Carbondale!(93.7)!and!
Glenwood!Springs!(93.4).9xl!
Even!a!quick!look!at!the!average!sold!price!of!residential!properties!in!Aspen,!Snowmass!and!
Basalt!over!the!last!12!months!highlights!this!difference,!with!the!price!differing!from!
$3,973,265!in!Aspen!to!$1,463,561!in!Snowmass!to!$778,719!in!Basalt.xli!Also,!when!examining!
the!existing!supply!of!other!entertainment!options!(i.e.,!performing!arts!facilities),!it!seems!less!
likely!that!those!in!Aspen/Snowmass!will!travel!on!a!regular!basis!to!Basalt.!Further,!given!
conversations!with!area!residents,!it!seems!like!the!target!market!will!primarily!be!the!mid6
valley!and!Glenwood!Springs.!!
For!these!reasons,!JVA!has!determined!that!Aspen!and!Snowmass!will!not!be!considered!part!of!
the!primary!or!secondary!markets!for!the!subsequent!research!and!analyses,!however,!they!are!
considered!a!tertiary!market!that!could!be!a!potential!audience!through!consistent!marketing!
and!outreach.!
!
!
!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9

!Cost!of!living!numbers!are!based!off!of!the!U.S.!average!of!100.!
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Educational!Attainment!
Overall,!Aspen,!Snowmass,!Basalt,!and!Carbondale!tend!to!have!a!higher!percentage!of!those!
with!bachelor’s!degrees!compared!with!Glenwood!Springs,!Colorado,!and!the!United!States.!
Aspen!and!Snowmass,!in!particular,!tend!to!have!an!overall!higher!educational!attainment.!El!
Jebel!has!a!significant!population!of!residents!having!attained!an!educational!level!that!is!less!
than!high!school!completion.!!
Figure!4:!Educational!Attainment!
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Income!Distribution!
Aspen,!Snowmass,!Basalt!and!El!Jebel!residents!tend!to!have!higher!incomes!than!Carbondale!
and!Glenwood!Springs.!This!trend!is!also!reflected!when!looking!at!median!household!incomes,!
such!that!Aspen,!Snowmass,!Basalt!and!El!Jebel!have!higher!median!incomes!($71,856,!$80,823,!
$69,902!and!$83,194,!respectively)!compared!with!Carbondale!and!Glenwood!Springs!($56,287!
and!$53,687,!respectively).!
Figure!5:!Household!Income!
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!
Further,!18.7%!of!Glenwood!Springs!residents!fall!below!the!poverty!line.!This!is!higher!than!El!
Jebel!and!Carbondale,!where!12.9%!of!residents!in!both!communities!fall!below!the!poverty!line,!
Basalt!with!7.0%,!Snowmass!with!9.9%!and!Aspen!with!5.9%!of!residents!below!the!poverty!line.!
!
!

!
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Age!Distribution!
Of!note,!Basalt!and!El!Jebel!have!higher!rates!of!residents!who!fall!in!the!45654!age!range,!
whereas!Aspen!in!particular!has!a!high!rate!of!adults!between!55674!years!old.!There!are!also!a!
limited!number!of!older!adults!(those!75!and!older)!who!live!in!these!communities.!The!median!
age!for!the!communities!all!falls!in!the!mid6!to!late630s!(Snowmass:!39.8!year;!Basalt:!38.0!years;!
El!Jebel:!36.2!years;!Carbondale:!34.2!years;!Glenwood!Springs:!35.3!years),!however,!Aspen!
skews!older!with!a!median!age!of!43.8!years!old.!
Figure!6:!Age!Distribution!
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!
Basalt!census!data!indicates!that!28.6%!of!households!have!children!under!the!age!of!18.!This!is!
similar!to!households!with!children!in!Glenwood!Springs!(28.9%),!and!quite!lower!when!
compared!with!Carbondale!(37.4%)!and!El!Jebel!(46.5%).!Additionally,!Aspen!and!Snowmass!
have!fewer!households!with!children!under!the!age!of!18!compared!with!all!the!other!
communities!(17.6%!and!22.0%,!respectively).!
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Race!Distribution!
The!majority!of!residents!in!all!of!the!communities!identify!as!non6Latino!whites.!The!Latino!
population!is!higher!than!the!state!and!national!rates!in!El!Jebel,!Carbondale!and!Glenwood!
Springs,!but!substantially!lower!in!Aspen!and!Snowmass.!
Figure!7:!Race!Distribution!
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!
Additional!Descriptive!Information!
Industry!and!employment!
Data!reveals!low!unemployment!rates!for!those!over!the!age!of!16!who!want!to!work!in!Aspen,!
Snowmass,!Basalt!and!Glenwood!Springs!(4.8%,!3.4%,!5.0%!and!3.3%,!respectively),!but!higher!
rates!in!El!Jebel!and!Carbondale!(8.6%!and!9.5%,!respectively).!!
The!average!commute!time!for!those!who!are!working!outside!of!the!home!ranges!from!13.1!
minutes!for!residents!of!Aspen!to!27.3!minutes!for!residents!of!El!Jebel.!And,!the!population!of!
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both!El!Jebel!and!Carbondale!drops!during!the!daytime!due!to!commuting!(654.9%!and!611.2%,!
respectively).!Glenwood!Springs,!as!a!larger!city,!does!see!population!growth!during!the!daytime!
(+33.3%),!but!this!is!nowhere!near!as!extreme!as!Aspen!(+87.4%).!This!data!is!not!directly!
available!for!Basalt,!however,!demographic!information!collected!through!Basalt’s!“Our!Town”!
Planning!Survey!in!2014!reveals!that!of!those!surveyed,!56%!report!working!in!a!location!other!
than!Basalt,!and!a!regional!travel!patterns!study!conducted!by!the!Roaring!Fork!Transit!Authority!
revealed!that!90%!of!Basalt!residents!work!in!one!of!the!surrounding!communities.xlii!xliii!
Finally,!the!top!employment!industries10!for!each!community!are!outlined!below.!!


Basalt:!!











Educational! services,! and! health! care! and! social! assistance:! 13.4%! of!
residents!
Construction:!20.9%!of!residents!
Professional,!scientific!and!management,!and!administrative!and!waste!
management!services:!18.1%!of!residents!
Arts,! entertainment! and! recreation,! and! accommodation! and! food!
services:!15.5%!of!residents!

Carbondale:!!


Construction:!17%!of!residents!



Arts,!entertainment!and!recreation:!15.9%!of!residents!







Professional,!scientific!and!management,!and!administrative!and!waste!
management!services:!13.9%!of!residents!

El!Jebel:!!




Arts,!entertainment!and!recreation:!26.6%!of!residents!

Professional,!scientific!and!management,!and!administrative!and!waste!
management!services:!15%!of!residents!
Educational! services,! and! health! care! and! social! assistance:! 15%! of!
residents!

Glenwood!Springs:!!


Educational! services,! and! health! care! and! social! assistance:! 17.8%! of!
residents!



Arts,!entertainment!and!recreation:!16.5%!of!residents!!



Retail!trade:!16%!of!residents!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10

!Much!of!these!top!employment!industries!are!likely!accounted!for!by!the!importance!of!those!
industries!in!Aspen/Snowmass,!which!support!several!jobs!as!evidenced!by!the!87.4%!
population!swell!of!these!communities!during!the!daytime.!
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Aspen:!








Arts,! entertainment! and! recreation,! and! accommodation! and! food!
services:!25.3%!of!residents!
Professional,!scientific!and!management,!and!administrative!and!waste!
management!services:!15.9%!of!residents!
Educational! services,! and! health! care! and! social! assistance:! 12.6%! of!
residents!

Snowmass:!






Arts,! entertainment! and! recreation,! and! accommodation! and! food!
services:!37.1%!of!residents!
Educational! services,! and! health! care! and! social! assistance:! 20.2%! of!
residents!
Professional,!scientific!and!management,!and!administrative!and!waste!
management!services:!11.2%!of!residents!

Housing!
Data!from!the!U.S.!Census!demonstrates!that!housing!occupancy!rates!of!the!primary!and!
secondary!market!communities!tend!to!be!quite!high!(see!Figure!8),!ranging!from!about!85%!
occupied!in!El!Jebel!to!about!93%!occupied!in!Carbondale.!However,!Aspen!and!Snowmass!have!
substantially!lower!occupancy!rates!(52.8%!and!47.5%!respectively).!This!is!likely!due!to!the!high!
number!of!secondary!homeowners!because!the!U.S.!Census!American!Community!Survey!only!
counts!homes!as!occupied!if!1.)!there!are!people!currently!living!at!the!address!AND!2.)!the!
people!who!are!living!there!will!be!present!for!more!than!two!months.!
Figure!8:!Housing!Occupancy!Rates!
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Arts!and!culture!
Southern!Methodist!University’s!National!Center!for!Arts!Research!(NCAR)!recently!released!its!
first!annual!Arts!Vibrancy!Index,!which!ranks!communities!across!the!country!based!on!the!level!
of!supply,!demand!and!government!support!for!arts!and!culture!on!a!per!capita!basis.!This!
approach!revealed!that!Glenwood!Springs!is!the!top6rated!medium/small!city!for!a!vibrant!arts!
community.xliv!
What’s!more,!the!NCAR!Arts!Vibrancy!Index!analyzed!every!county!in!the!United!States!on!the!
outcomes!of!arts!dollars,!arts!providers,!government!support,!as!well!as!socioeconomic!and!
other!leisure!characteristics!in!order!to!issue!a!score!to!each!county.!Scores!are!on!a!scale!of!06
100,!with!100!being!the!highest.!Results!of!this!work!demonstrate!that!Pitkin!and!Eagle!
counties!are!among!the!top!scorers!in!the!country!(see!Figure!9),!however,!Garfield!County!falls!
around!the!midpoint.xlv!Given!that!Carbondale!and!Glenwood!Springs!are!in!Garfield!County,!El!
Jebel!is!in!Eagle!County,!Basalt!is!split!between!Eagle!and!Pitkin!counties,!and!Aspen!and!
Snowmass!are!in!Pitkin!County,!demonstrates!the!diversity!of!the!region.!Despite!falling!around!
the!midpoint!of!the!scale,!Garfield!County!ranks!higher!on!the!subscales!for!the!outcomes!that!
seem!likely!to!influence!the!capacity!to!support!a!performing!arts!center,!such!that!the!
demographic!information!(i.e.,!socioeconomic!indicators)!are!ranked!highly,!as!is!the!number!of!
independent!artists!(see!Figure!9).!!
Interview!respondents!often!mentioned!how!the!population!in!Basalt!and!the!Roaring!Fork!
Valley!is!one!with!a!high!regard!for!the!arts!and!of!a!refined!taste!for!the!arts.!A!number!of!
interviewees!stated!their!own!involvement!in!the!arts,!from!writing!to!singing,!and!the!desire!of!
their!children!to!have!more!access!to!performing!arts.!For!example,!as!one!interviewee!stated,!
“the!community!is!diverse,!talented,!affluent!and!generally!embraces!the!arts,!especially!with!
regards!to!kids.”!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
11

Figure!9:!Eagle,!Pitkin!and!Garfield!counties:!scores!from!the!NCAR!Arts!Vibrancy!Index !

!

12!

!!!! !

!

!
!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11

!Scores!are!presented!as!percentiles!(e.g.,!a!score!of!98!on!a!measure!indicates!that!the!county!
performed!better!than!98%!of!the!counties!on!that!measure).!
!
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!
Key!Market!Demographics:!Trends!
As!TACAW!maps!out!its!plans!for!the!future,!it!is!also!important!to!examine!how!the!population!
may!change!over!time.!The!following!charts!present!data!on!the!primary!market!communities:!
Basalt!and!El!Jebel.!This!forecast!comes!from!the!Colorado!State!Demography!Office,xlvi!which!
makes!forecasts!for!Colorado!based!on!2010!Census!data.!Forecasts!are!only!available!at!the!
state!and!county!level,!so!the!following!forecasts!are!based!on!Eagle!County!estimates,!which!
include!El!Jebel!and!part!of!Basalt.!!
Figure!10:!El!Jebel!and!Basalt!Population!Growth!(Based!on!Eagle!County!Forecast)!

!
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*!Forecasts!are!used!based!on!the!following!estimations:!201062015!–1.9%;!201562020–!.6%;!202062025–!
2.0%.!

Alternatively,!a!real!estate!population!growth!metric!indicates!a!forecasted!change!of!7.22%!for!
El!Jebel!and!7.16%!for!Basalt!between!2010!and!2017.xlvii!Using!these!estimations,!El!Jebel!is!
forecasted!to!have!a!population!of!4,075!in!2017,!and!Basalt!is!forecasted!to!have!a!population!
of!4,133!in!2017.!
While!the!numbers!included!in!this!report!rely!on!the!U.S.!Census!data,!it!is!important!to!note!
that!the!population!in!this!area!may!have!been!undercounted,!as!second!homeowners!were!
likely!not!reached.!This!is!less!critical!to!the!mid6valley!than!to!the!upper!valley!(i.e.,!Aspen),!
where!there!are!a!higher!number!of!second!homeowners,!as!demonstrated!by!the!housing!
occupancy!rates!presented!above.!
Additionally,!it!is!important!to!mention!that!the!Latino!population,!in!particular,!is!anticipated!to!
increase!in!Colorado.!The!State!Demography!Office!only!provides!forecasts!at!the!state!level,!but!
these!percentages!suggest!a!consistent!growth!between!3.1%!and!3.5%!over!the!next!decade.!
This!is!worth!mentioning!as!the!Latino!population!will!continue!to!grow!in!the!primary!market!
and!will!have!important!implications!for!long6term!programming!and!outreach!strategies.!!
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Focusing!on!Basalt!and!the!Development!of!Willits!
Basalt!
Incorporated!in!1901,!Basalt,!Colorado,!is!a!thriving!mountain!town,!existing!at!the!confluence!
of!the!Frying!Pan!and!Roaring!Fork!rivers.!With!a!population!that!increased!43.9%!between!the!
2000!and!2010!U.S.!Census!(from!2,681!to!3,857)xlviii,!Basalt!is!rapidly!growing;!evolving!from!its!
roots!as!a!19th!century!railroad!town!to!a!strong!community!with!developing!schools,!a!rich!arts!
and!culture!presence,!and!a!robust!recreational!tourism!
industry.!!
“Along!with!the!recreational!
Basalt,!to!many!who!were!interviewed,!is!home!to!people!
who!are!proud!of!their!community!and!want!as!many!
cultural!opportunities!for!their!children,!families!and!
residents!as!possible.!!A!number!of!interviewees!believe!
that!the!addition!of!TACAW!will!help!complete!the!current!
strong!attraction!to!outdoors!tourism,!the!robust!visual!
arts!and!culture!at!the!Wyly,!and!the!economic!and!retail!
draw!of!Willits.!!

opportunities!at!Crown!Mountain!
Park,!and!the!dining/retail!
opportunities!in!Willits!Town!
Center,![a!performing!arts!
center]!rounds!out!a!
contemporary,!vibrant!new!
urban!center!in!the!mountains.”!!
–Interview!Respondent!

Roaring!Fork!School!District!
Roaring!Fork!School!District!RE61!(RFSD)!is!comprised!of!12!schools,!serving!the!communities!of!
Basalt,!Carbondale!and!Glenwood!Springs!with!four!elementary!schools,!three!middle!schools,!
four!high!schools!and!one!charter!school!in!Carbondale,!which!provides!education!for!135!
students!years!K68.xlix!The!2014–2015!district!population!was!5,613.!Within!Basalt,!there!is!one!
elementary!school!(Basalt!Elementary!School),!one!middle!school!(Basalt!Middle!School)!and!
one!high!school!(Basalt!High!School).l!
Examining!academic!performance!through!data!from!the!Transitional!Colorado!Assessment!
Program!(TCAP;!Colorado’s!standards!based!assessment)!reveals!that,!as!a!whole,!the!district!
tends!to!fall!below!state!averages!for!performance.!However,!Basalt!elementary!and!middle!
schools!surpass!state!averages!on!reading,!writing!and!math!scores!(see!Table!2).li!Further,!four!
schools!in!the!district!are!categorized!as!Title!I,!with!a!district!free!and!reduced!lunch!rate!of!
42.91%.!Specifically,!42.1%!of!Basalt!Elementary!Schools!students!(also!categorized!as!a!Title!I!
school),!43.8%!of!Basalt!Middle!School!students!and!41.29%!of!Basalt!High!School!students!
qualify!for!free!and!reduced6price!lunch.lii!
This!data!on!the!schools!provides!important!
“[The!benefit!is]!cultural!enrichment…!
information!for!TACAW!as!it!develops.!As!detailed!
getting!kids!exposed!to!theater!and!
below!with!the!Wyly!Community!Art!Center’s!
plays.![There!is]!a!great!educational!
programming,!there!is!a!clear!community!desire!for!
opportunity!here![to]!elevate!people's!
additional!art!experiences!beyond!what!is!possible!
cultural!literacy.”!–Interview!
within!the!schools.!For!example,!the!students!
Respondent
enrolled!in!Basalt!schools!may!benefit!from!
performing6arts!field!trips!and!after6school!programming.!What’s!more,!the!research!exists!to!
support!the!importance!of!student!involvement!in!the!arts,!such!that!students!involved!in!drama!
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show!improved!academic!performance,!higher!SAT!scores,!increased!student!engagements!and!
attendance,!and!self6esteem.liii!Perhaps!even!more!telling!on!the!effects!of!arts!participation!on!
children!comes!from!research!that!shows!young!people!who!are!involved!in!highly!effective!non6
school!arts6based!community!programs!in!under6resourced!communities!also!see!these!positive!
academic!performance,!engagement!and!achievement!outcomes.liv!
!lv

Table!2:!2014!TCAP!Scores!(Percent!Proficient!or!Advanced) !

Subject!Area:! !
Reading!

!
Writing!

!
Math!

!
Science!

69.00%!

54.40%!

56.39%!

50.44%!

65.20%!

50.90%!

53.15%!

45.76%!

Basalt!Elementary!

71.89%*!

55.09%*!

77.46%*!

N/A!

Basalt!Middle!School!

72.52%*!

62.58%*!

64.27%*!

44.60%!

Basalt!High!School!

56.70%!

35.57%!

39.69%*!

50.00%!

All!Colorado!School!Districtst!
Roaring!Fork!School!District

t!

t

!The!percentages!for!the!state!and!the!district!are!combined!across!all!years:!elementary,!middle!and!high!
school!performances.!
*!Percentages!denoted!by!the!asterisks!indicate!higher!than!state!schoolUtype!data!(e.g.,!Basalt!High!
School’s!math!percentage!of!39.69%!proficiency!may!look!low!in!comparison!with!district!and!state!
percentages,!but!in!fact,!high!schoolUspecific!math!performance!percentages!are!much!lower!once!
elementary!and!middle!school!proficiency!rates!are!excluded!(e.g.,!state!proficient!average!in!high!school!
math!=!36.51%,!RFSD!proficient!average!in!high!school!math!=!35.66%).!
!

Arts!are!currently!an!integral!part!of!the!lives!of!many!in!Basalt,!due!to!the!understanding!that!a!
well6rounded!education!includes!the!arts!both!in!school!and!out!of!school.!In!the!interviews!
conducted!with!local!residents!and!businesses!owners,!those!with!children!and!those!working!
with!children!in!Basalt!described!a!great!need!for!more!arts!and!culture!options!that!their!youth!
can!engage!in!as!both!a!learner!and!a!viewer.!For!example,!one!interviewee!and!local!parent!
hopes!that!TACAW!can!be!a!place!not!only!for!schools!to!use!as!an!extra!performance!space,!but!
for!classes!and!training!on!technical!stage,!lighting!and!sound!production:!“There!are!kids!that!
really!gravitate!to!the!technical!parts!of!productions…and!with!a!facility!like!this,!teenagers![can]!
nurture!that!kind!of!participation,![which]!doesn’t!have!to!be!on!the!stage.!The!community!of!the!
theater!starts!to!help!young!people!in!a!positive!way![through]!poetry!slams,!for!example,!totally!
engaging!young!people…old,!all!kinds!of!people!can!be!engaged…!and!the!Hispanic!community,!
which!is!growing.”!
Arts!and!Culture!
Basalt!is!home!to!a!number!of!galleries!and!artists,!each!with!unique!styles.!Ranging!from!
contemporary!Western!to!fine!art!photography,!the!artistic!spirit!is!alive!in!Basalt.!This!spirit!is!
reflected!in!the!three!galleries,!two!photographers!and!the!Wyly!Community!Art!Center!that!
currently!make!up!the!immediate!Basalt!creative!and!artist!community.lvi!!And!further!
demonstrating!the!Town’s!commitment!to!the!arts,!the!Town!Council!just!approved!the!creation!
of!a!Public!Arts!Commission!that,!among!other!duties,!will!be!charged!with:!
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Providing! a! sounding! board! on! significant! visual! and! performing! arts! issues! in!
the!Town!of!Basalt!
Exploring! and! cultivating! partnerships! that! can! support! the! implementation! of!
the!Town’s!art!goals!
Reviewing! and! making! recommendations! on! financing! mechanisms! for! the!
development!of!visual!and!performing!arts!
Helping!to!make!the!case!for!new!resources!when!necessary!to!fulfill!the!goals!
for!public!arts!within!the!Town!

The!Wyly!Community!Art!Center!
Established!in!1996!by!artist!Deb!Jones,!the!Wyly!Community!Art!Center!(Wyly)!was!created!as!a!
place!for!all!to!explore!their!creativity.!And!since!then,!the!Wyly!has!been!dedicated!to!
sustaining!a!learning!environment!that!builds!community!and!fosters!collaboration.!As!such,!the!
Wyly!exhibits!local!and!national!artists,!
hosts!community!art!events!and!offers!
free!workshops!to!children,!residents!
and!visitors.!The!Wyly!is!grounded!in!the!
recognition!that!a!rich!cultural!and!
artistic!presence!in!a!community!can!
lead!to!economic!benefits,!as!well!as!
strengthening!the!community!through!
increasing!civic!engagement!and!social!
cohesion,!and!as!such,!focuses!on!
offering!a!diverse!range!of!programs!and!
services.!Specifically,!the!Wyly!offers:!


Adult!visual!art!workshops!



Art!clubs!and!summer!art!camps!for!children!



Regionally!and!nationally!acclaimed!art!exhibition!galleries!



Evening!art!talks!



Programming!for!at6risk!teens!



Workshops!for!adults!with!developmental!disabilities!



Art6based!field!trips!for!Basalt!elementary!and!middle!school!students!



Student!internships!



Art!mentors!for!young!women!



The!Wyly!Wares!Artisan!Market!



Free!community!events,!such!as!ornament!making!and!a!chalk!art!+!lemonade!
stand!context!

In!2005,!the!Wyly!moved!to!downtown!Basalt,!establishing!itself!as!the!mid6valley!arts!
organization.!Through!a!shared!understanding!of!the!importance!of!the!arts,!the!partnership!
between!the!Town!of!Basalt!and!the!Wyly!is!robust.!!
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In!July!2014,!the!Wyly!announced!the!opening!of!the!Wyly!Annex,!also!in!the!heart!of!downtown!
Basalt.!The!Town!of!Basalt!currently!pays!the!rent!for!the!Annex,!as!well!as!provides!free!space!
in!the!building!where!the!Wyly!is!located.!The!Annex!offers!programming!that!attracts!regionally!
and!nationally!recognized!artists.lvii!Both!the!main!Wyly!gallery!and!the!new!Wyly!Annex!provide!
professional6exhibition!spaces.!
In!2014,!the!Wyly!served!more!than!30,300!adults!and!children!and!it!expanded!into!the!Wyly!
Annex!in!the!heart!of!historic!downtown!Basalt.!According!to!GuideStar,!the!Wyly!reported!a!
total!revenue!during!2013!of!$289,051,!with!$283,451!in!total!expenses.lviii!The!Wyly!plays!a!
critical!role!in!restoring!the!vibrancy,!both!economically!and!culturally,!of!downtown!Basalt.!Its!
partnership!with!the!schools!is!of!high!value!to!the!families!whose!children!participate!in!classes!
and!events,!and!it!provides!extremely!easy!access!to!the!location!of!the!elementary!and!middle!
schools.!!
Moving!forward,!the!Wyly!is!currently!exploring!the!feasibility!of!creating!an!artist!residency!
program!and!expanding!to!cultivate!an!art!park,!which!would!include!additional!gallery!and!
teaching!space,!an!outdoor!theater!space!and!a!sculpture!garden,!all!in!the!heart!of!downtown.!
Working!in!collaboration!with!the!arts!group!interested!in!developing!TACAW!(see!below),!the!
goal!is!to!create!a!world6class,!harmonious!and!powerful!arts!community!that!transforms!the!
area!into!an!arts!destination.!As!one!interviewee!described,!“[the!performing!arts]!are!a!vital!
aspect!to!a!thriving!community.”!
Recreational!Tourism!
From!paddle!boarding!to!whitewater!rafting,!
hiking!to!cycling!and!access!to!world6class!fly!
fishing,!Basalt!attracts!recreationally!minded!
visitors!year6round.!Nestled!close!to!the!Sopris!
and!the!Basalt!mountains,!Basalt!provides!easy!
access!to!the!tourist!destinations!of!Glenwood!
Springs!and!Aspen,!while!preserving!the!Town’s!
original!charm.!While!data!does!not!exist!on!
tourism!specifically!in!Basalt,!the!visitor!activity!
and!resulting!economic!contributions!are!quite!
high!in!the!region!(Eagle,!Pitkin!and!Garfield!
counties;!see!Non6Resident!Market!section!below),!indicating!the!ideal!location!of!Basalt!for!
attracting!diverse!visitors.!!
As!evidence!of!this,!research!on!the!region!around!Basalt!(including!Aspen)!indicates!that!the!
annual!tourism!spending!exceeded!more!than!$1.5!billion!in!2012,!with!88%!of!tourists!staying!
at!least!one!night!and!the!average!visit!lasting!five!nights.!Further,!the!2.2!million!annual!
tourists!to!the!region!tend!to!be!quite!affluent,!with!75%!having!an!average!household!income!
of!more!than!$100,000.!And!while!the!ski!season!is!an!incredibly!popular!time!to!visit!(more!
than!691,000!tourists!visit!during!January,!February!and!March),!the!peak!season!is!actually!
summer,!with!more!than!786,000!visitors!to!the!region!during!June,!July!and!August.lix!
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Willits!
Conceptually!approved!in!the!mid690s,!the!Town!Center!at!Willits!is!a!new!community!within!the!
Town!of!Basalt.!Approximately!four!miles!from!Basalt’s!downtown,!Willits!is!a!mixed6use!
development!that!includes!250,000!square!feet!of!commercial!space!and!120,000!square!feet!of!
residential!condos,!and!it!is!continuing!to!grow.lx!For!example,!later!this!year,!the!Element!Hotel!
by!Westin!will!open,!featuring!113!guest!rooms!and!an!anticipated!average!nightly!room!rate!
ranging!from!$150!to!more!than!$200!during!busier!seasons.lxi!Anticipated!to!bring!about!$37!
million!in!direct!spending!on!lodging!and!another!$25!million!in!direct!spending!at!shops!and!
restaurants!in!the!first!decade,!the!Element!Hotel!sees!the!potential!of!this!mountain6resort!
region.lxii!!
What’s!more,!the!Whole!Foods!Market!
is!the!first!official!mountain!store!on!
the!Western!Slope!and!has!become!a!
draw!for!the!region,!attracting!residents!
from!Aspen!and!Glenwood!Springs.lxiii!
Whole!Foods!is!contributing!to!the!
recent!record!numbers!of!sales!tax!
revenue!that!have!been!going!to!the!
Town!of!Basalt.lxiv!Also!interesting!to!
note!is!that!despite!the!overall!success!
and!popularity!of!Willits,!Mariner!Real!
Estate!Management!recently!reported!some!difficulties!with!filling!leasable!space.!Largely,!this!is!
attributed!to!the!lack!of!name!recognition!with!Basalt.lxv!!
Nevertheless,!the!housing!market!in!Willits!is!currently!supporting!a!population!of!about!1,000,!
and!the!current!land!use!patterns!could!potentially!allow!for!approximately!2,300!residents.!
Through!the!initial!development!plans!of!Willits,!a!Town!Park—Arts!Center!Tract,!along!another!
plot!of!land,!was!set!aside!with!the!intention!of!being!developed!as!the!need!and!opportunity!
became!clear.!As!such,!a!Real!Estate!Transfer!Assessment!(RETA)!was!established!that!applies!to!
most!properties!at!Willits.!This!RETA!is!an!assessment!that!is!collected!each!time!a!property!is!
sold,!and!at!least!one!half!of!the!RETA!is!earmarked!for!the!purpose!of!building,!maintaining!and!
providing!an!endowment!for!an!arts!center!or!cultural!center!to!be!located!at!the!Town!Park—
Arts!Center!Tract.!Currently,!this!earmarked!amount!is!about!$700,000.!

Potential!Audiences!(Demand)!
Combining!the!research!on!general!arts!participation!with!key!demographic!information!allows!
for!projections!of!who!may!participate/attend!events!at!TACAW.!The!Survey!of!Public!
Participation!in!the!Arts!(SPPA)!is!conducted!every!couple!of!years!by!the!U.S.!Census!Bureau!
on!behalf!of!the!NEA.!The!data!and!analysis!below!are!primarily!from!the!2012!survey,!the!most!
recent!data!collection.!lxvi!
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Performing!Arts:!Characteristics!and!Trends!
Forty6nine!percent!of!U.S.!adults!(about!115!million)!are!estimated!to!have!attended!a!visual!
and/or!performing!arts!event!in!2012!(see!Figure!11).lxvii!Adults!are!included!in!this!number!if!
they!did!at!least!one!of!the!activities!presented!below.!
Figure!11:!Breakdown!of!Visual!and!Performing!Arts!Attendance!(2012!estimations)!

30%!
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Visited!an!art!museum!or!
gallery!
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Auended!an!outdoor!
performing!arts!fesmval!
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Auended!a!musical!or!non6
musical!play!
7%!

5%!
2%!
0%!
Auended!a!visual!arts!
event!or!acmvity!!
(39%!of!adults)!

Auended!a!live!performing!
arts!event!!
(37%!of!adults)!

Auended!classical!music,!jazz,!
or!Lamn,!Spanish,!or!salsa!music!
performance!
Auended!a!dance!performance!
of!any!kind!
Auended!the!opera!

!

National!Characteristics:!Performing!Arts!Participation!
From!2002!to!2012,!several!key!performing!art!types!saw!a!drop!in!attendance,!including!
classical!music,!jazz!and!opera,!as!well!as!musical!and!non6musical!plays.!However,!rates!have!
largely!been!consistent!since!2008.lxviii!
Generally,!outdoor!performing!arts!festivals!were!the!most!commonly!mentioned!performing!
arts!activity!(20.8%),!followed!by!other!free!live!performances!(15.9%)!and!musical!plays!
(15.2%).!Further,!the!SPPA!also!records!the!number!of!attendances!per!adult!for!each!
performing!category.!This!data!reveals!that!people,!on!average,!who!attend!musical!plays!attend!
2.0!a!year,!resulting!in!72.5!million!total!attendance!for!the!year,!the!highest!among!all!
categories.!
The!SPPA!further!breaks!down!results!by!key!demographic!characteristics!for!“benchmark”!arts!
activities—those!that!have!been!tracked!through!the!survey!since!1982.!For!performing!arts,!
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this!includes!jazz,!classical!music,!opera,!musical,!play!or!ballet!performances.lxix!The!following!
sections!highlight!some!of!the!key!findings.!
Educational!attainment!and!income!
Research!has!indicated!that!educational!attainment!is!the!best!predictor!of!arts!attendance,!
such!that!with!each!advanced!level!of!education,!there!is!a!greater!likelihood!of!arts!attendance.!
This!pattern!holds!true!for!family!income!as!well.!
Age!
Arts!participation!tends!to!
increase!with!age,!up!until!ages!
65674,!when!rates!begin!to!
slightly!decrease.!However,!the!
oldest!age!group,!those!over!75!
years,!is!the!only!age!group!
whose!participation!has!
increased!in!the!past!few!years.!
Importantly,!the!
motivations/barrier!to!attend!art!
events!differs!by!age!group.!For!
example,!adults!ages!25634!are!
more!often!motivated!to!attend!
low!cost!or!free!events,!and!they!are!not!as!motivated!as!older!adults!to!attend!events!simply!
out!of!a!desire!to!support!their!community.lxx!
Race!
Non6Hispanic!white!adults!comprise!the!group!most!likely!to!have!attended!a!benchmark!event!
in!the!last!year.!However,!this!group’s!overall!participation!has!decreased!recently,!whereas!
African!Americans,!Hispanics/Latinos!and!other!race/ethnicity!groups!have!maintained!
consistent!levels!of!attendance!over!time.!
Colorado!Characteristics:!Performing!Arts!Participation!
The!SPPA!also!reports!data!on!32!states,!including!Colorado.!Compared!with!the!national!rate!
(37.4%),!Colorado!performing!arts!attendance!rate!is!significantly!higher!(51.9%).!More!
specifically,!Colorado!has!significantly!higher!participation!rates!in!classical!music!(8.8%!
nationally!compared!with!20.8%!in!Colorado),!musical!plays!(16.1%!nationally!compared!with!
20.9%!in!Colorado),!non6musical!plays!(8.3%!nationally!compared!with!15.3%!in!Colorado),!and!
it!is!the!only!state!surpassing!the!national!average!in!dance!attendance!rates!(7.4%!nationally!
compared!with!13.2%!in!Colorado).lxxi!
The!Market!for!TACAW!
Extending!these!broader!findings!to!Basalt!and!the!surrounding!region!allows!for!an!analysis!of!
the!potential!audience!to!be!served!by!TACAW,!as!well!as!some!indication!of!who!may!also!be!
interested!in!the!Wyly!and!other!regional!art!activities!and!events.!!
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The!following!combines!the!national!participation!rates!based!on!educational!attainment!
gathered!from!the!SPPA!with!the!numbers!of!adults!in!the!market!area!to!estimate!the!number!
of!individuals!who!are!likely!to!participate!in!performing!arts!activities!on!an!annual!basis.13!In!
other!words,!by!multiplying!the!estimated!participation!rates!by!the!number!of!adults!in!the!
primary,!secondary!and!tertiary!markets!within!each!educational!attainment!category,!it!is!
possible!to!estimate!the!number!of!adults!who!are!likely!to!participate!in!performing!arts!
activities!on!an!annual!basis.!
Educational!attainment!was!used!as!the!demographic!variable!to!examine!because!it!has!the!
strongest!relationship!with!arts!participation.!Based!on!the!calculations!presented!below,!it!is!
estimated!that!about!2,203!Basalt!and!El!Jebel!residents!(approximately!39%!of!the!adults)!are!
likely!to!participate!in!performing!arts!activities!on!an!annual!basis.!
Table!3:!Basalt!and!El!Jebel!Adults!Expected!to!Participate!in!Performing!Arts!Events!(on!an!Annual!Basis)!

!

!

Number!in!
Rate!of!
Primary!Market*! attendance!

Annual!estimated!
audience!

Educational!attainment!!
!

Less!than!high!school!
High!school!graduate!
Some!college!or!associate’s!
degree14!
Bachelor’s!degree!
Graduate!or!professional!degree!

!
!
!
!
!

!

!

864!
699!
1,463!

9.1%!
19.9%!
33.8%!

79!
139!
495!

2,064!
572!

54.0%!
65.6%!

1,115!
375!
TOTAL:!2,203!

*The!SPPA!only!includes!projections!for!those!over!the!age!of!18.!The!U.S.!Census!Bureau!estimates!that!there!are!
2,922!residents!over!the!age!of!18!in!Basalt!and!2,738!residents!over!the!age!of!18!in!El!Jebel.!

Despite!the!other!cultural!venues!that!exist!in!the!regional!secondary!market!(see!below),!it!may!
also!be!helpful!to!estimate!audiences!that!include!neighboring!Carbondale!and!Glenwood!
Springs!to!better!understand!the!broader,!potential!market.!As!above,!analyses!were!only!
conducted!based!on!educational!attainment!information!(see!Table!4).!Results!of!the!analysis!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13

!It!is!important!to!note!that!these!calculations!assume!participation!that!is!similar!to!the!
national!trends.!As!evidenced!by!higher!overall!participation!in!Colorado,!it!seems!likely!the!
potential!market!may!be!even!higher!that!what!is!presented!below.!Further,!this!analysis!
assumes!TACAW!programming!will!align!with!the!traditional!genres!analyzed!by!the!SPPA.!More!
diverse!programming!(e.g.,!lectures!and!cooking!classes)!will!likely!increase!regular!attendance!
rates.!Nevertheless,!despite!these!caveats,!the!numbers!provide!important!approximations!for!
venue!attendance.!
14
!The!SPPA!does!not!specifically!include!“associate’s!degree”!as!an!educational!attainment!
option,!as!such!projects!are!made!using!the!conservative!assumption!that!residents!with!
associate’s!degree!would!be!similar!to!those!having!completed!some!college.!
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reveal!an!estimated!annual!attendance!of!6,538!adults!or!about!37%!of!the!adults!residing!in!
Basalt,!El!Jebel,!Carbondale!and!Glenwood!Springs.!
Table!4:!Primary!and!Secondary!Market!Adults!Expected!to!Potentially!Participate!in!Performing!Arts!Events!(on!an!
Annual!Basis)!

!

!

Number!in!
Primary!and!
Secondary!
Market*!

Rate!of!
attendance!

Annual!estimated!
audience!

Educational!attainment!!
!

Less!than!high!school!
High!school!graduate!
Some!college!or!associate’s!
degree!
Bachelor’s!degree!
Graduate!or!professional!degree!

!
!
!
!
!

!

2,741!
3,108!
5,027!

9.1%!
19.9%!
33.8%!

249!
619!
1,699!

4,907!
2,013!

54.0%!
65.6%!

2,650!
1,321!
TOTAL:!!!6,538!

!

*The!U.S.!Census!Bureau!estimates!2,922!Basalt!residents,!2,738!El!Jebel!residents,!4,780!Carbondale!residents!and!
7,342!Glenwood!Springs!residents!are!over!the!age!of!18.!

Finally,!equivalent!calculations!were!made!to!assess!the!potential!market!when!including!Aspen!
and!Snowmass!(tertiary!market).!It!should!be!made!clear!here!that!JVA!believes!this!will!be!more!
of!a!limited!audience,!however,!there!is!still!the!potential!for!TACAW!to!attract!some!of!these!
individuals!who!are!likely!to!be!interested!in!attending!performing!arts!events,!specifically!
during!the!“shoulder!seasons”!(May6June!and!November6December),!when!the!resort!
communities!tend!to!slow!down.!
!Results!of!this!analysis!reveal!an!estimated!annual!attendance!of!10,212!adults!or!about!40%!of!
the!adults!residing!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley.!
Table!5:!Primary,!Secondary!and!Tertiary!Market!Adults!Expected!to!Potentially!Participate!in!Performing!Arts!
Events!(on!an!Annual!Basis)!

!

!

Number!in!
All!Markets*!

Rate!of!
attendance!

Annual!estimated!
audience!

Educational!attainment!!
!

Less!than!high!school!
High!school!graduate!
Some!college!or!associate’s!
degree!
Bachelor’s!degree!
Graduate!or!professional!degree!

!
!
!
!
!

!

!

2,897!
3,962!

9.1%!
19.9%!

7,160!

33.8%!

8,235!
3,495!

54.0%!
65.6%!

264!
788!
2,420!
4,447!
2,293!
TOTAL:!!!10,212!

*The!U.S.!Census!Bureau!estimates!2,922!Basalt!residents,!2,738!El!Jebel!residents,!4,780!Carbondale!residents,!7,342!
Glenwood!Springs!residents,!5,607!Aspen!residents!and!2,344!Snowmass!residents!are!over!the!age!of!18.!
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It!is!important!to!note!here!that!research!on!the!educational!attainment!gap!in!arts!attendance!
is!not!due!to!lower!interest!among!lesser6educated!adults,!but!rather!can!be!attributed!to!the!
unique!barriers!that!they!experience.!Those!with!lower!educational!attainments!tend!to!cite!the!
desire!to!support!their!community!and!to!celebrate!their!cultural!heritage!as!reasons!they!
choose!to!attend!art!events.lxxii!So,!with!this!recognition,!as!well!as!the!limitations!of!the!data!
from!the!SPPA!(the!inclusion!of!benchmark!events!only),!there!are!clear!implications!for!
TACAW’s!programming!that!will!certainly!serve!to!enhance!the!potential!audience.!
Millennials!
Defined!as!Americans!born!between!1980!and!1996!(now!ages!18635),!millennials!are!America’s!
largest!generation!by!population!and!currently!command!an!estimated!$1.3!trillion!in!annual!
consumer!spending.lxxiii!Importantly,!research!on!this!generation!demonstrates!that!they!highly!
value!experiences!and!are!increasingly!spending!time!and!money!on!them.!In!other!words,!
millennials!are!less!driven!by!possessions!and!career!status,!being!more!motivated!by!creating!
and!sharing!memories.!Further,!82%!of!millennials!report!attending!or!participating!in!some!
form!of!a!live!experience!in!the!past!year!(e.g.,!concerts,!festivals,!performing!arts!and!sports),!
suggesting!that!despite!being!often!understudied!as!its!own!key!demographic!group!when!
analyzing!arts!participation,!millennials!will!be!an!important!focus!for!TACAW.!Also,!arts!and!
culture!serve!to!attract!a!strong!workforce!and!promote!economic!and!community!vitality.!So!
not!only!can!the!millennials!who!currently!reside!in!the!market!be!considered!an!important!
audience,!but!the!development!of!TACAW!may!in!fact!attract!even!more!to!the!region!given!
their!strong!draw!to!positive!quality!of!life!and!the!connection!between!higher!quality!of!life!and!
arts!and!culture.lxxiv!In!other!words,!a!developed!arts!and!culture!presence!can!be!a!powerful!
recruiting!tool!for!attracting!workforce!talent,!particularly!those!who!place!such!an!obvious!
economic!emphasis!on!creating!experiences.!
Non[Resident!Market!
According!to!an!annual!report!produced!through!the!Colorado!Tourism!Office,!Colorado!
experienced!a!significant!growth!of!visitors!traveling!on!discretionary!leisure!trips.!These!types!
of!trips!are!important!because!they!are!typically!associated!with!high!expenditures!per!person.!
The!data!indicates!that!of!the!31!million!visitors!to!Colorado!in!2013,!15.1!million!were!leisure!
visitors,!spending!approximately!$5.69!billion.lxxv!
More!specifically,!another!recent!report!prepared!for!the!Colorado!Tourism!Office!examines!the!
economic!impacts!of!travel!to!and!through!Colorado.!The!analyses!in!the!report!indicate!that!
25%!of!the!total!earnings!in!Colorado’s!Mountain!Resort!Region!is!generated!by!travel!earnings.!
Further,!the!report!breaks!down!the!regions!into!districts,!with!the!Northwest!District!including!
Eagle!and!Garfield!counties,!the!locations!of!the!primary!and!secondary!markets!for!TACAW.15!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15

!Pitkin!County!is!included!in!the!Central!District,!however,!with!the!majority!of!the!potential!
market!lying!either!within!Eagle!or!Garfield!counties,!this!report!only!includes!the!Northwest!
District!findings,!which!also!includes!Grand,!Jackson,!Moffat,!Rio!Blanco!and!Routt!counties.!
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Data!demonstrates!that!in!2013,!total!direct!travel!spending!was!$1.64!billion!in!the!Northwest!
District!and!generated!$103!million!in!government!revenue!through!local!and!state!tax.!Table!5!
presents!additional!data!detailing!visitor!spending!by!commodity!type,!as!well!as!industry!
earnings!and!industry!employment!generated!by!travel!spending.!Importantly,!the!arts,!
entertainment!and!recreation!industry!generated!$134!million!and!4,010!jobs!simply!through!
travel!spending!in!the!Northwest!District.lxxvi!
County!breakdowns!reveal!Eagle!County!accounted!for!$897.8!million!in!travel!spending,!$216.4!
million!in!earnings!and!6,870!jobs.!Garfield!County!accounted!for!$144.2!million!in!travel!
spending,!$40.9!million!in!earnings!and!1,580!jobs.lxxvii!This!data!suggests!that!visitors!to!the!
mountain!resort!areas!contribute!significantly!to!various!industries!and!account!for!a!large!
portion!of!travel!spending!in!Colorado.!
Table!6:!2013!Travel!Impacts!in!the!Northwest!Region!

!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

($!Million)!

Visitor!Spending!by!Commodity!Purchased!
!
Accommodations!
512!
Food!service!
439!
Food!stores!
105!
Local!transportation!and!gas!
90!
Arts,!entertainment!and!recreation!
252!
Retail!sales!
166!
Visitor!air!transportation!
71!
!!!Destination!Spending:!!!1,634!
Industry!Earnings!Generated!by!Travel!
!
Spending!
Accommodations!and!food!service!
308!
Arts,!entertainment!and!recreation!
134!
Retail!sales!
36!
Ground!transportation!
5!
Visitor!air!transportation!
10!
Other!travel!
2!
Total!Earnings:!!!494!
Industry!Employment!Generated!by!Travel!
!
Spending!
Accommodations!and!food!service!
10,240!
Arts,!entertainment!and!recreation!
4,010!
Retail!sales!
1,130!
Ground!transportation!
150!
Visitor!air!transportation!
120!
Other!travel!
40!
Total!Employment:!!!15,700!

!
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Further,!data!collected!on!the!region!including!Aspen!demonstrates!the!strong!tourist!economy!
(e.g.,!with!annual!tourist!spending!exceeding!$1.5!billion!in!2012),!as!well!as!the!diversity!of!
visitors,!with!38%!having!families!with!children,!32%!empty!nesters,!14%!single!adults!without!
children!and!17%!couples!without!children.lxxviii!While!this!data!does!include!Aspen,!which!is!
likely!accounting!for!the!majority!of!the!spending!and!the!number!of!tourists,!it!is!important!to!
include!this!information!because!it!suggests!the!strong!tourist!activity!that!is!already!occurring!
in!the!region!and!provides!insight!into!the!potential!for!Basalt!to!attract!an!already!robust!
visiting!population.!
The!busy!Roaring!Fork!Valley!already!attracts!visitors!year6round,!however,!it!seems!many!
visitors!are!focused!on!Aspen/Snowmass!or!Glenwood!Springs,!skipping!Basalt.!Importantly,!the!
significant!role!that!arts!and!entertainment!play!in!terms!of!visitor!spending!(e.g.,!that!travelers!
who!include!art!events!in!their!trips!are!more!likely!to!spend!the!night!and!are!more!likely!to!
spend!more!during!their!staylxxix)!suggests!that!if!Basalt!is!able!to!develop!the!arts!and!culture!
community!that!it!envisions,!there!is!a!strong!probability!for!the!Town!to!attract!this!non6local!
market.!!
Specifically,!if!TACAW,!the!Wyly!and!the!other!arts!and!culture!organizations!are!able!to!form!a!
synergistic!relationship,!augmenting!the!area!and!developing!a!reputation!as!an!arts!destination,!
it!seems!likely!that!many!visitors!would!choose!to!stay!locally,!in!Basalt,!rather!than!travel!to!
other!areas!outside!of!the!mid6valley!(e.g.,!the!more!expensive!Aspen).!The!additional!
development!that!is!occurring!in!Basalt!(e.g.,!the!Rocky!Mountain!Institute!and!the!Element!
Hotel!by!Westin)!is!only!likely!to!draw!more!visitors!each!year,!providing!an!important!audience!
base!to!TACAW!and!other!arts!venues!in!the!future.!!
Consumer!Spending!on!Entertainment!and!Arts!
Each!year,!the!U.S.!Bureau!of!Labor!and!Statistics!administers!and!analyzes!the!Consumer!
Expenditure!Survey!to!understand!how!household!expenditures!may!change!over!time.!Divided!
into!seven!categories!(food,!housing,!apparel!and!services,!transportation,!healthcare,!
entertainment,!and!personal!insurance!and!pensions),!the!survey!provides!insight!into!how!
consumers!tend!to!spend!money.!Unfortunately,!the!“entertainment”!category!is!quite!broad!
and!does!not!differentiate!between!various!types!of!entertainment,!however,!it!still!provides!
some!idea!of!consumer!spending!in!this!domain.!Specifically,!the!average!annual!spending!by!
consumers!in!201262013!on!entertainment!was!$2,482,!or!about!4.9%!of!annual!expenditures.lxxx!
This!amount,!of!course,!differs!by!demographic!category.!For!example,!when!divided!into!
income!quintiles,!the!results!reveal!that!the!highest!20!percent!(average!income!of!this!group:!
$162,720)!spends!$5,133!annual!in!the!entertainment!category,!which!is!almost!double!the!
$2,866!that!the!next!highest!group!spends!annually!(average!income!of!this!group:!$74,546)!and!
more!than!five!times!what!the!lowest!20!percent!spends,!$1,002!(average!income!of!this!group:!
$9,658).lxxxi!
Similarly,!these!differences!exist!when!examining!the!highest!education!level!within!a!
household.!For!example,!those!with!less!than!a!high!school!diploma!spend!about!$1,817!
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annually!on!entertainment,!whereas!those!with!a!bachelor’s!degree!spend!$3,528!annually!and!
those!with!more!advanced!degrees!spend!$4,158!annually.lxxxii!
Market!Summary!
Given!the!demographic!make6up!of!the!primary!and!secondary!markets!(e.g.,!educational!
attainment)!and!the!existing!draw!of!the!region!for!tourism,!JVA!believes!that!there!is!a!high!
propensity!to!support!a!performing!arts!facility!such!as!TACAW.!Further,!the!existing!community!
interest!in!culture!and!the!arts!reaffirms!this!likelihood.!
TACAW!has!the!potential!to!annually!attract!more!than!2,200!primary!market!residents!given!
the!population!today,!and!the!anticipated!growth!of!the!region!will!only!increase!this!number.!
What’s!more,!this!number!is!a!very!conservative!projection!based!on!SPPA’s!data!for!benchmark!
events!only!(jazz,!classical!music,!opera,!musical,!play!or!ballet!performances),!so!given!TACAW’s!
plans!to!include!more!diverse!programming,!it!is!likely!that!this!number!is!much!higher.!
The!region!is!a!year6round!destination!for!tourists,!and!the!additional!developments!that!are!
planned!in!Basalt!will!only!serve!to!increase!visitors.!What’s!more,!coupling!the!robust!tourist!
population!to!the!region!with!the!research!on!
“Yes!to!a!market![for!TACAW]…!
travelers!who!include!arts!and!culture!events!
people!are!looking![for!something!
presented!above!(e.g.,!arts!and!culture!travelers!
to!do].!It!would!be!great!to!stay!in!
spend!more!money!and!are!likely!to!stay!longer!than!
the!community!and!ride!your!bike!
other!travelers),lxxxiii!there!is!a!strong!potential!to!
to!the!performing!arts!center!and!
attract!substantial!economic!benefit!to!the!market.!
go!have!dinner.!Programming!
Interviews!confirm!this!interest!in!greater!
needs!to!acknowledge![the!local!
performing!arts!access!in!Basalt!and!the!Roaring!Fork! diversity].”!–Interview!Respondent!
Valley,!however,!interest!leading!to!a!substantial!
audience!was,!for!many,!contingent!on!programming! !
that!is!both!high!quality!and!conscious!of!the!seasonal!variance!and!needs!that!come!with!living!
in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley.!Related!to!this!is!the!emphasis!from!some!that!direct!engagement!of!
families!and!individuals!that!are!lower!income!and!the!growing!Latino!population!in!the!Roaring!
Fork!Valley!can!help!support!TACAW.!Through!creative!programming!and!affordable!prices!that!
attract!families,!and!direct!marketing!to!them,!audience!size!would!grow.!Another!aspect!that!
could!affect!audience!engagement!with!TACAW!is!the!need!for!engaging!diverse!audiences!(age!
and!ethnicity)!for!sustainable!financial!success.!Interviewees!often!could!not!separate!the!idea!
of!local!interest!and!need!from!the!concern!of!how!TACAW!would!survive!over!time.!!
Overall,!it!seems!that!the!likelihood!of!the!market!to!support!additional!arts!programming!in!the!
primary!and!secondary!markets!is!high.!In!addition,!there!is!a!growing!demand!for!affordable,!
local!art!experiences.!!
!
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Existing!Supply:!Performing!Arts!Venues!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley!
In!addition!to!examining!the!likelihood!of!the!market!area(s)!to!support!a!performing!arts!facility!
in!Basalt,!it!is!also!important!to!determine!what!other!facilities!are!available!in!the!region,!as!
well!as!how!TACAW!may!fit!in!with!this!existing!“supply.”!!
Carbondale!
CCAH!(Carbondale!Council!on!the!Arts!&!Humanities)!
CCAH!was!founded!to!promote!the!arts,!
artists,!arts!education,!and!cultural!
activities!and!events!by!collaborating!
with!state!and!local!governments,!
artists,!business!and!other!nonprofits.!
CCAH!is!leading!Carbondale!in!the!
development!of!a!creative!plan!so!that!
the!city!may!be!recognized!as!a!Creative!
District.!CCAH’s!new!home,!The!
Launchpad,!which!houses!its!office,!the!
R2!Gallery,!Artique!and!performing!arts!studios,!is!located!on!the!4th!Street!Plaza!downtown!
and!at!the!Educational!Studios!in!the!Third!Street!Center.!
Studio!C!is!a!state!of!the!art!enclosed!performing!arts!studio!that!includes!680!square!feet!of!
spring6loaded!Harlequin!dance!floor,!ballet!barres!and!mirrors—all!designed!by!and!for!
professional!dancers.!The!“open!studio”!includes!an!open!space!designed!with!1,150!square!feet!
of!spring6loaded!Harlequin!dance!floor!as!well!as!rigging!for!aerial!silks!and!other!aerial!arts.!The!
public!can!view!classes!and!rehearsals!in!progress.!This!space!could!also!be!adapted!for!intimate!
performances.!The!Launchpad!also!includes!a!sculpture!garden!and!gathering!place!in!its!
space.lxxxiv!
PAC3/Third!Street!Center!!
The!Performing!Arts!Center!at!Third!
Street!(PAC3)!was!established!in!2011!
as!a!multi6use!theatre!located!in!the!
Third!Street!Center—in!the!heart!of!
downtown!Carbondale,!Colorado.!
Recently,!the!center!discontinued!
programming,!but!it!may!host!a!few!
events!this!year.!In!past!years,!the!
venue!did!provide!the!community!with!
a!space!for!events,!concerts,!nonprofit!
functions,!shows!and!more.!PAC3!could!
hold!365!guests!for!seated!events!and!
541!for!general!admission.!The!Performing!Arts!Center!was!also!available!for!rental!day!or!
night.lxxxv!!!
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Challenges!for!the!Arts!Center!were!potentially!undercapitalization!and!lack!of!user6friendly!
infrastructure,!such!as!parking.!While!the!Center!is!not!easy!to!access!from!the!highway,!
programming!was!generally!not!focused!on!the!local!community.!
Thunder!River!Theater!Company!
The!mission!of!the!Thunder!River!Theater!
Company!is!to!better!understand!the!human!
experience,!thus!the!company!creates!
professional!and!provocative!theatre!for!the!
Roaring!Fork!Valley.!Programming!includes!
live!theatre,!educational!outreach,!a!Latino!
theatre!initiative!and!the!TRTC!for!Young!
People.!The!company’s!upcoming!shows!
include!Something!Intangible,!The!Four!
Poster,!All!My!Sons!and!American!Buffalo.!
The!theatre!also!hosts!free!literary!nights!and!
new!play!readings.!The!goal!of!the!company!
is!to!create!a!residence!theatre!company!in!
the!Roaring!Fork!Valley,!engaging!with!the!local!community!in!their!desire!to!see!the!Company’s!
artists!grow!and!develop!over!time.!Having!actors!in!residence!develops!the!community!in!a!
different!way!and!gives!the!audience!a!long6term!feeling!of!ownership.lxxxvi!
Thunder!River!Theater!Company!was!named!as!one!of!three!finalists!for!the!2006!El!Pomar!
Foundation’s!Award!for!Excellence!in!Arts!&!Humanities.!The!selection!commission!evaluated!
organizations!based!on!their!community!impact,!effective!use!of!resources,!commitment!to!
their!mission!and!degree!of!success!with!program!implementation,!and!overall!excellence.lxxxvii!
Per!the!organization’s!990!(Roaring!Fork!Friends!of!Theatre),!in!2013,!approximately!69%!of!
revenue!came!from!contributions,!31%!came!from!program!service!revenue!and!a!small!amount!
came!from!investment!income.!!
Snowmass!Village!
Anderson!Ranch!Arts!Center!
The!Anderson!Ranch!Arts!Center!is!
located!15!minutes!from!Aspen!and!
serves!as!the!artistic!and!cultural!hub!of!
the!Town!of!Snowmass!Village.!The!
Ranch!has!been!a!part!of!the!community!
for!nearly!50!years!and!provides!time!and!
space!to!artists—!from!beginners!to!
experienced!practitioners—!to!create,!
discuss!and!discover.!Programming!
includes!workshops!in!the!summer,!and!a!
large!public!events!program!visited!by!
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more!than!5,000!people!each!year.!These!public!events!include!children’s!programs,!featured!
artists!lectures,!guest!faculty!and!artist!critical!lectures,!gallery!exhibits!and!special!ranch!events!
such!as!artists6in6residence!presentations.!
The!Ranch!is!open!from!9!a.m.!to!5!p.m.,!Monday!through!Friday,!and!the!campus!includes!14!
buildings!on!a!4.5!acre!campus.!The!55,000!square!feet!of!facilities!includes!eight!studio!
buildings,!a!lecture!hall,!café,!administrative!office!spaces,!two!galleries!and!an!186room!
dormitory!(30!student!capacity),!as!well!as!four!single6family!homes!and!three!apartments!for!
artistic!staff.!Some!of!the!Ranch’s!structures!are!renovated!log!cabins!and!barns,!which!are!
believed!to!be!the!oldest!in!the!area.lxxxviii!!
Per!the!organization’s!990!(Anderson!Ranch!Arts!Center),!in!2013,!61%!of!revenue!came!from!
contributions,!33%!came!from!program!service!revenue!and!6%!from!investment!income.!!
Aspen!
Belly!Up!
Belly!Up!Aspen!opened!in!2005!and!is!a!
music!venue!located!centrally!in!downtown!
Aspen.!The!venue!hosts!over!300!live!
concerts!each!year!and!features!a!wide!
range!of!musical!talent!such!as!Widespread!
Panic,!The!Flaming!Lips,!Jane’s!Addiction!and!
more.!Seating!is!limited!and!available!on!a!
first6come,!first6serve!basis.!At!capacity,!
Belly!Up!holds!450!guests.!The!music!venue!
also!offers!a!limited!food!menu—mostly!only!
open!for!shows.!Belly!Up!also!has!two!full!
bars.!Most!shows!begin!at!8:30610!p.m.lxxxix!
Michael!Goldberg,!the!owner!of!Belly!Up,!ensures!his!shows!highlight!up!and!coming!genres!of!
music,!such!as!new!indie!bands.!His!goal!is!to!create!a!community!of!music!and!to!place!a!high!
value!on!music.!Shows!at!Belly!Up!are!not!inexpensive,!and!the!audience!usually!reflects!either!
die6hard!fans!who!appreciate!the!intimacy!of!the!venue!or!the!wealthy.!Plenty!of!locals!attend!
shows!at!Belly!Up!on!a!regular!basis,!but!patrons!also!visit!Belly!Up!when!they!visit!Aspen,!
attracted!by!the!mountains!and!the!Aspen!glamour.xc!!
Wheeler!
Wheeler!Opera!House!is!located!in!downtown!Aspen!and!has!existed!as!a!performance!venue!
since!1889.!Its!long!history!in!Aspen!closely!ties!the!Opera!House!to!both!the!city!and!the!
community.!The!venue!has!a!maximum!seating!capacity!of!504!and!hosts!Broadway!and!comedy!
shows,!concerts,!movies,!festivals,!lectures,!community!events,!opera!(four!times!a!year)!and!
more.!The!Wheeler!has!also!acted!as!a!community!leader!to!draw!comedy!arts,!global!issues!and!
songwriting!festivals!to!the!city.!!
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Wheeler!Opera!House’s!partners!include!
the!Aspen!Institute,!Aspen!Film,!
National!Public!Radio,!the!Aspen!
Writers’!Foundation,!National!
Geographic,!Mountain!Film!In!Telluride,!
the!Aspen!Center!for!Physics,!and!the!
Aspen!Music!Festival!and!School.xci!Most!
media!coverage!on!the!Wheeler!Opera!
House!covers!the!various!festivals!and!
events!that!the!Wheeler!either!
coordinates!or!hosts,!and!it!seems!these!
partnerships!are!what!exposes!visitors,!both!local!and!out!of!Town,!to!visit!the!Wheeler.!
Per!the!organization’s!990,!in!2013,!approximately!69%!of!revenue!came!from!contributions,!
28%!came!from!program!service!revenue!and!2%!from!investment!income.!!
Theatre!Aspen!
Theatre!Aspen!is!also!located!
downtown,!adjacent!to!the!John!
Denver!Sanctuary.!The!space!includes!
the!Hurst!Theatre!and!its!
contemporary!lobby!that!opens!onto!a!
pavilion!overlooking!ponds!and!
stunning!mountain!views.!Hurst!
Theatre!seats!approximately!200!
guests,!and!the!venue!supports!
theatre!and!education.!Performances!
include!plays,!cabarets!and!musicals.!
Educational!opportunities!include!
teaching!artist!and!adult!theatre!classes!and!apprentice,!summer!and!afterschool!programs.!
Theatre!Aspen!actively!promotes!venue!rental!of!both!its!theatre!and!lobby!area.!
Theatre!Aspen!attracts!locals!for!its!afterschool!programs!and!attendees!from!across!the!United!
States!to!attend!its!apprentice!classes.!Similarly!for!shows,!patrons!are!both!local!and!out!of!
town!visitors!to!Aspen.!Theatre!Aspen!is!also!launching!its!first!Aspen!Theatre!Fest!2015,!a!two6
week!festival!that!will!highlight!emerging!playwrights!and!musical!teams.xcii!
Per!the!organization’s!990,!in!2013,!46%!of!revenue!came!from!contributions,!41%!came!from!
program!service!revenue!and!13%!from!investment!income.!!
Aspen!District!Theatre!
The!Aspen!District!Theatre!is!located!at!Aspen!High!School.!!The!venue!has!a!seating!capacity!of!
550!total!seats—386!seats!are!main!floor!seats!and!164!are!balcony!level!seats.!Not!only!is!the!
Aspen!District!Theatre!the!home!of!the!Aspen!Santa!Fe!Ballet!and!the!Aspen!Community!
Theatre,!it!also!hosts!rehearsals,!school!plays,!films,!comedy!shows,!and!music!classes!and!
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shows.!!The!theatre!also!partners!with!
local!organizations!such!as!AMFS!
Beginning!Strings,!Theatre!Aspen,!local!
schools,!the!Aspen!Fringe!Festival,!Sol!
Theatre!Company!and!other!local!
groups.xciii!
The!Aspen!Santa!Fe!Ballet!spends!their!
home!seasons!in!both!Aspen!and!Santa!
Fe,!and!the!company!brings!
performances,!education!and!
community!outreach!to!both!communities.!!The!Aspen!Santa!Fe!Ballet!will!celebrate!its!20th!
anniversary!season!in!201562016,!and!the!Ballet!spends!both!a!summer!and!winter!season!in!
Aspen,!Colorado!at!the!District!Theatre.xciv!
The!Aspen!Community!Theatre,!which!also!performs!at!the!Aspen!District!Theatre,!is!one!of!the!
longest6running!live!theatre!companies!in!Aspen.!!The!theatre!was!founded!in!1975!and!
provides!live!theatre,!a!variety!of!classes!and!workshops!and!community!programming.!The!
Aspen!Community!Theatre!also!partners!with!a!number!of!arts!organizations,!including!Theatre!
Aspen,!Theater!Masters,!the!Aspen!Fringe!Festival,!Thunder!River!Theater!Company,!SOL!
Theatre!and!more.xcv!

Existing!Supply:!Comparable!Performing!Arts!Venues!and!Potential!Partners!
As!demonstrated!by!the!existing!supply!of!arts!venues,!demand!for!the!arts!in!the!Roaring!Fork!
Valley!is!strong.!The!venues!listed!in!the!section!above!and!in!the!charts!below!provide!the!
community!with!a!wide!range!of!options!for!arts!performances!and!education,!and!these!
organizations!may!be!considered!either!comparable!to!TACAW!and/or!as!potential!partners.!!
While!demand!for!art!and!performing!arts!is!apparent,!JVA!finds!that!the!supply!of!performing!
arts!venues!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley!has!not!yet!reached!its!saturation!point.!Comparable!
performing!arts!venues!do!exist!in!Aspen!and!Carbondale,!but!these!venues!provide!different!
programming,!different!price!points!and/or!a!less!accessible!geographic!location.!TACAW!has!
the!opportunity!to!provide!diverse,!yet!consistent,!performing!arts!programing!in!the!Roaring!
Fork!Valley.!
Table!7:!Comparable!Performing!Arts!Venues!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley!

Venue!

Discipline!

City!

PAC!3/Third!Street!Center!!
Thunder!River!Theater!Company!
Belly!Up!
Wheeler!Opera!House!
Theatre!Aspen!
Aspen!District!Theatre!
!

Theatre!
Theatre!and!Education!
Music!
Multi6purpose!
Multi6purpose!
Theatre!and!Education!

Carbondale,!CO!
Carbondale,!CO!
Aspen,!CO!
Aspen,!CO!
Aspen,!CO!
Aspen,!CO!
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Aspen!
According!to!market!analysis,!many!Aspen!residents!are!not!likely!to!regularly!visit!TACAW!due!
to!Aspen’s!current!supply!of!existing!art!venues!and!the!esteemed!reputation!of!those!existing!
local!art!organizations!(tertiary!market).!However,!TACAW!can!initially!use!its!appeal!as!a!new!
venue!to!lure!an!Aspen!customer!base!and!during!shoulder!seasons!can!more!actively!promote!
activities!to!attract!patrons!from!the!Aspen!area.!!
TACAW!can!differentiate!itself!from!Belly!Up!by!providing!a!diverse!array!of!programming,!
beyond!just!music.!In!addition,!TACAW!will!want!to!provide!cheaper!ticket!prices,!as!Belly!Up!is!
known!as!having!expensive!admission!prices.!While!both!the!Wheeler!Opera!House!and!Theatre!
Aspen!also!provide!a!diverse!array!of!programming,!their!programming!does!not!include!food,!
gardening!or!cooking!classes!in!current!activities,!and!their!events!are!not!themed!by!day!of!
week!as!TACAW!is!envisioning!for!its!center.!TACAW!can!market!its!consistent!scheduling!and!
diversity!of!events!to!entice!repeat!customers!to!its!venue.!As!opposed!to!the!Aspen!District!
Theatre,!TACAW!will!be!more!centrally!located!to!forge!partnerships!and/or!relationships!with!
theatre!companies!and!venues!in!the!Glenwood!Springs!and!Carbondale!areas.!In!addition,!
TACAW's!more!intimate6sized!venue!will!allow!it!to!attract!different!types!of!performances!and!
events.!
Carbondale!
TACAW’s!location!in!Basalt!can!more!easily!attract!art!enthusiasts!traveling!from!Carbondale!
than!comparable!art!venues!in!Aspen.!The!location!of!TACAW!is!easily!accessible,!and!again!the!
intrigue!of!a!new!venue!will!attract!many!patrons.!!
TACAW’s!proposed!programming!is!quite!diverse!compared!with!that!of!the!Thunder!River!
Theatre!Company,!which!specializes!more!on!theatre!and!theatre!education.!Thunder!River!also!
focuses!on!its!actor!resident!company,!again!further!promoting!its!mission!in!theatre!as!opposed!
to!programming!in!other!performing!arts!areas.!Given!the!emphasis!placed!on!community,!
Thunder!River!attracts!a!more!local!audience.!PAC3!has!encountered!challenges,!and!for!the!
near!future,!programming!has!been!cancelled.!
The!art!venues!listed!in!Table!7!can!be!considered!potential!partners!for!TACAW,!rather!than!
comparable!venues.!TACAW!might!want!to!pursue!the!opportunity!to!build!a!relationship!and!
unify!with!the!diverse!array!of!galleries!and!art!centers!to!share!events!and!create!a!culture!of!
art!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley.!As!suggested!by!the!Lanesboro!Arts!Model,!building!a!culture!of!
arts!can!create!stronger!demand!for!the!arts!and,!in!turn,!drive!economic!impact!in!
communities.!!
!
!
!
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Table!8:!Potential!Partners!in!Building!an!Arts!Community!in!the!Roaring!Fork!Valley!

Venue!

Discipline!

City!

Carbondale!Council!on!the!
Arts!&!Humanities!

Gallery!and!Dance!

Carbondale,!CO!

Sol!Theater!Company!

Theater!

Carbondale,!CO!

Kahhak!Fine!Arts!&!School!

Education/Painting!

Carbondale,!CO!

Powers!Art!Center!

Contemporary!Art!Display!

Carbondale,!CO!

Cardiff!Schoolhouse!

Music!

Glenwood!Springs,!CO!

Glenwood!Springs!Center!for!
the!Arts!!

Gallery/Mixed!use!space!

Glenwood!Springs,!CO!

Glenwood!Vaudeville!Revue!

Dinner!Theater!

Glenwood!Springs,!CO!

Sopris!Theatre!Company!

Theatre!

Glenwood!Springs,!CO!

Anderson!Ranch!Arts!Center!

Artist!Community!

Snowmass!Village,!CO!

Ann!Korologos!Gallery!

Gallery!

Basalt,!CO!

Joel!Soroka!Gallery!

Gallery!

Basalt,!CO!(in6home!
studio)!

Linda!Loeschen!Gallery!

Gallery!

Basalt,!CO!

Wyly!Community!Art!Center!

Multi6purpose!

Basalt,!CO!

Aspen!Art!Museum!

Gallery/Education!

Aspen,!CO!

!
The!map!in!Figure!12!depicts!a!snapshot!of!the!venues!listed!above,!with!gray!markers!indicating!
non6competitors!and!red!markers!the!comparable!performing!arts!centers.!The!circles!represent!
a!radius!of!five,!10!and!20!miles!from!TACAW.!For!more!details!on!this!map!and!to!zoom!into!the!
centers!highlighted,!please!visit:!http://j.mp/1CYZK5d!
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Figure!12:!Snapshot!of!Map!of!Comparable!Venues!and!Potential!Partners!for!TACAW!

!
!
!

!
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Synergy:!TACAW,!the!Wyly!and!the!Town!of!Basalt!
Intersection!with!the!Wyly!and!the!Existing!Arts!and!Culture!Community!
As!a!fundamental!part!of!the!Basalt!
community,!it!is!important!to!
examine!how!the!Wyly!might!be!
affected!by!the!development!of!
TACAW,!as!well!as!to!understand!
the!potential!intersection!between!
TACAW!and!the!Wyly.!In!order!to!
explore!this,!the!following!section!
takes!a!closer!look!at!one!of!the!
aforementioned!models!(Lanesboro!
Arts)!and!examines!the!perspectives!
from!the!community!on!how!they!may!intersect.!!
Effects!on!the!Wyly!
There!are!two!primary!ways!in!which!the!Wyly!will!be!positively!affected!by!the!development!of!
TACAW.!The!first!way!is!the!direct!potential!benefit!that!the!Wyly!will!experience!through!
increased!interest!and!patronage!in!the!arts!within!the!Town!of!Basalt!and!the!region.!The!
second!way,!which!perhaps!may!be!of!greater!benefit!in!the!long6term,!is!the!indirect!effect!that!
creating!TACAW!will!have!on!moving!Basalt’s!reputation!closer!to!the!vision!of!establishing!the!
Town!as!an!arts!and!culture!destination,!thus!attracting!more!visitors!interested!in!the!a!
comprehensive!art!and!culture!experience.!In!other!words,!the!notion!of!“rising!tides!lift!all!
boats.”!!
First,!the!development!of!a!performing!arts!center!in!Basalt,!at!Willits,!will!likely!increase!the!
general!interest!the!community!and!the!region!have!in!the!arts.!Research!has!suggested!a!strong!
overlap!between!those!who!choose!to!attend!performing!arts!and!visual!arts!events.xcvi!Those!
who!are!interested!in!attending!events!at!TACAW!will!likely!also!be!those!who!are!interested!in!
other!forms!of!art.!Specifically,!by!increasing!the!“people”!traffic!to!the!community,!more!
people!will!visit!all!art!events!and!venues.!A!challenge!to!overcome!will!be!ensuring!that!the!
distance!that!separates!the!Wyly!(and!downtown!Basalt)!from!TACAW,!about!four!miles,!will!not!
deter!these!types!of!people!from!exploring!the!full!range!of!performing!and!visual!arts!that!
Basalt!has!to!offer.!In!order!to!avoid!this,!TACAW,!the!Wyly!and!the!Town!of!Basalt!will!want!to!
work!collaboratively!from!the!beginning,!mapping!out!a!mutual!plan!that!will!foster!access!
between!Willits!and!downtown!(e.g.,!shuttle/bus!service!or!simple!maps!for!motorists)!and!will!
create!awareness!for!all!that!Willits!and!downtown!have!to!offer!among!patrons!(e.g.,!through!
broad!and!effective!marketing!efforts).!These!possibilities!will!be!discussed!further!in!the!
recommendation!section.!
Second,!the!Wyly,!along!with!the!entire!community,!stands!to!benefit!greatly!from!the!
development!of!TACAW!as!this!work!will!improve!the!likelihood!that!Basalt!develops!its!
reputation!as!an!arts!and!cultural!destination.!A!clear!example!of!the!broad!effects!a!
commitment!to!the!arts!can!have!on!a!Town!is!the!example!of!Lanesboro,!Minnesota,!and!the!
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Lanesboro!Arts!Council.!As!briefly!described!above,!through!an!emphasis!on!the!arts,!Lanesboro!
has!transformed!from!a!near!ghost!town!to!a!thriving!arts!community!that!has!been!named!one!
of!the!20!Best!Small!Towns!to!Visit!by!Smithsonian!Magazine!and!recognized!as!a!Top!12!Small!
Town!ArtPlace!by!ArtPlace!America.xcvii!Today,!Lanesboro!attracts!artists,!outdoor!enthusiasts!
and!tourists.!Lanesboro!Arts!focuses!on!serving!diverse!audiences!through!year6round!
programming!in!its!galleries,!at!the!St.!Mane!Theatre!and!in!public!spaces!throughout!the!
community.!
Through!a!strong!partnership!between!Lanesboro!Arts,!local!organizations,!stakeholders,!the!
City!of!Lanesboro!and!the!Lanesboro!Area!Chamber!of!Commerce,!Lanesboro!has!had!much!
success!with!developing!its!vision!of!creating!a!reinvigorated,!vibrant!town!grounded!in!the!arts.!
Serving!more!than!30,000!individuals!annually,!Lanesboro!is!an!important!model!that!speaks!to!
the!potential!that!lies!within!Basalt,!as!well!as!the!shared!benefits!for!the!Wyly!and!the!Town!
that!can!evolve!from!developing!the!arts!and!culture!in!the!community.!!
Alternatively!to!these!positive!effects,!there!is!the!potential!for!TACAW!to!have!a!negative!
financial!effect!on!the!Wyly.!However,!JVA!believes!that!this!is!unlikely!to!occur!because!there!is!
clear!differentiation!between!the!two!organizations!and!their!programming!(e.g.,!the!Wyly!is!
focused!on!visual!arts!and!graphics,!whereas!TACAW!will!focus!on!performing!arts),!such!that!
individuals!primarily!interested!in!visual!arts!will!continue!to!visit!and!support!the!Wyly!and,!
even!more!likely,!the!creation!of!TACAW!will!increase!general!arts!interest!in!the!region!(as!
described!above),!ultimately,!bolstering!the!Wyly.!The!two!organizations!will!want!to!be!
mindful,!however,!that!they!maintain!their!differentiated!focus!and!do!not!actively!compete!on!
a!regular!basis!(e.g.,!consistent!same6night!events);!instead,!focusing!on!collaboration!(e.g.,!
coordinated!events!that!may!attract!individuals!to!both,!shared!marketing!efforts!and!outreach,!
and!active!participation!in!the!Basalt!Public!Arts!Commission).!
Further,!one!of!the!most!noticeable!trends!in!the!arts!is!the!idea!of!“creative!placemaking,”!
which!is!the!integration!of!various!arts!programs!into!
community!development!and!revitalization!efforts.xcviii!Many! “A!rising!tide!lifts!all!boats.!A!
large!foundations!are!already!active!in!this!area!(e.g.,!
more!diverse!commitment!to!
Kresge,!Ford,!Knight),!so!through!joint!efforts,!there!may!be!
arts!would!benefit!the!
potential!to!further!increase!the!amount!of!funding!that!is!
Wyly…and!put!Basalt!on!the!
being!directed!to!the!arts!in!the!mid6valley!region.!So,!
map!as!arts!town.”!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
building!the!capacity!of!the!arts!sector!in!Basalt!will!support!
–!Interview!Respondent!
widespread,!shared!economic!and!community!benefits.!
Community!Perspectives!on!the!Wyly!and!TACAW!
Interviews!reveled!that!most!individuals!and!families,!regardless!of!how!much!they!attend!
classes!or!events!at!the!Wyly,!see!no!issue!or!conflict!in!a!possible!synergy!between!the!Wyly!
and!TACAW.!The!Wyly!was!stated!by!some!to!be!an!important!center!for!the!arts!in!the!Basalt!
community,!and!while!the!Wyly!is!emphasizing!the!visual!arts,!TACAW’s!focus!on!the!performing!
arts!would!be!only!an!asset!to!all.!!
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It!was!important!to!most!people!interviewed!that!TACAW!and!the!Wyly!establish!collaboration!
in!programming,!marketing!or!in!creative!endeavors!such!as!costuming,!so!as!to!avoid!possible!
competition!and!foster!a!community!focus!on!all!types!of!arts.!A!few!interviewees!noted!the!
importance!of!this!synergy!specifically!to!avoid!furthering!a!divide!between!Willits!and!
downtown!Basalt.!If!TACAW!cannot!be!located!in!downtown!Basalt,!then!a!conscious!and!active!
relationship!between!the!two!centers!should!be!a!clearly!communicated!focus.!!

Intersection!with!the!Schools!
From!elementary!and!middle!school!children!having!an!additional!location!to!book!theater!and!
music!performances!to!high!school!students!getting!the!opportunity!to!learn!the!technical!side!
of!show!production,!there!seems!little!to!negate!the!benefit!of!the!arts,!and!performing!arts!
emphasis,!on!Basalt’s!children;!particularly,!in!combination!with!the!research!that!suggests!the!
positive!effects!of!student!involvement!in!the!arts!on!academic!performance,!engagement!and!
self6esteem.!xcix!
Despite!the!positive!benefits!and!interest!in!this!regard,!interviews!revealed!that!if!TACAW!were!
to!move!forward,!transportation!issues!needed!to!be!negotiated!so!children!could!have!easy!
access!to!the!facility.!Currently,!programming!with!the!Wyly!during!the!school!day!involves!
walking!to!classes!during!one!class6period.!While!walking!to!TACAW!for!classes!or!walking!to!
rehearsals!for!school!plays!during!the!day!are!not!an!option,!transportation!would!need!to!be!an!
immediate!topic!to!discuss.!However,!for!the!children!who!actually!live!in!Willits,!TACAW!could!
provide!accessible!after6school!activities!for!school6age!children.!
Related!to!the!issue!of!transportation!is!a!clear!plan!for!programming!and!when!and!how!it!can!
connect!with!the!schools.!In!addition!to!transportation,!
another!topic!that!arose!in!a!handful!of!interviews!was!the!
“I!think!TACAW!is!a!tremendous!
proposal!from!one!group!of!parents!and!supporters!to!
benefit.!We!have!so!much!use!
upgrade!the!theater!in!the!middle!school.!Understanding!
of!the!theater!at!the!middle!
the!extent!to!which!the!school!district!can!upgrade!the!
school…It!would!be!helpful!to!
theater!is!important!for!TACAW!to!know,!as!well!as!the!
have!other!facilities!available.”!!!!
timeline!and!the!unique!attributes!that!TACAW!can!bring!
–!Interview!Respondent!
to!Basalt!families!outside!of!the!school!theater.!!

Intersection!with!the!Our!Town!Planning!Activities!for!Downtown!Basalt!
As!a!key!parcel!of!land!in!downtown!Basalt!was!facing!redevelopment,!the!Town!Council!
decided!to!engage!people!from!the!Basalt!area!in!a!number!of!ways!designed!to!gather!their!
ideas!about!possible!redevelopment!scenarios!for!a!larger!area!that!also!included!Town!
property!and!an!area!that!could!see!redevelopment!in!the!future.c!All!feedback!was!synthesized!
into!three!initial!options!and!voted!on!by!Basalt!residents!in!an!online!survey.!Following!this!
input,!a!Downtown!Area!Advisory!Committee!(DAAC)!was!created!by!the!Town!Council.!!!DAAC!
summarized!its!findings!in!a!report!in!December!2014!to!the!Basalt!Town!Council,!the!Planning!
and!Zoning!Commission!and!the!community.!Conversations!on!DAAC’s!report!and!what!it!means!
to!redevelopment!in!downtown!area!continue!as!of!the!writing!of!this!report.!!
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The!Town!also!commissioned!a!scientific!town6wide!survey!to!gain!additional!feedback.!Results!
of!this!survey,!specifically!related!to!art,!suggested!that!48%!would!support!Basalt!making!
significant!upgrades!to!public!spaces!with!art!installations,!46%!support!building!a!new!
performing!arts!center!downtown!and!35%!support!building!a!new!Wyly!Arts!Center.ci!This!may!
initially!seem!in!conflict!with!the!proposed!site!of!TACAW!(in!Willits),!however,!there!are!a!
couple!of!key!points!to!emerge!out!of!the!survey!that!seem!to!support!Willits!as!the!location!for!
performing!arts!(additional!details!below).!
First,!the!concept!map!that!emerged!from!the!DAAC’s!workcii!illustrates!the!strong!emphasis!the!
Town!has!on!open!and!park!spaces,!thus!limiting!the!size!and!development!of!a!potential!
performing!arts!center,!particularly!with!the!addition!of!the!Rocky!Mountain!Institute!already!
under!construction.!Second,!combining!all!the!results!of!the!survey!suggest!to!JVA!that,!perhaps,!
a!better!use!of!the!available!space!is!to!make!significant!upgrades!to!public!spaces!and!to!
revitalize!the!Wyly!Art!Center–in!essence!accomplishing!two!things,!as!opposed!to!one!(with!the!
development!of!a!performing!arts!center).!Given!that!the!Wyly!is!already!planning!on!embarking!
on!these!revitalization!and!expansion!efforts,!it!may!make!sense!to!develop!a!performing!arts!
center!away!from!the!downtown!core.!!
It’s!clear!from!the!Town’s!and!the!DAAC’s!work!
“I!think!any!influx!of!cultural!ideas!or!
that!Basalt!sees!its!future!in!the!arts!and!culture.!
places!to!perform!would!bolster!the!
So!a!mutually!beneficial!scenario!may!be!
region.!Adding!a![performing!arts]!
developing!a!performing!arts!center!in!Willits,!
center!would!bolster!visual!arts![at!
continuing!the!Wyly!expansion!efforts!and!
the!Wyly]!and!expand!the!cultural!
supporting!the!public’s!interest!in!upgrading!
feeling!in!the!community!and!the!arts!
available!spaces!with!art!installations.!Further,!the!
community.!It!would!not!diminish!it!
creation!of!the!Basalt!Public!Arts!Commission!
but!bolster!it.”!–Interview!Respondent!
highlights!the!Town’s!commitment!to!best!
supporting!an!art!community.!Ultimately,!this!
would!create!a!strong!relationship!between!TACAW!and!downtown!Basalt,!in!which!all!efforts!
are!integrated!to!create!and!sustain!a!thriving!creative!culture!in!the!mid6valley.!

The!Town!of!Basalt!
Summarizing!across!this!section,!it!is!clear!that!there!is!the!potential!for!a!collaborative!and!
synergistic!intersection!between!TACAW,!the!Wyly,!the!local!schools!and!the!long6term!vision!of!
the!Town.!Research!has!shown!a!strong!connection!between!the!arts!and!culture!and!local!
economic!vitality.!In!essence,!economic!development!is!enhanced!through!the!arts!by!creating!a!
foundation!for!defining!a!sense!of!place,!attracting!new!and!visiting!populations,!and!
contributing!to!the!development!of!a!skilled!workforce.ciii!Supporting!TACAW!and,!more!broadly,!
fostering!the!arts!in!Town!will!only!serve!to!bolster!Basalt’s!economy!and!social!well6being.!

Community!Perceptions:!Challenges!
Interviewees,!whose!opinions!are!presented!throughout!this!report,!also!had!a!number!of!
concerns!or!topics!that!they!felt!TACAW!should!address!before!the!next!stage.!The!prime!
concerns!focused!on!financial!sustainability!and!the!discussion!around!Willits!versus!downtown!
Basalt.!!
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The!competition!of!other!ideas!on!performing!arts!in!the!area!was!also!often!stated!as!a!
potential!concern.!For!example,!the!groups!that!are!leveraging!for!an!updated!performing!arts!
center!within!the!schools,!for!a!performing!arts!center!in!downtown!Basalt,!and!TACAW.!The!
three!(and!possibly!more)!groups!all!want!an!increased!emphasis!of!performing!arts!in!Basalt,!
but!a!solution!should!be!found!so!the!groups!do!not!
become!rivals!but!supporters.!!
“There!is!always!a!money!
concern:!how!to!pay!for!long!
Other!concerns!were!questions!on!whether!or!not!
residents!would!be!taxed!for!the!center,!how!to!avoid!the! term!operation!of![an!arts!
center]!because!otherwise!
Crown!Mountain!Rec!Center!defeat!in!2013,!what!
there!is!a!lot!of!energy!wasted.!
relationships!would!look!like!with!the!schools!and!the!
Designing!building!is!easy,!but!
Wyly,!how!additional!patronage!in!Willits!would!affect!
who!is!going!to!pay!for!it!and!
parking!and!traffic,!and!the!ongoing!need!for!affordable!
program!it…to!make!sure!it’s!
housing!as!either!a!priority!or!as!something!to!be!
successful?”!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
acknowledged!as!money!is!spent!creating!TACAW.!These!
–!Interview!Respondent!
concerns!can!be!addressed!by!TACAW!as!it!moves!
forward!through!the!process.!!

The!Case!for!Support:!Why!Willits!
Building!off!of!the!clear!desire!to!develop!
Basalt!into!an!arts!and!culture!destination,!
as!demonstrated!through!the!Our!Town!
Planning!effort!and!community!feelings!
expressed!through!the!interviews,!it!is!
important!to!take!a!close!look!at!why!
Willits!may,!in!fact,!be!the!ideal!location!for!
the!development!of!a!performing!arts!
center.!!
Work!conducted!by!the!University!of!North!
Carolina!School!of!Government!and!the!North!Carolina!Economic!Development!center!has!
revealed!that!small!towns!that!tend!to!see!the!most!success!are!those!that!are!proactive,!future6
oriented!and!embrace!change.civ!In!other!words,!a!willingness!and!ability!to!change!and!grow!is!
often!accompanied!by!greater!successes.!Establishing!a!shared,!local!vision!for!developing!a!
performing!arts!center!in!Willits!will,!ultimately,!ensure!that!the!entire!Town!is!collectively!
reaping!the!economic!and!social!benefits.!TACAW!will!contribute!to!the!economic!and!social!
well6being!of!Basalt!(the!downtown),!as!well!as!act!as!a!regional!draw!for!nonlocal!visitors.!

Impacts!on!Downtown!
Research!presented!above!highlights!the!clear!economic!and!social!impacts!that!the!arts!and!
culture,!and!specifically!performing!arts,!can!have!on!towns!and!cities!that!choose!to!foster!
them.!Particularly!by!focusing!on!a!comprehensive!approach!to!community!art!development!
(i.e.,!in!collaboration!with!the!Wyly!and!in!alignment!with!the!DAAC!Report!and!Town!Goals),!
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research!has!demonstrated!that!strategies!associated!with!this!development!produce!broad!
economic!outcomes.cv!
A!performing!arts!center!in!Willits!would!enhance!the!capacity!for!community6wide!economic!
development.!As!seen!with!the!tremendous!success!with!the!Whole!Foods!Market!in!increasing!
local!sales!tax!revenue,!TACAW!will!further!bolster!the!entire!Town!of!Basalt.!Also,!individuals!
who!go!to!performing!arts!events!tend!to!spend!money!(on!average,!$24.60!per!person,!per!
event)!beyond!the!price!of!admission.!This!means!that!additional!dollars!of!those!who!are!
attending!an!event!at!TACAW!would!most!likely!be!spent!in!Basalt!restaurants!and!shops.!!
For!example,!TACAW!has!created!a!pro6forma!(see!Table!9)!that!estimates!that!by!the!end!of!the!
second!operating!year,!the!organization!will!host!80!music!events!on!Fridays!and!Saturdays!
throughout!the!year!with!an!average!audience!of!288!individuals!per!event!(or!23,040!total!
attendees!throughout!the!year).!With!a!conservative!estimate!that!half!of!the!time!individuals!
are!spending!the!$17.42!that!local!arts!attendees!spend!beyond!the!price!of!admissioncvi,!
calculations!demonstrate!an!additional!$200,678!that!will!be!spent!in!Basalt!restaurants!and!
shops.!!
Given!that!many!of!these!events!hosted!by!TACAW!will!not!be!“typical”!performing!arts!events!
(e.g.,!film!and!classes),!an!alternative,!conservative!estimation!might!be!assuming!that!all!event!
attendees!spend,!on!average,!$8.71!(half!of!what!the!research!suggests)!beyond!the!price!of!
admission.!Based!on!anticipated,!average!audience!during!Year!2,!calculations!reveal!an!addition!
$301,540!that!will!be!spent!in!Basalt!restaurants!and!shops.!Importantly,!these!estimations!do!
not!take!into!account!the!increased!amount!that!non6locals!spend.!
Table!9:!TACAW’s!Pro[Forma!

Event!

Events!per!!
Year!

Average!Audience!
per!Event!

Film!!

26!

Lectures/Classes!

26!

Food/Gardening/Cooking!

26!

50!
!
50!
!
50!

Total!Annual!
Audience!
1,300!
1,300!
1,300!

!
Dance/Comedy/Theatre!

32!

Music!

80!

240!
!
288!

7,680!
23,040!
!

!
!

!

!

TOTAL:!!!!!!34,620!

Further,!there!is!a!strong,!existing!visiting!population!to!the!region.!However,!it!seems!that!
people!are!either!driving!past!Basalt!on!their!way!up!to!Aspen/Snowmass,!or!are!not!venturing!
down!Highway!82,!staying!in!Glenwood!Springs.!This!is!essentially!an!untapped!economic!
resource!for!the!Town!of!Basalt,!and!further!efforts!to!boost!the!arts!and!cultural!draw!of!the!
Town!will!inevitably!increase!tourist!spending,!bringing!additional!revenue!to!the!Town,!spurring!
economic!development!and!creating!jobs.!
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It!is!also!important!to!note!that!the!available!leasable!space!at!Willits!is!not!fully!occupied.!So,!in!
combination!with!the!Element!Hotel,!TACAW’s!presence!will!likely!increase!business!activity!
directly!in!Willits;!further!increasing!the!tax!revenue!in!Basalt.!
Also,!it!is!the!opinion!of!JVA!that!the!development!of!TACAW!will!further!enhance!Basalt’s!social!
well6being!by!increasing!the!vibrancy!of!the!Town!through!visitors!and!through!the!
demonstrated!benefits!of!the!arts!on!communities:!enhanced!sense!of!community!and!
collective!power,!improved!health!of!community!members!and!increased!community!diversity.!
Basalt!is!on!the!edge!of!becoming!not!just!part!of!the!“Aspen!experience”!but!rather!a!
destination!in!itself.!A!performing!arts!center!in!Willits!will!ensure!that!Basalt!is!moving!toward!
developing!its!own!identity;!one!that!emphasizes!arts!and!culture.!

Logistics:!Reasons!Supporting!the!Willits!Location!
Beyond!the!economic!and!social!benefits!that!TACAW!will!bring!to!Basalt,!there!are!also!several,!
logistical!reasons!that!Willits!is!a!viable!location!for!the!development!of!a!performing!arts!center!
in!Basalt.!
Access!and!Infrastructure!
Willits!Town!Center!sits!right!along!Highway!82,!which!is!the!region’s!sole!vehicular!route!
between!Glenwood!Springs!and!Aspen.!19,000!vehicles!drive!past!Willits!every!day.cvii!This!is!
particularly!important!when!considering!the!data!that!shows!that!37%!of!individuals!who!were!
interested!in!attending!a!performing!arts!event!but!did!not!actually!attend!cited!location!access!
as!a!barrier.!While!this!reason!is!cited!most!frequently!by!those!60!and!older!(about!50%),!
approximately!35%!of!young!adults!(ages!18!to!29)!also!cited!access!as!a!barrier.cviii!!
This,!in!combination!with!the!Roaring!Fork!Transit!Authority!(RFTA)!Bus!Rapid!Transit!(BRT)!
system,!which!provides!regular!transportation!between!Glenwood!Springs!and!Aspen!with!a!
grade6separated!pedestrian!underpass!at!the!Willits!station,!results!in!easy!access!to!the!
proposed!site!for!TACAW.!Further,!data!collected!by!the!RFTA!demonstrate!that!69%!of!Basalt!
residents!and!28%!of!the!regional!residents!already!own!a!bus!pass/stored!value!card,!and!that!
55%!of!Basalt!residents!and!43%!of!regional!residents!live!within!five!blocks!of!a!bus!stop.!
The!BRT!runs!every!15!minutes!during!peak!commuting!times.!However,!this!frequency!is!
reduced!to!every!hour!during!the!off6season!and!non6peak!times!(e.g.,!after!8:00!p.m.!on!
weekdays),!which!will!affect!TACAW.!If!wishing!to!capitalize!on!the!strength!that!the!RFTA!could!
provide!to!TACAW!and!Willits,!it!will!be!important!to!work!with!RFTA!to!coordinate!schedules!
with!events!or!to!examine!alternative!forms!of!transportation/access.!
Available!Financing!
As!mentioned!previously,!approximately!$700,000!is!potentially!available!from!the!Town!of!
Basalt!for!the!development!of!TACAW.!This!financing!exists!because!of!the!Real!Estate!Transfer!
Assessment!(RETA)!that!Willits!and!the!Town!established!in!the!original!approvals!for!the!Willits!
Town!Center!Development.!There!is!also!value!in!the!parcel!of!land!that!is!currently!designated!
for!the!building!and!maintenance!of!the!Town!Park—Arts!Center!Tract!in!Willits.!!
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Further,!the!nonprofit!status!of!TACAW!will!ensure!that!services!are!provided!to!residents!at!the!
lowest!feasible!cost.!
The!Alignment!with!Known!Success!Factors!
Finally,!the!research!on!existing!models!revealed!several!critical!success!factors!that!other!
facilities!have!employed.!JVA!believes!that!these!success!factors!are!aligned!with!the!work!that!
TACAW!has!already!undertaken!(e.g.,!collaborating!with!the!Town!of!Basalt)!and!the!work!that!
TACAW!is!poised!to!embark!on!(e.g.,!future!programming),!further!demonstrating!TACAW’s!
desire!to!make!this!a!successful!and!sustainable!endeavor!for!the!entire!community!of!Basalt!
(see!Table!10).!
Table!10:!Critical!Success!Factors!and!Alignment!with!TACAW’s!Current!and!Future!Work!

Success!Factor!

Alignment!with!Current!and!Future!Work!

Create!a!shared!community!
vision!for!the!arts!!

Drawing!from!the!results!of!the!DAAC!as!well!as!the!community!
input,!there!is!a!clear!future!path!for!Basalt!in!developing!its!
reputation!as!an!arts!destination.!The!development!of!TACAW!
will!only!boost!the!movement!of!the!town!toward!this!vision.!
!
Through!its!existing!collaboration!with!the!current!arts!and!
culture!organizations!in!Basalt,!the!Town!of!Basalt!and!with!
community!members!(e.g.,!interview!feedback),!TACAW!is!
already!working!on!ensuring!community!engagement!and!
support.!
!
There!is!ongoing,!consistent!communication!between!TACAW!
and!the!Wyly.!
!
!
TACAW’s!proposed!programming!will!aid!in!attracting!a!broad!
audience,!and!future!efforts!to!market!the!Town!of!Basalt!as!an!
arts!destination!will!ensure!that!non6local!visitors!will!be!
attracted!to!TACAW!and!to!the!Town.!
!
TACAW’s!proposed!programming!is!diverse,!with!events!ranging!
from!cooking!classes!to!academic!lectures,!from!theater!to!film.!
!

Ensure!community!
engagement!and!
communication!

Develop!relationships!with!
existing!arts!and!culture!
organizations!
Target!a!broad!audience!

Include!diverse!
programming!
!
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Research!Summary,!Next!Steps!and!Recommendations!
Research!Summary!
The!research!presented!in!this!report!reveals!several!key!findings!that!speak!to!the!impacts!that!
TACAW!could!have!on!the!Town!of!Basalt!and!the!region.!To!summarize,!JVA!finds!that:!
•

Generally,!there!are!broad!economic!and!social!impacts!of!the!arts!and!culture!
sector.! Fostering! the! arts! in! smaller! communities! has! been! shown! to! lead! to!
economic!growth!and!revitalization,!as!well!as!increasing!community!well6being.!

•

There!is!a!strong!primary!and!secondary!market!for!TACAW!and!the!other!arts!
and!culture!organizations!that!are!already!present!in!Basalt,!as!evidenced!by!the!
anticipated! ability! to! attract! residents! from! the! entire! mid6valley! (Glenwood!
Springs,!Carbondale,!El!Jebel!and!Basalt).!Additionally,!with!the!broader!vision!of!
evolving! Basalt! to! become! an! arts! and! culture! destination! in! itself,! there! is!
already!a!robust!visiting!population!to!the!region!that!are!interested!in!the!arts!
and! that! could! contribute! to! the! economic! and! cultural! vibrancy! of! Basalt.! In!
combination! with! Aspen! and! Snowmass! (tertiary! market),! there! is! a! strong!
potential!audience.!

•

With!existing!infrastructure!that!makes!for!easy!access,!a!designated!land!parcel!
and!the!earmarked!financing!of!$700,000!for!a!Town!Park—Arts!Center!Tract!at!
Willits! Town! Center,!the! location! in!Willits! offers! a! thriving! and! viable! location!
for!a!performing!arts!facility!in!Basalt.!!

•

The!local!community!is!deeply!invested!in!the!arts!and!would!have!interest!and!
commitment! to! a! performing! arts! center! in! Basalt.! Depending! on! their!
connection! to! Willits,! to! the! schools! or! to! downtown! Basalt,! concerns! tend! to!
unite! around! clear! communication! and! clear! integration! with! the! varying!
interests!at!play.!It!might!not!be!impossible!to!please!everyone!in!regards!to!the!
location,!but!with!a!clear!plan!for!programming,!sustainability!and!integration!in!
Basalt,!the!desire!for!a!stronger!community!focused!on!arts!was!rarely!negated.!

Potential!Next!Steps!and!Recommendations!
As!TACAW!and!the!Town!of!Basalt!continue!to!examine!the!future!of!the!development!of!a!
performing!arts!facility,!several!next!steps!for!consideration!emerged!from!the!research.!
•

Include! Diverse! Programming:!As!demonstrated!through!both!the!research!on!
the! potential! market! for! TACAW! and! on! participation! in! the! arts,! it! is!
recommended!that!TACAW!maintain!an!emphasis!on!diverse!programming!that!
appeals!to!families,!Latinos!and!youth,!as!well!as!programming!that!appeals!to!
the!demographic!core!of!middle6age!middle6/higher6income!individuals.!As!seen!
by! the! example! of! the! Rocky! Mountain! Repertory! Theatre,! the! inclusion! of!
programing!such!as!networking!events!and!family!nights!can!lead!to!increased!
community!buy6in!to!events,!and!thus!increase!economic!impact.!

•

Emphasize!Collaboration:!As!evidenced!throughout!the!interviews!and!through!
the!arts!and!culture!community!that!already!exists!in!Basalt,!it!is!important!that!
TACAW!strives!to!engage!various!stakeholders!in!the!development!process.!This!
will! enable! wider6spread! buy6in! by! community! members! and! increase! the!
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likelihood! of! long6term! success.! Communities! that! create! and! incorporate!
development! goals! into! their! vision! are! better! positioned! for! broader,! longer6
term!success.!As!demonstrated!by!the!Lanesboro!Arts!Center!model,!integrating!
a!focus!on!the!arts!throughout!the!community!can!be!vital!to!creating!a!stronger!
impact!and!reputation!for!arts!in!the!community!as!a!whole.!
o

A! relationship! with! the! Wyly! is! desirable! for! TACAW.! The!
relationship! can! be! of! varying! degrees,! but! it! should! emphasize! a!
mutual! desire! for! arts! integration! and! promotion! in! Basalt! and! the!
Roaring! Fork! Valley.! A! shared! board,! shared! events,! shared!
marketing! and! outreach,! or! active! engagement! with! the! Basalt!
Public!Arts!Council!could!be!ways!to!ensure!this!happens.!!

o

A! relationship! between! TACAW! and! the! Basalt! schools! can! be!
developed!to!ensure!programming!is!successful.!Recommendations!
are! to! ensure! youth! programs! align! with! what! works! best! for!
families!and!teachers!(regarding!topic,!time!of!day,!etc.).!In!addition,!
because! the! schools! are! not! walking! distance! from! TACAW,! a! plan!
for!shuttles!and!busses!(during!or!after!the!school!day)! and!school!
field!trips!is!recommended.!Other!ideas!could!involve!creative!space!
sharing!and/or!ticket!exchanges!for!parents!and!school!staff.!!

•

Differentiate! Basalt:! Basalt! is! a! beautiful! town! with! much! to! offer.!
Unfortunately,!those!who!do!not!already!know!what!the!Town!has!to!offer!may!
often!overlook!it.!At!this!moment!in!time,!Basalt!is!well6positioned!to!develop!a!
robust! arts! and! culture! community! that! is! unique! from! anything! the! Roaring!
Fork!Valley!currently!has.!It!is!suggested!that!Basalt!continues!to!embrace!this!
opportunity!and!develop!its!reputation!as!a!destination!in!itself,!working!toward!
building!the!brand!of!the!town!around!the!arts!and!culture.!

•

Determine! Long[Term! Sustainability:! This! report! demonstrates! the! potential!
success!of!TACAW,!and!work!is!already!underway!to!create!TACAW’s!long6term!
financial! and! business! plan.! Moving! forward,! these! efforts! should! concretely!
examine!the!financial!sustainability!of!the!facility!future!funding!requirements.!

•

Foster! Communication:! As! seen! in! the! interviews,! communication! about! the!
plans! for! TACAW,! including! financial! sustainability! and! programming,! is!
important!to!the!community.!Many!individuals!brought!up!the!Crown!Mountain!
Recreation! Center! example! as! a! way! to! highlight! the! need! for! clear!
communication!across!all!channels!and!across!“competing”!interests.!If!TACAW!
is! to! garner! as! large! support! now! and! in! the! future! as! is! possible,!
communication!will!be!a!critical!component.!!
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Research!Conclusions!
The!research!and!community!feedback!that!are!included!in!this!report!all!indicate!that!the!
market!conditions!for!the!development!of!TACAW!are!quite!good,!and!the!potential!for!
TACAW’s!and!the!Town!of!Basalt’s!long6term!success!is!high.!The!following!conclusions!can!be!
gathered!from!this!report:!












Developing! the! arts! and! culture! presence! in! Basalt! will! result! in! positive!
economic!and!social!impacts!on!the!town.!
The! region! has! a! high! propensity! of! supporting! TACAW.! The! existing! interest,!
the! busy! tourist! activity! and! the! project! growth! indicate! that! the! Basalt! can!
support!a!performing!arts!center.!
Collaboration! and! strong! relationships! with! current! arts! and! culture!
organizations!will!be!important!as!TACAW!continues!to!develop;!this!will!ensure!
greater!community!buy6in!and!will!be!critical!to!achieving!the!long6term!vision!
of!developing!Basalt’s!reputation!as!an!arts!destination.!
There!is!the!potential!for!a!synergy!to!exist!between!TACAW!and!the!Wyly,!as!
well!as!TACAW!and!the!local!schools.!
The!development!of!TACAW!aligns!with!the!Town’s!Our!Town!Planning!work!for!
downtown! Basalt,! as! well! as! with! the! interest! of! the! Town! in! supporting! and!
fostering!the!arts,!as!demonstrated!by!the!creation!of!Public!Arts!Commission.!
Because!of!access,!infrastructure!and!available!funding,!Willits!is!a!viable!place!
for! a! performing! arts! facility! that! will! serve! the! entire! community! of! Basalt! as!
well!as!the!region.!
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Arts Consulting Group, Inc. (ACG) was engaged by the Town of Basalt to evaluate the existing plan for
The Arts Campus at Willits (TACAW). The goal of the evaluation was to confirm several assumptions
concerning TACAW; to verify concept elements based on previous research; and to identify areas
needing further review and analysis. Central to the evaluation process is the expertise of the team
conducting the assessment and their collective arts management experience. The ACG team has
decades of experience in the development and operations of performing arts centers and arts
organizations. The ACG evaluation includes the review of information and data collected, primarily by
others prior to ACG’s engagement, which underpins the TACAW concept. Using that data as a
baseline, the team assessed the operational, financial, programmatic, and organizational viability of the
overall facility and administrative model as proposed.
Evaluation of Previous Studies & Plans

Material Review,
Site Visit,
Stakeholder
Interviews

TACAW Concept
Review Based on
Data Collected

Evaluation of
TACAW Concept
Alignment With
Data Collected

Analysis of TACAW
Concept Alignment
with Data
Collected

ACG
Recommendations

The ACG evaluation specifically tested several assumptions forming the basis of the TACAW concept.
This work occurred during the months of February and March 2017 and involved:


Reviewing available organizational documents which included previously completed studies,
Town documents, budget projections, programmatic ideas, programming calendars, fundraising
plans and materials, TACAW case statements, TACAW promotional materials, and facility
concept, design and configuration plans to better understand TACAW comprehensively;



Meeting with selected Town Council members, TACAW Board members, area arts leaders,
Willets residents, TACAW staff, and area businesses; and



An on-site tour of the Basalt/Willits and Aspen areas, as well as a visit to the proposed TACAW
site within Willits.

In addition to the review and assessment of previous studies and plans for TACAW, the ACG team also
considered and evaluated the TACAW concept plan from the perspective of performing arts center
operations best practices. This evaluation parallels the study noted above by looking only at the
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TACAW plan as it has been developed and is an assessment of the plan as an idea for TACAW. The
goal of this evaluation is to assess the veracity of the facility concept as proposed.
Evaluation of the TACAW Concept

TACAW Facility Plan

Projected
Operational and
Programming Plans

Analysis &
Evaluation

Financial Model

ACG
Recommendations

ACG’s evaluation found initial support for the TACAW project and suitable planning for the development
of TACAW by the Town and the TACAW, Inc. organization.
ACG’s evaluation identified two areas requiring further review:


The local and regional market demand.



An analysis of other venues and programs in the area which would compete with TACAW for
audiences and contributed revenue sources.

Additional Findings:
The ACG analysis is based on the consulting team’s extensive experience developing and opening
performing art centers in several markets. Industry best practices and experience combine to provide a
comprehensive assessment of the report’s findings. The ACG team conducted the analysis by
reviewing the TACAW concept and the plans that have been developed to bring TACAW to its present
iteration.


As proposed, The Arts Campus at Willits may be a significant cultural asset for the Town of
Basalt and a cultural resource for the entire Mid-Valley region.



The TACAW project presents an opportunity for the Town of Basalt to create a community
cultural resource that will be used and enjoyed by area residents, tourists, and the artist
community for years to come.



Based on the stated changing demographics of the Roaring Fork Valley and the opportunity that
exists in Willits, the TACAW project appears timely and may address what many interviewed
believe is a need in the marketplace.
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The TACAW organization is positioned to spearhead the effort. TACAW, Inc. has a fully
engaged Board of Directors and a professional Managing Director with experience in
fundraising in the arts and entertainment field. The Managing Director’s previous fundraising
experience is a key aspect to ACG’s confidence in the organizational plan.



To date, suitable planning has created the foundation on which to develop the project and a
vision for what TACAW can be. Planning has established the framework for the TACAW project;
however, the long-term success of TACAW will be dependent on programming and market
demand.



Research into market demand and the competitive environment may alter facility and
programming plans and may result in a reimagining of TACAW; however, conceptually, the
vision is fundamentally sound.



The Willits Town Center development established a Real Estate Transfer Assessment (RETA)
whereby 50% of the funds are set aside to build, maintain, and provide endowment for the arts
center or cultural center on a site in the Willits development.



The Willits site, owned by the Town, is a good location for TACAW. It sits within a growing
mixed use development.



The level and frequency of programming is ambitious for a new performing arts center.



The future facility needs of The Art Base could create competing projects for the community.



Though there are many positive indicators, the market (audience) potential for TACAW and its
programs is unclear.



The depth of the potential donor pool needed to support the TACAW project has not yet been
studied beyond the Managing Director's planning to date, and requires further review to
determine the fundraising potential.



The TACAW concept and building plan which are based on the previous studies and
subsequent recommendations, are aligned with those findings, but may be altered pending
further market and competitive analysis work.

Recommendations:


ACG concludes that there is sufficient positive data and recommends that the Town of Basalt
proceed with the contract for a lease of the site at Willits to TACAW.



ACG further recommends to the Town of Basalt that milestones be included in the provisions of
the lease that TACAW must achieve prior to the project breaking ground.



The TACAW project assumptions concerning audience participation require further study by
means of a local market needs assessment. The analysis should include key market segment
demographics and household characteristics within a 20, 40, and 60-minute drive from the
Willits site. Additionally, the demand study should focus on local tourist statistics and trends
(both domestic and international visitors). ACG strongly advises a validation of population and
demographic data and trends included in the JVA Report and the updates ACG has included in
this report to confirm the size and composition of current and projected audience/attendance
markets for TACAW programs.
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TACAW should conduct a competitive analysis of existing venues and arts organization to fully
understand the facility and programming needs that are currently being met, and those that are
not being met.



ACG recommends a slower operational and programmatic ramp-up period than is currently
outlined, beginning with the first year of operation and increasing programming activities as the
organization and the operation become more proficient in all aspects of production and
presenting.



ACG has conducted two in-depth fundraising meetings with Ryan Honey in order to understand
TACAW’s approach to fundraising and the overall fundraising strategy envisioned. ACG
believes that the fundraising strategies outlined during these sessions showed a well thoughtout, measured, and realistic plan. Each confidential session with Mr. Honey included the names
of potential individual donors who have already expressed interest in supporting TACAW. ACG
is satisfied with the level of detail TACAW has undertaken with their fundraising plans, including
their capital campaign, their operational plan and their Founders Initiative. ACG believes that
TACAW could succeed with their fundraising efforts as assessed in this early phase in the
project’s development.



TACAW should be encouraged to proceed with the implementation of pilot artistic programming
and fundraising initiatives immediately.



The ambitious programming by TACAW (190 performances per year) will require significant
market penetration and response, therefore a deeper and more comprehensive analysis of the
audience potential for TACAW is strongly encouraged.



The TACAW building concept is functional and can support the programming mix projected.
However, the size and seating capacities require further review before a final determination on
appropriateness is made. Seating capacity is directly linked to earned revenue generation
which is related to market demand and TACAW’s position within a competitive environment.
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II. PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Arts Campus at Willits concept proposes a performing arts center to be built on a Town-owned site
located in the Willits mixed-use development of the Town of Basalt, Colorado. The Arts Campus at
Willits project is being led by the organization of the same name which is a local 501.c.3 not-for-profit
organization (TACAW). The overall building and program concept has been developed by TACAW
based on previous studies. In January of 2017, the Town of Basalt engaged ACG to provide an
independent, objective review and analysis of the plan for The Arts Campus at Willits, including its
proposed business and program plan, operating pro forma, development budget and the financial
estimates and assumptions that drive the plan.
ACG’s role was not to provide additional research or data-gathering, with the exception of a review of
2015 demographic information which is contained later in this report. To accomplish accurate business,
program, and financial modeling, ACG undertook the following, based on the firms’ collective
experience:
1. The analysis and evaluation of background research and knowledge that were used to inform
the overall TACAW concept, especially the assumptions related to market analysis,
demographic trends, competitive environment, potential users of the facility, program decisions,
and the need for a performing arts and events space in the Town of Basalt;
2. An assessment of the feasibility of the proposed TACAW business plan, programming model,
and financial projections for the proposed arts and events center based on an analysis of its
goals, financial capacity, audience demand, programming mix, and ongoing support required;
3. The identification of additional information, research, or analysis needed to support or revise the
TACAW concept and business plan, as appropriate; and
4. Providing the Town with a report of the feasibility of the current TACAW plan and projections.
ACG understood that the Town of Basalt neither seeks to duplicate the analytical and planning work
that had previously been completed by TACAW and the Town, nor to propose an alternative solution to
the existing TACAW concept. In addition, the ACG assessment includes observations and information
gathered during the interview process and site visit.
ACG’s evaluation is central to understanding the viability and sustainability of TACAW and will verify
assumptions supporting the project’s business model. The evaluation intends to inform the Council as
they look to proceed in the decision-making process that will move the TACAW project forward.
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III. ACG METHODOLOGY
The methodology employed in this evaluation began with a thorough review of studies, documents, and
materials, including Town of Basalt official documents, TACAW planning documents, conceptual
building and programming plans, and promotional and support materials produced by the TACAW
organization. The ACG team determined that the central material focus should be threefold:


The JVA May 2015 report which clearly supported the case for the TACAW concept and the
Center’s development in Willits.



The TACAW, “An Arts, Culture and Education Campus” case for support, which lays out the
plans for the Arts Campus including programming, operations and, most importantly, fundraising
estimates both for capital and operational support.



Pro forma operating budget from 2016 – 2021, which details operating expenses, incomes and
fundraising projections.

A complete list of documents reviewed can be found in Appendix #1.
In addition to the document review, ACG conducted 22 one-on-one interviews with Town officials,
TACAW Board members, area arts leaders, business leaders, residents, and realtors.
A complete list of interviewees can be found in Appendix #2.
A key factor of the ACG methodology is the joint experience that the consulting team brings to the
evaluation. The evaluation methodology combines objective analysis with the consultants’ extensive
arts administration experience, and is based on best practices and industry standards.

IV. REVIEW OF MATERIALS, INTERVIEWS AND OBSERVATIONS
ACG observations include consistent themes that the team heard during the interview process together
with observations made during the site visit to Basalt, Willits, Aspen and the Mid-Valley region. The
observations listed below are discovery themes either of significant note by ACG, or stated by more
than three interviewees.


During the evaluation process ACG learned that Basalt and the Mid-Valley region are
undergoing a significant demographic shift in residents. The changes in the community profiles
of Aspen and Snowmass, where more middle-class families and people are moving to the MidValley in search of affordable housing, is contributing to a younger and family-focused
demographic. This is an important element contained in the JVA report as contributing to an
ongoing increase in a desirable demographic for arts and culture activities.



Willits, a successful mixed-use development, appears to be at the epicenter of this change and
is increasingly becoming a focus of the Mid-Valley.



Most of the demographic data contained in the JVA report is based upon National Endowment
for the Arts demographic information collected in 2012 and focuses on national market trends in
arts and culture attendance from 2008 to 2012.
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ACG analyzed more recent demographic data, which was collected in 2014 and published in
2015. As noted in these reports there were no significant changes, less than a 1% - 2%
differential, in data since the 2012 study. ACG concludes that the general demographic data
contained in the JVA report is still relevant as it relates to national patterns of arts attendance
and the implication to the success of TACAW. Though it appears that the percentage of
households in the Glenwood Springs and Basalt areas with incomes under $50K has grown. It
also appears that Basalt and Carbondale have become a little older, with fewer under 34 years
old.



The Town saw opportunities for developing a cultural center in Willits through the establishment
of the Real Estate Transfer Assessment (RETA), which sets aside funds that support the
development and maintenance of the arts center.



The ACG evaluation comes at a time when some members of the Town Council and the public
are questioning the viability of TACAW in concept and execution.



Most of the people interviewed for this evaluation support the TACAW plan and a majority
believe that the addition of an arts center in Basalt has many benefits for the community and will
provide cultural opportunities for the region.



There was also great support for The Art Base, which has strong roots in the Basalt community
and many people feel that The Art Base needs a new home space to house its programs,
exhibits, and services.

V. EVALUATION
At the request of the Town of Basalt, ACG has utilized a one through five (1-5) grading system related
to our opinion in the following major areas of arts facility planning:
1. Foundational Work and Initial Planning
2. Market Demand
3. Competitive Analysis
4. Facility Concept Plan (The Building)
5. Operational and Financial Plan
6. The Vision and The Opportunity
7. Programming
8. Community Partnerships
9. Five Year Plan
10. Board of Directors and Managing Director
11. Capital Campaign, Founders Initiative, Ongoing Community Fundraising
12. Updated Demographic Information
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Ratings are based on a combination of factors. Factors include:





Foundational work accomplished in each area being rated
Available data reviewed that support the rating
Preparedness of the TACAW Organization
Progress that has been made to date in each area

The ratings are based on the above as well as ACG’s experience with similar projects at early stages of
development. At early stages of performing arts center development, ACG assesses a project’s
trajectory and weighs the steps that have been taken to advance the arts center concept and whether
these project milestones are appropriately positioned for TACAW’s future success.
The Grading System ranges from Not Likely to Succeed (1) to Well-Thought-Out with a High Degree of
Success (5).
1. Foundational Work and Initial Planning (RATING: 4)
The TACAW data review provided good documentation on the progression of the TACAW project
defining Town support through Town resolutions and the establishment of the Real Estate Transfer
Assessment (RETA). In addition, the TACAW organization has undertaken significant planning, which
is now the basis for the facility concept and programming plan. The 2015 JVA Study, commissioned by
TACAW and the Town, provides the centerpiece of the analysis used by TACAW. The JVA report
concludes support for the TACAW project as proposed.
The ACG assessment found a history of good planning for the TACAW concept, based on the Town of
Basalt’s establishment, through resolution and allocation, of solid backing for an arts center on the
Willits site. The foundational work that has been done in determining the viability of TACAW has been
necessary for advancing the project.
In the experience of ACG, performing arts centers are often imagined by communities without having
an identified site, without potential ongoing support such as the RETA, and without an organizational
structure with a five-year plan, like TACAW, Inc.
In the judgement of ACG, the Town of Basalt and TACAW have made solid progress towards the
development of a performing arts center.
2. Market Demand (RATING: 3)
Previous studies identified strong market potential based on national trends and regional demographic
characteristics.
TACAW is being conceived as both a facility for performances and events and a not-for-profit
presenting organization, with a mix of performances and events, facility rentals and usage by resident
organizations. A presenting organization is one that imports artists and attractions to perform at its
venues and is therefore, responsible for paying artist fees, production and promotion costs and other
expenses required to present the attraction. Revenue is earned through ticket sales to offset these
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costs; but in most cases, earned revenue must be supplemented by contributed income, such as series
sponsorships to cover all expenses. As a presenting organization with a diversity of programs,
audience potential will fluctuate based on the type of programs and the overall competition for
audiences. Presenting organizations need to develop loyal audiences by successfully penetrating the
market, competing for attention and patronage, and by developing a niche in the marketplace -- one
that attracts dedicated patrons. It is therefore very important to understand the local market dynamic as
it pertains to specific programming and the plans for the facility. For TACAW, there is also a direct link
between market demand and the need to fully understand the competitive environment around Basalt.
Excerpt, JVA Report – Combining the research on general arts participation with key demographic
information allows for projections of who may participate/attend events at TACAW. The Survey of Public
Participation in the Arts (SPPA) is conducted every couple of years by the U.S. Census Bureau on behalf
of the NEA. The data and analysis are primarily from the 2012 survey, (and are) the most recent data.
The 2015 JVA Report concludes with support for the TACAW concept and predicts good (sufficient)
market (audience) potential. JVA findings are based on national data that points towards a
demographic match with area residents and national arts participation. A national perspective is
important and adds valuable benchmarking for analysis; however, a more thorough assessment of the
local and regional market, conducted through a demand study, is advisable to verify and confirm the
building size, audience potential, programming, production calendars, and financials.
Going beyond publicly available data, a market demand study that uses a community engagement
process of one-on-one interviews, town hall meetings, and distributed surveys coupled with drive-time
analysis can uncover specific audience characteristics and can better determine audience potential for
TACAW. This is very important for a community such as Basalt where the shifts in the demographic
profile of area residents appear to be in transition, and competition for dollars and time may be
insignificant.
In ACG’s experience, the potential audience for a new performing arts center is perhaps the most
important driver for decision-making. Therefore, ACG recommends that a deeper look at the local
market is necessary to understand how well TACAW will perform in the first three years of operation
and TACAW can use this data to modify or support their current programming projections.
3. Competitive Analysis (RATING: 3)
Understanding the market also means understanding the cultural landscape of the area. The JVA
report identified cultural institutions currently operating in the area and this information is valuable. The
JVA analysis indicates public interest in existing cultural institutions, but does not assess the
competition for audiences or for donors. A competitive analysis will indicate the nature of area
programming, percentage of audience participation, and facility needs of area arts organizations, as the
results may impact TACAW.
Excerpt, JVA Report – An examination of the region’s existing performing and other arts facilities
found that demand for the arts in the Roaring Fork Valley is strong. There are at least 20 arts venues in
the area (5 performing arts venues and 15 potential partner organizations that are non-performing arts
venues); however, this supply of performing arts venues do exist in Aspen and Carbondale, but these
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venues provide different programming, different price points and/or a less accessible geographic
location. TACAW has the opportunity to provide diverse yet consistent performing arts programming in
the Roaring Fork Valley at an affordable price.
The arts facilities in the area and the programs within these facilities comprise an arts eco-system
unique to the Roaring Fork Valley. In smaller communities, there are often more acute competitive
dynamics due to the limited audience pool. A new organization entering the arts eco-system of the
Mid-Valley area needs to understand the competition for space and for program patronage. It cannot
be assumed that because there are many arts organizations in the area that a new organization will be
successful. To successfully enter the eco-system, TACAW will need to penetrate the market with
unique programming at price points and frequencies that do not create oversaturation. To understand
that aspect of TACAW’s potential, a competitive analysis in strongly recommended.
As the JVA report indicated, the number of other venues in the area can be viewed as an asset. But the
competitive landscape also means direct competition for audiences and fundraising dollars. The longterm success of TACAW will depend on its ability to attract and retain patrons who support the mission
of the organization. The sustainability of the organization will rely on realistic forecasting to plan for its
operational future.
The TACAW “Arts Campus Case for Support” anticipates annual audience for all programs to be
approximately 25,000. To verify this projection, as part of a competitive analysis, specific data should
indicate the needs currently not being met by existing facilities, as well as audience participation rates.
The inventory would include performing arts centers, cultural centers, commercial venues, festivals,
educational facilities, civic/community facilities, local schools, the library, and meeting and conference
spaces. It is important to review, validate, and update the existing pro forma, programming plans and
schedule, based on this more detailed data gathering.
Projections from the TACAW Case for Support in 2020:
Estimated
Annual
Attendees

Estimated
Ticket
Income

Average
Price

Average # of
Attendees

Annual # of
Events

Music

$25

188

70

13,160

$329,000

Cinematic Arts

$12

68

26

1,768

$21,216

Marquee Acts

$49

210

22

4,620

$226,380

Comedy/Dance/Theatre

$25

174

20

3,480

$87,000

Culinary Arts

$18

45

26

1,170

$21,060

Lecture

$10

45

26

1,170

$11,700

190

25,368

$696,356

Event Type

TOTAL
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4. Facility Concept Plan (The Building) (RATING - 4.5)

ACG’s analysis of the facility is based on the “Arts Campus Case for Support” general descriptions and
renderings, as well as shared drawings while on site. From this initial information, the TACAW facility
concept plan appears to be well-conceived and appropriate given the findings in previous reports. In the
experience of ACG, this kind of multi-function facility is appropriate for a town of the size of Basalt, and
the catchment area of the Roaring Fork Valley. A multi-purpose space can support the diverse
programming mix proposed for TACAW and offer maximum flexibility for space usage.
The recommended additional market study and competitive analysis may indicate the need for modest
changes to the building plan. This is normal within the life cycle of the planning phase of the facility, but
it is highly recommended that this data is collected and analyzed to inform the facility plans before the
architectural Design Development phase of the building project begins.
It should be noted that within the details of the building, ACG found that facility plan to date is well
thought out and found strength in the concepts of activities being tied to one another. For example,
many cultural centers fail to recognize the importance of reception space for events following
performances. TACAW has examined this very well. In addition, ACG supports TACAW’s concept to
include the multi-disciplinary offerings and facility uses, such as culinary arts, which is a growing
segment of our industry. However, equipment, licensing, regulations and operational requirements for
extensive food service have not been studied by ACG.
As the project design develops, ACG recommends that TACAW work with a theatre planner to examine
whether or not there will be a need to “rake” the main auditorium, in order to be able to ensure that the
main source of revenue for performances by number of seats will be the optimum facility configuration,
able to accommodate the widest variety of stage performances, and to ensure that “sight lines” are
used to maximum effect while still being able to work with standing, table seating or “in the round”
settings.
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5. Operational and Financial Plan (RATING: 4)
The operational pro-forma developed by TACAW for its first full year of operation (2020) is well-thoughtout; however, in the opinion of ACG, may not achievable based upon the available demographic data
and the competitive analysis that has been undertaken to date.
Based on the available data, ACG can confirm that the operational pro-forma has been constructed to
reflect the previous data collected and is realistic given that research. TACAW has demonstrated good
planning in the establishment of a not-for-profit organization and it positions the group to begin a capital
campaign, an annual campaign and their Founders Initiative.
The complexities of capital campaign fundraising for construction, coupled with the need for contributed
revenue in year one and beyond requires a better understanding by TACAW.
Excerpt, TACAW Case for Support – Below and on the following pages are our projections for
revenue, income, and expenses for 2020, the first full year of operations for the Arts Campus. These
projections are based on conservative estimates of programming opportunities, ticket prices, audience
attendance, and concession sales.
We anticipate 190 events in 2020 which represents, at most, a 50% utilization of the spaces. There is
considerable opportunity to significantly increase the programming and related revenues.
Contributed income estimates are based on reasonable growth of the Board over time, major gift donors,
and grants, as well as the establishment of a robust membership program and annual fundraising event.
Staffing projections to operate TACAW seem appropriate as planned, however this could change as
program verification progresses and the nature of TACAW programming is fully understood.
Expenses to operate TACAW seem in line with industry standards and local conditions and appropriate
to the TACAW concept as currently presented.
6. The Vision and The Opportunity (RATING: 5)
The most important aspect of performing arts center development is the vision that is the basis for
development. A strong and collective vision is the guiding principle for successful arts center projects.
Without a clear vision for why an arts center is needed, venue projects can flounder jeopardizing future
community support. ACG believes that the vision for The Arts Campus at Willits is strong and provides
the necessary foundation for the creation of this cultural resource for the community.
7. Programming (RATING: 3.5)
The programming mix which includes culinary arts, cinematic arts, performing arts, lectures, comedy,
and mini-festivals is inventive and provides an eclectic mix of events to appeal to a broad cross-section
of the community.
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The current plan for 190 unique events per year is ambitious. The frequency of programming has an
impact on staffing, operations, financials and market. A delicate balance is required for new performing
arts centers which act as presenters to match the number of programs with audience demand.
Based on ACG’s joint experience of opening new performing arts spaces, it is strongly advised that
newly-developed organizations ramp up programming from year one, growing to a number that is
manageable and sustainable. In TACAW’s case, ACG would recommend limiting year one
programming to 50–100 events and grow to 190 or more over the course of a three to five year ramp
up, instead of presenting 95 events in year one and accelerating to 190 events in year two.
8. Community Partnerships (RATING: 4)
Education and community partnerships are part of TACAW’s plans and the TACAW leadership is
committed to educational initiatives, including after-school programs, internships, workshops, and
partnerships with area schools and educational non-profits. In addition, TACAW’s plans include family
programming and discounted tickets for students for TACAW events. This plan seems relevant to the
community needs and the efforts to build multi-generational and diverse support for TACAW.
9. Five Year Plan (RATING: 4)
At early stages of performing arts center development, planning should include a snapshot at the first
few years of operations for the organization and a new building. Early projections are hypothetical
pending the final building and programming concept. ACG is impressed with the level of detail provided
in TACAW’s five-year plan, which logically and strategically outlines a path forward from 2017-2021
after construction and opening. The five-year plan is also necessary to understand the level of support
needed before fundraising begins. At the early stages of the TACAW project, the five-year plan is
suitable based on previously completed studies. The plan may change pending a local market demand
and competitive analysis.
10. Board of Directors and Managing Director (RATING: 5)
TACAW has hired a professional arts administrator to manage the organization and to guide TACAW
through the planning and development process. ACG has confidence that the Managing Director has
the background and skills necessary to advance the TACAW project. The TACAW Board is comprised
of community leaders from various business sectors and provides a knowledgeable governing body for
TACAW. In the course of this analysis, ACG interviewed Ryan Honey, the Managing Director; Julia
Marshall, Board President; Marc Breslin, Vice President; Michael Lipken, Treasurer; Jeff Orsulak,
Secretary; and Board Members Dick Carter, Loren Jenkins and Soren West.
ACG was impressed by the level of commitment from these Board and community members, their
knowledge of the project, and their understanding and responsibility to grow the Board of Directors and
be active participants with the Managing Director in all fundraising plans.
11. Capital Campaign, Founders Initiative, Ongoing Community Fundraising (RATING: 4)
TACAW has made a good decision in the engagement of Ryan Honey. Ryan has performing arts
experience and he is an experienced fundraiser. The ACG team was impressed with the amount of
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planning, behind the scenes, that Ryan has undertaken with his Board of Directors. TACAW has an
established Fundraising Pyramid, and are NOT looking at an "Aspen model" for major gifts, rather are
channeling their planning into a fundraising campaign that will work in the Mid-Valley.
TACAW is concentrating on securing a select group of ten individuals who share the vision of the
organization and who are willing to contribute at the earliest stages of TACAW. This initial funding will
be used to increase the visibility, profile and brand of TACAW, as early as the summer of 2017, in order
to begin to raise awareness of the new Center and the Capital Campaign.
The Managing Director and the Board of TACAW believe that they need to have donor events to share
first-hand the vision of the Center and opportunities to contribute to its success. The organization has
established a fundraising pyramid which will concentrate on large scale gifts, from $250,000 to $2.5
million.
In discussions with the Managing Director, ACG raised the issue of donor fatigue. By this, we mean
that in many projects, the donor pool is exhausted after the capital campaign, and is unwilling to
continue to help fund the organizational operating budgets once the building has been opened. ACG
has reviewed these plans with the Managing Director and has spoken with the Board of Directors and is
satisfied that the organization has developed a workable plan and will be able to execute it.
12. Additional Demographic Information from ACG
ACG reviewed demographic data for the following six municipalities and/or census-designated places in
Roaring Fork Valley, with a total estimated population of 33,194 in 2015 (in alphabetical order, with
2015 population estimates in brackets):







Aspen (6,740)
Basalt (3,791)
Carbondale (6,516)
El Jebel (3,526)
Glenwood Springs (9,756)
Snowmass (2,865)

The original JVA report grouped the above six areas into potential primary, secondary, and tertiary
markets for the proposed TACAW center as follows:




Primary market – Basalt, El Jebel (combined population of 7,317 in 2015)
Secondary market – Carbondale, Glenwood Springs (combined population of 16,272 in 2015)
Tertiary market – Aspen, Snowmass (combined population of 9,605 in 2015)

For purposes of further analysis, it is worth noting that the primary TACAW market population of Basalt
and El Jebel constituted only about 22% of the total Roaring Fork Valley population in 2015, as per the
following chart:
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Population distribution in Roaring Fork Valley
(2015 estimates; total population of 33,194)

22.04%

28.94%

Primary TACAW market
(Basalt, El Jebel)

(7,317)

(9,605)

Secondary TACAW market
(Carbondale, Glenwood Springs)
Tertiary TACAW market
(Aspen, Snowmass)

49.02%
(16,272)

To obtain more recent demographic data for Roaring Fork Valley, ACG considered 2015 estimates of
the following population characteristics for each of the six municipality areas included in the study, as
well as for the state of Colorado and the USA:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Age distribution
Race distribution
Educational attainment
Annual household income

Data for the above areas has then been analyzed from the perspective of each town individually, as
well as grouped by primary, secondary, and tertiary markets as follows:
1. Age Distribution

Age Distribution 2015 Estimates
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Aspen

18.74%

Basalt

19.94%

22.98%

Carbondale

13.69%

28.44%

El Jebel

23.35%
33.32%

USA

33.19%
10%
24 or less

15.42%
12.67%

COLORADO

0%

12.03%

20%
25 - 34

13.55%
30%

14.55%

16.19%

13.70%

13.10%

13.56%

40%
35 - 44

12.25%

13.58%

13.62%

12.84%
50%
45 - 54

13.40%
17.52%

15.24%

26.63%
14.82%

12.45%

23.40%

12.71%

32.35%

Snowmass

15.74%

21.03%

36.05%

Glenwood Springs

13.31%

13.87%
60%
55 - 64

70%

7.15%

9.79%

6.55%

14.24%
15.06%
14.83%
12.45%

5.56%
6.34%
8.66%

7.26%

12.45%

7.94%

80%

90%

65 - 74

100%

75 or more
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Age Distribution 2015 Estimates
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Primary TACAW market

29.27%

Secondary TACAW market

13.22%

30.78%

Tertiary TACAW market

17.66%

20.11%

17.77%

COLORADO

33.32%

USA

33.19%
0%

14.04%

10%
24 or less

18.72%

13.96%

17.28%
14.82%

20%
30%
40%
25 - 34
35 - 44

13.96%
14.70%

13.58%

13.55%

15.94%
12.95%
13.16%

13.62%

12.84%

12.45%

13.87%

50%
45 - 54

60%
70%
55 - 64

12.45%
80%
65 - 74

6.38%
6.43%

11.98%
7.26%
7.94%
90%
100%
75 or more

The population in primary and secondary TACAW markets appears to be younger than in the tertiary
market, with both primary and secondary markets reporting about 30% of population younger than 25
years old. In the primary market this is driven by El Jebel, which reports a higher proportion 0 – 24
years old that than national and Colorado averages. Basalt reports the highest proportion of population
age 45 – 64.
2. Race Distribution

Race Distribution 2015 Estimates
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Aspen

7.74%

Basalt

16.75%

84.97%
80.27%

Carbondale

40.01%

El Jebel

57.66%

48.81%

Glenwood Springs

49.21%

25.40%

71.15%

Snowmass

97.42%

COLORADO

21.08%

USA

69.07%
17.13%

0%

10%
Asian

20%

30%

62.32%
40%

Black or African American

50%

60%

70%

Hispanic or Latino

80%
White

90%

100%

Other

Race Distribution 2015 Estimates
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Primary TACAW market

32.20%

Secondary TACAW market

31.25%

Tertiary TACAW market

65.30%
65.74%

5.50%

COLORADO

88.68%
21.08%

USA

69.07%
17.13%

0%

10%
Asian

20%
30%
40%
Black or African American

62.32%
50%
60%
70%
Hispanic or Latino

80%
White

90%

100%
Other
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Individual towns in Roaring Fork Valley report significant differences in racial diversity. While the
primary and secondary TACAW markets report almost no Black or African American population,
Snowmass is almost entirely white (97.42%), and almost 50% of population in El Jebel is of Hispanic or
Latino origin (48.81%). Both primary and secondary TACAW markets report almost double the
proportion of Hispanic or Latino population than national averages, which is driven primarily by El Jebel
and Carbondale. This points to a need to drill down into the demographics of the individual towns to
understand the programming interests and opportunities.
3. Educational Attainment

Educational Attainment 2015 Estimates
For population 25 and older; U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Aspen
Basalt

8.80%
6.71%

Carbondale

23.37%

10.10%

22.12%

19.73%

El Jebel

15.92%

Glenwood Springs

14.76%

Snowmass

USA

26.12%

Some High School or less

28.27%

21.24%
53.69%

30.78%
27.77%

20%

High School

14.69%
23.02%

28.55%

21.80%

10%

15.45%

27.67%

22.91%

13.35%
0%

21.12%

20.99%

9.30%

20.56%

45.62%

16.19%

10.75%

COLORADO

43.98%

30%

24.09%

50%

Some College or Associate degree

14.03%

18.52%

60%

12.55%
14.57%

29.11%
40%

7.27%

70%

80%

College degree

11.25%
90%

100%

Graduate degree or higher

Educational Attainment 2015 Estimates
For population 25 and older; U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Primary TACAW market
Secondary TACAW market
Tertiary TACAW market
COLORADO
USA
0%
Some High School or less

10.72%
16.82%
9.36%
9.30%
13.35%

17.08%

24.54%
20.13%

35.77%
25.47%

22.69%
21.80%

24.15%
46.76%

30.78%
27.77%

11.88%

18.85%
24.09%

29.11%

10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
High School
Some College or Associate degree

13.43%

60%
70%
College degree

18.52%

14.03%
11.25%

80%
90%
100%
Graduate degree or higher

Significant diversity can be observed in educational attainment levels for population age 25 and older
among Roaring Fork Valley towns. While only about 30% of El Jebel population have completed a
college degree or higher, that proportion increases to about 65% for the tertiary TACAW market of
Aspen and Snowmass. The tertiary TACAW market also reports the highest proportion of population
with graduate degree or higher. Therefore, the plan to focus mainly on the primary market needs to
take into account a lower educational level than the other broader market, and to research this market
specifically.
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4. Annual Household Income

Annual Household Income 2015 Estimates
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Aspen

34.90%

Basalt

30.65%

30.10%

Carbondale

36.61%

37.01%

El Jebel

18.60%
19.46%

37.22%

23.04%

COLORADO

31.25%

41.51%

USA
10%

11.20%

10.55%

31.55%

46.55%
0%

20%

30%

40%

50%

14.93%

$50,000 - $99,999

60%

12.01%

13.13%
70%

8.02%

22.68%

29.93%

Less than $50,000

15.62%

30.11%

35.53%

10.16%

16.95%

50.68%

Snowmass

13.84%

15.60%

44.40%

Glenwood Springs

15.85%

80%

$100,000 - $149,999

10.39%
90%

100%

$150,000 and more

Annual Household Income 2015 Estimates
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Primary TACAW market

27.27%

Secondary TACAW market

39.73%

18.45%

45.54%

Tertiary TACAW market

32.78%

35.08%

COLORADO

30.82%

41.51%

USA
0%

10%
20%
Less than $50,000

12.85%
16.36%

31.55%

46.55%

29.93%
30%
40%
$50,000 - $99,999

50%

14.55%

60%
70%
$100,000 - $149,999

8.82%

17.75%

14.93%
13.13%

12.01%
10.39%

80%
90%
100%
$150,000 and more

Trends in annual household income tend to copy educational attainment levels, although there are
notable variations. Glenwood Springs reported the second lowest proportion of population with a
completed college degree or higher, and at the same time more than 50% of its households reported an
annual income of less than $50,000. On the other hand, El Jebel reported the lowest proportion of
population with a completed college degree or higher, but about one third of its households reported an
annual income of $100,000 or higher. It’s also interesting to note that the tertiary TACAW market
seems to display the highest income disparity from among Fork Valley communities, with roughly the
same proportion of households reporting an annual income of less than $50,000 than those above
$100,000 (35.08% and 34.11% respectively), which leaves the relatively smallest “middle class” in
between (earning between $50,000 and $99,999 per year).
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Implications of Demographic Findings for TACAW
Based on the above demographic estimates for 2015, ACG identified the following areas that require
further consideration in the TACAW business planning process and programming / audience
development plans:


Less than 25% of the Roaring Fork Valley population is concentrated in what has been
designated as the primary market for TACAW. It may be unlikely that the primary market of
Basalt and El Jebel alone will be able to sustain the TACAW business model longer term.



The secondary market of Carbondale and Glenwood Springs accounts for almost 50% of the
Roaring Fork Valley population. However; more than 45% of households in this market report
an annual income of less than $50,000. It is likely that their sensitivity to ticket prices for
TACAW performances and events will be relatively high.



At the same time, about 30% of population in TACAW primary and secondary markets are of
Hispanic or Latino origin, and are less than 25 years old. Over the course of the TACAW lifetime
(20 or 30 years if not longer), this population segment is likely going to grow as they establish
their families and enter the productive workforce. Therefore, programming and support for the
Center should take this into account from its initial planning and outreach.



Demographic data for TACAW tertiary market (Aspen and Snowmass) indicate a population that
is older, more educated, and with a very low racial diversity. At the same time, more than 34%
of households report an annual income of more than $100,000. Even if Aspen and Snowmass
are considered tertiary markets to draw TACAW audiences, it may be advisable to review the
current recruitment plans for TACAW voluntary and/or campaign leadership to identify more
individuals from the tertiary market with a significant leadership potential to join the TACAW
Board and/or to support the project.



ACG understands that Basalt and El Jebel have been grouped into the primary TACAW market
due to their geographic proximity. However, from the demographic point of view, Basalt seems
to display population characteristics that tend to be more closely aligned with those of Aspen
and Snowmass, rather than El Jebel or Carbondale. This may result in various degrees of
responsiveness from different population segments from within the primary TACAW market, as
currently defined, when targeted with the same programming offer in the future.

Further analysis
The above demographic analysis aims to provide only a snapshot of selected population characteristics
for Roaring Fork Valley in 2015, along with their general implications for potential TACAW audiences
and programming as noted above. However, the new TACAW center is not constructed to serve its
community for the next two to five years only, but for the next two to three decades, if not longer. To
better understand long term population trends and future projections, it would be highly advisable to
compare the current demographic estimates for 2015 with the actual Census data for 2010 and 2000,
and potentially 1990 as well, which would provide a much more comprehensive picture of demographic
developments in Roaring Fork Valley in the last 15 – 25 years. As an example, the following charts
show the development of racial distribution in the primary TACAW market (Basalt and El Jebel) in 2000,
2010 (official census data) and 2015 (estimates):
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Race Distribution in
Basalt and El Jebel in 2000
23.07%

(U.S. Census Data)

(Estimates)

(U.S. Census Data)

29.94%

32.20%

Hispanic or Latino

Hispanic or Latino

Hispanic or Latino

White

White

White

Other (incl. Asian
and Black/AA)

74.56%

Race Distribution in
Basalt and El Jebel in 2015

Race Distribution in
Basalt and El Jebel in 2010

67.04%

Other (incl. Asian
and Black/AA)

65.30%

Other (incl. Asian
and Black/AA)

At the same time, ACG is not able to determine the impact of the above demographic data on the
TACAW’s proposed programming, customer base, facility size/layout, and overall prospect for the
project’s viability. This is due to the following factors:
1. The updated demographic analysis for 2015 considered only four population characteristics –
age, race, educational level, and household income. As such, it is rather limited in scope. In
order to better understand recent market trends and their potential impact on the TACAW plan,
it will be important to consider recent developments in other market indicators such as industry
and employment data, hospitality and tourism statistics, as well as spending patterns of local
population and visitors and the likelihood of their attendance and/or participation in TACAW
programs. All of these will be crucial to determine, for example, the audience profile and optimal
facility size/layout for TACAW, however they were beyond the scope of this report. Such
analysis would normally be part of a comprehensive market demand study, which would also
incorporate results of community and stakeholder engagement such as focus groups with local
educators and representatives of local businesses or tourism agencies, interviews with potential
users of the facility, and/or an online survey distributed to the general public, etc.
2. The level of detail in the current business plan is not sufficient enough for ACG to determine the
impact of the above demographic analysis on TACAW. For example, the updated demographic
analysis for 2015 determined that more than 30% of the population in the TACAW primary and
secondary markets is of Latino/Hispanic origin. However, the business plan for TACAW
specifies only a general “Music” series or a “Culinary Arts” program, without specifying whether
that’s going to be western classical music, Mariachi bands, "slow/raw foods" festival or sushi
cooking classes. Without this level of detail ACG is not in a position to evaluate the proposed
TACAW programming in respect to the updated demographic analysis.

VI. CONCLUSIONS


The ACG analysis is based on the consulting team’s decades of experience developing and
opening performing art centers in several markets. Industry best practices and experience
combine to provide a comprehensive assessment of the report’s findings. The ACG team
conducted the analysis by reviewing materials, the TACAW concept and the plans that have
been developed to bring TACAW to its present iteration.



As proposed, The Arts Campus at Willits will undoubtedly be a significant cultural asset for the
Town of Basalt and a cultural resource for the entire Mid-Valley region.



The TACAW project presents an opportunity for the Town of Basalt to create a community
cultural resource that will be used and enjoyed by area residents, tourists, and the artist
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community for years to come. The vision that propelled TACAW to this stage of development
demonstrates governmental and community support. The opportunity is clear, the concept is
reasonable, and many important aspects of the project appear to be in place at this early phase
in the project’s development.


Based on the stated changing demographics of the Roaring Fork Valley and the opportunity that
exists in Willits, the TACAW project appears timely and may address what many interviewed
believe is a need in the marketplace.



The key elements for TACAW's success are the ability for the venue to attract audiences and
the revenue necessary to sustain its vision.



The TACAW organization is positioned to spearhead the effort. TACAW, Inc. has a fully
engaged Board of Directors and a professional Managing Director with experience in
fundraising in the arts and entertainment field. The appointment of the Managing Director was a
critical step in TACAW’s development. Having a professional arts manager leading the TACAW
organization is the only way to advance the TACAW project and to ensure that the
organizational preparedness is in order. ACG believes that hiring professional arts managers
with facility and organizational development experience is vital for a project’s success. The fact
that TACAW has an experienced fundraiser at the helm enhances its chances of success.



To date, suitable planning has created the foundation on which to develop the project and a
vision for what TACAW can be. In addition, there appears to be support for TACAW by area
residents and others interviewed for this evaluation.



Research into market demand and the competitive environment may alter facility and
programming plans and may result in a reimagining of TACAW; however, conceptually, the
vision is fundamentally sound.



The Willits Town Center development established a Real Estate Transfer Assessment (RETA)
whereby 50% of the funds are set aside to build, maintain, and provide endowment for the arts
center or cultural center on a site in the Willits development.



The Willits Site, owned by the Town, is a good location for TACAW. It sits within a growing
mixed use development with amenities that support a performing arts center such as
restaurants, cafes, and ample parking.



The level and frequency of programming is ambitious for a new performing arts center. The
TACAW team has taken this into consideration through the development of a structure that will
support this level of programming. The diversity of programs is healthy and ensures a mix of
audiences who will use the facility. Facility rental activity will need verification through a
competitive analysis and facility inventory to understand the area’s need for performance and
event space.



The future facility needs of The Art Base could create competing projects for the community.
During on-site interviews, we discovered a potential barrier for broad support of the TACAW
project due to the needs of this Basalt-based visual arts and education organization with deep
roots in the community and schools. As of this writing, little collaboration between TACAW and
The Art Base has materialized. Collaboration is encouraged and would broaden support for a
single facility project.
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The initial programming plan for TACAW is assertive in both frequency and breadth. For
example, there are 35 music presentations and 13 culinary events in year one of operation, with
70 music events and 26 culinary events in year two. Earned revenue projections appear aligned
to these programming plans; however, it appears that the assumptions of community need and
attendance are based on national arts participation trends. Without specific testing of these
assumptions in this community, the number of programs projected for years one and two may
not be achievable.



Though there are many positive indicators, the market (audience) potential for TACAW and its
programs is unclear. A local market assessment, which includes research into the potential for
tourists to participate in TACAW, is critical. Given the ongoing changes in the demographic
makeup of the Town and region, a market demand study would uncover the local market
demand. The market assessment should explore the impact of the robust arts activities in the
area and the natural competition with outdoor activities for both locals and tourists, which could
be a barrier factor in need of vetting.



The TACAW, Inc. organization is taking shape and seems equipped to spearhead the project
with ample expertise within the single staff member and board of directors.



The potential donor pool needed to support the TACAW project has yet to be confirmed and
requires further review to determine the long-term fundraising potential. The ACG team did
review TACAW’s fundraising plan and has confidence in the fundraising strategy that has been
developed. However, until the TACAW project moves ahead with a lease for the site, testing
the market’s appetite for funding the capital project, as well as supporting the ongoing operation,
will be unclear.



The TACAW concept and building plan which are based on the previous studies and
subsequent recommendations, are aligned with those findings. The size of the venue and the
ranges in seating capacity need further review and are linked to market, competition, and
programming.



The Art Base needs a new space to house its programs, exhibits, and services. The question
remains: Can the area support two major cultural capital projects?



ACG believes that a major focus should be on the long term financial sustainability of the
TACAW concept so that it can become a lasting resource for the community.

VII.

.

RECOMMENDATIONS



ACG recommends to the Town of Basalt that there is enough positive information in place for
the town to proceed to contract for a lease of the land at the Willits site to TACAW.



ACG further recommends to the Town of Basalt that milestones be included in the provisions of
the lease that TACAW must achieve prior to the project progressing. These would include
undertaking a market demand and competitive analysis that will support their projections of 190
performance events in the year 2020. Secondly, it is recommended that TACAW provide the
Town of Basalt relevant milestones, tied to specific dates which will ensure that the organization
has raised 50% of the capital costs, prior to breaking ground.
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The TACAW project assumptions concerning audience participation require further study by
means of a local market needs assessment. The analysis should include key market segment
demographics and household characteristics within a 20, 40, and 60-minute drive from the
Willits site. Additionally, the demand study should focus on local tourist statistics and trends
(both domestic and international visitors). ACG strongly advises TACAW to validate population
and demographic data and trends included in the JVA Report and the updates ACG has
included in this report to confirm the size and composition of current and projected
audience/attendance markets for its programs.



TACAW should conduct a competitive analysis of existing venues and arts organization to fully
understand the facility needs that are currently being met, and those that are not being met.
The analysis should also review arts participation and donor support by identifying other arts
capital projects, fundraising campaigns, and philanthropic opportunities. Previous studies
describe a robust area arts scene, but none analyze the impact of current venues and
programming on the future development and programming of TACAW.



ACG recommends a slower operational and programmatic ramp-up period than is currently
outlined, beginning with the first year of operation and increasing programming activities as the
organization and the operation become more proficient in all aspects of production and
presenting.



ACG is satisfied with the level of detail TACAW has undertaken with their fundraising plans,
including their capital campaign, their operational plan and their Founders Initiative.



Once the lease for the land is finalized, ACG recommends that TACAW consider sharing its
fundraising plan with the Town, providing fundraising targets identified for the capital project as
well as donor targets for the ongoing operations of TACAW.



TACAW should be encouraged to proceed with the implementation of pilot artistic programming
and fundraising initiatives immediately.

The realization of the vision that is TACAW would be an investment into the future of Basalt and a
promise to the community of an outstanding cultural resource and destination.

VIII.
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IX. APPENDICES
Appendix #1: Materials and Documents Reviewed

-

Pre-Development Agreement – Town of Basalt and the Arts Center at Willits (TACAW)
Town of Basalt Declaration of Restrictive Covenant Concerning Blocks 1 – 11, Willits Town Center
Town Resolution #41 – September 27, 2016
JVA Consulting Report – “The Arts Center at Willits: Further Strengthening the Mid-Valley
Through a Culture of the Arts”
TACAW Arts Campus “A Case for Support” Document
TACAW Five-Year Operating Budget Projection
TACAW Capital Project Budget
TACAW Marketing/Sponsorship Document
MOU – Whole Arts Campus & Town of Basalt
TACAW Mock Programming Calendar
TACAW Potential Program Partners
TACAW Draft Market Analysis
TACAW Board of Directors Documents

Appendix #2: Interviews Conducted

-

Bernie Grauer, Town Council
Jennifer Riffle, Town Council
Michael Lipkin, TACAW Board
Ryan Honey, TACAW Managing Director
Marc Breslin, TACAW Board
Dick Carter, TACAW Board
Loren Jenkins, TACAW Board
Jeff Orsulak, TACAW Board
Julia Marshall, TACAW Board
Soren West, TACAW Board
Linda Carnes, Willits Resident
Genna Moe, The Art Base
Bill Kane, The Art Base Board
Tim Belinski, IND Ventures
Matt Jones, SkiCo
Wendy Lucas, Realtor
Wendy Hahn, TACAW Board
Jim Horowitz, Jazz Aspen Snowmass
Carol Hawk, Willits HOA President
Tony Thompson, Alpine Bank
Cory Simpson, Thunder River Theater
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ARTICLE VII - Design Controls and Development Guidelines
Sections:
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.4.1
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
7.10
7.11

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
BUILDING ORIENTATION
BUILDING ENTRANCES
PARKING AND ACCESS
DRIVE-THROUGH DESIGN
SCALE AND MASS
BLOCK 3 HOTEL DESIGN GUIDELINES
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
PEDESTRIAN AND PUBLIC SPACES
BUILDING DESIGN
DENSITY/USES

Section 7.1 Statement of Purpose. Willits Town Center has been planned as a
traditional downtown with a regular gridded street system, tree-lined streets, on-street parking
and buildings that front the streets. The following guidelines are intended to provide clear
direction and images for design and site planning within the Town Center, by furnishing
information and details for architects and planners to consider and adopt in order to enhance and
support the traditional character of the Town Center which is intended. Creativity and
innovation that still adhere to the basic Town Center philosophies shall be encouraged.
Asymmetry, vitality, diversity, and quirkiness are important architectural characteristics that are
often more appropriate than symmetry and formalism in developing the relaxed character of a
town that has developed organically over time. An evolving sense of community and an
enhanced quality of life, both in terms of physical improvements and visual experience, is the
ultimate goal of these controls and guidelines. The WTCRB, established pursuant to the
Declaration, shall be primarily responsible for the review and approval of all design elements
within the Town Center. The Town of Basalt shall have the authority to deny a building permit
for failure to comply with these design guidelines. These design controls and development
guidelines shall supplement the Municipal Code. To the extent provisions of this Article VII are
in conflict with the Municipal Code, the provisions of this Article VII shall control. Except for
provisions which specifically provide for amendment by administrative review, the provisions of
this Article VII may only be amended by one-step review.
Section 7.2 Building Orientation. Building patterns and orientation shall maintain or
recognize traditional patterns in accordance with the following policies:
(a)
Structural bay widths shall generally reflect and evidence the Lot by
maintaining balanced and organized facade widths consistent with Lot lines and existing
patterns (e.g., downtown Basalt, downtown Aspen).
(b)
All buildings, other than those in Block 1 and on the north side of Block 3,
shall be built to the front and side street setbacks to establish the sidewalk edge and street
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wall (a Abuild-to@ line). Portions of buildings will be allowed to be set back eight feet
from the build-to line, provided an additional eight feet of sidewalk or pedestrian
circulation area is constructed. This allowed eight-foot additional setback is meant to
encourage recesses for entrances, public spaces and architectural interest, provided that
such features do not compromise the overall street wall. The setback may also be utilized
for features and activities that are compatible with the streetscape environment, including
outdoor displays of goods, outdoor restaurant seating, information displays and building
circulation and entry elements where such activities are designed to encourage public
interaction in the useable space within the eight-foot setback. If the space is more
formally delineated from the remainder of the public sidewalk, it should be with
temporary or moveable features such as low wrought iron fences or planters. Openings
between buildings and minor adjustments to setbacks may be allowed for architectural
diversity and pedestrian improvements. Variances in excess of eight feet from the
Abuild-to@ requirement shall be subject to review and approval of the WTCRB and the
Town by administrative review.
(c)
All buildings in Block 1 shall be built largely parallel and perpendicular to
the street grid and their primary entrances shall be oriented to the internal street grid and
not toward Highway 82.
(d)
The backs of buildings that will ultimately face onto public rights-of-way,
other than Alleys, shall have facade treatments for the rear of the building consistent with
the other facades of the building and will have window treatments, materials, and
architectural features which provide interesting and pedestrian-oriented treatments to
such sides of buildings on public rights-of-way.
Section 7.3 Building Entrances; Awnings. Building entrances are considered key
elements of building orientation and are addressed by the specific policies outlined below:
(a)
Entrances shall be oriented toward major streets or pedestrian ways.
Primary entrances for retail or commercial uses shall not be located on Alleys. Where
primary Alley entrances are desirable or necessary, they may be considered through the
administrative review process, and shall not be approved unless adequate provisions are
made for public safety, pedestrian circulation, access to parking, and avoiding conflicts
with loading zone and service activities.
(b)
Non-residential entrances shall be incorporated into storefronts, displaying
activity and encouraging public interest. Retail, commercial and higher activity office
spaces on the ground floors of buildings along East Valley Road shall be encouraged.
(c)
Entry areas shall be encouraged to include recessed designs and consider
climatic impacts associated with winter weather, snow removal and solar opportunities.
(d)
Designs which include awnings, covered walkways and porches shall be
encouraged. Awnings and walkway coverings, whether attached or detached freestanding structures supported by posts, columns or otherwise, shall be permitted to cover
up to nine (9) feet of sidewalks and encroach on the sidewalk portion of public rights-ofN:\1.1 WILLITS TOWN CENTER\WILLITS COMMERCIAL\2PUDDOC.2005.FINAL.DOC
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way without the necessity of further review by the Town. Designs of awnings shall not
conflict with street trees and signage and shall be consistent with required sidewalk
widths.
(e)
Building entrances and awnings should minimize the impacts on
pedestrian areas and public rights-of-way of snow shedding and any drainage or ice build
up from melting snow.
Section 7.4 Parking and Access. Parking Lot design and access configurations have
the potential for major impacts. The traditional downtown plan of Willits Town Center along
with parking demands further emphasize the need for specific guidelines for parking and access.
(a)
On-street parking will include pedestrian improvements and markings,
handicapped access and streetscape improvements, such as street trees.
(b)
Parking shall be creatively provided for individual sites by moving major
parking areas to the rear or sides of buildings and along Alleys.
(c)
Landscaped buffers or architectural features shall be required at the
perimeter of parking areas and within parking Lots. Landscaped buffers shall be at least
18 inches in width and shall be irrigated if necessary.
(d)
Elements of the streetscape such as street trees and lighting shall be
incorporated into parking Lots.
(e)
Access drives shall incorporate plans for pedestrian crossings and give
pedestrians priority through improvements such as crosswalk markings, alterations in
crosswalk surfacing, texture, color and grade, and signage.
(f)
Access drives shall be moderately sized in keeping with small town scale.
(g)
Below grade parking is encouraged. Access to below grade parking
should address safety for vehicles and pedestrians and be designed to minimize impacts
on the streetscape and building facade.
(h)
Alley access areas may be approved by administrative review and shall be
designed primarily for utility and service functions and shall not incorporate design
elements or configurations that conflict with access by service vehicles, delivery, loading,
fire protection, and snow removal. Special attention to protecting utility installations and
public safety shall be required. Unique design issues or proposals may be addressed
through the administrative review process, including Alley use by pedestrians,
hammerhead turn around details, reductions in Alley width, variation in Alley surfacing,
and below-grade parking access through Alleys.
Section 7.4.1 Drive-Through Design. Drive-through elements and canopies shall be
coordinated with the overall style of architecture of the building. Lighting and signage shall be
compatible with storefront and streetscape design and shall provide for pedestrian safety.
Pedestrian connections to sidewalks shall be designed in a manner that addresses safety and does
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not discourage pedestrian use such as crosswalk markings, alterations in crosswalk surfacing,
texture, color and grade, and signage. Landscaping shall be implemented to soften the drivethrough access yet maintain safety and sight clearance. Except for the gasoline pump canopy
and car wash structure on Lot 1, Block 1, all drive-through uses shall incorporate two story
elements. Flat roof drive-through canopies are prohibited. The site plan and elevations for the
service station on Lot 1, Block 1 are attached as Exhibit SS. Any other plan or design for a
service station on Lot 1, Block 1 shall require approval by one-step review.
Section 7.5 Scale and Mass. This PUD Control Document includes specific
restrictions on building size and height. The following guidelines add to those regulations and
provide additional details regarding the impacts of building mass.
(a)
Buildings shall reflect a consistency with the general pattern of structures
in a commercial area in terms of building height, setbacks, lot coverage, facade widths
and architectural elements.
(b)
The illustrations and photographs of existing Buildings attached as
Exhibit PHOTOS, represent structures that largely comply with these guidelines,
including scale and mass. In general, the examples have a comfortable human scale,
store-fronted ground floor and an appropriate attention to detail.
(c)
It is not the intent of these guidelines that the buildings at Willits Town
Center take on a historic or period architectural language. These guidelines are meant to
encourage timeless, good design that is sensitive to a pedestrian-oriented Town Center
while maintaining an appropriate scale and mass of the structures.
Section 7.6 Block 3 Hotel Design Guidelines. If a hotel is constructed on Block 3,
special attention shall be given to the exterior design of hotel rooms at street level along East
Valley Road to differentiate these rooms from rooms on the upper floors and to address their
ground floor location within the Town Center. Special consideration shall be given to the design
of the hotel, especially the ground floor of the north facade facing East Valley Road. The hotel
will include at least 5,000 square feet of restaurant and conference space, and will include
storefront treatments for at least 32.5 feet of building on Harris Street and at least 62.5 feet of
building on Robinson Street will have storefront treatments.
A ABlock 3 Build-to Line@ is shown on the Plat for Filing No. 3. This line is a maximum
setback line along which 70% of the building facade facing the Block 3 Build-to Line of any
hotel buildings on Block 3 must be built. If phased or partial development of hotel space occurs
within Block 3 and its Lots, initial phases shall be designed to accommodate future construction
along this Build-to Line and each phase shall satisfy this requirement as a percentage of its
length along the Build-to Line or plans shall be submitted which indicate how the final build-out
will satisfy the setback. No hotel parking Lot or drive area on Block 3 will have an
entrance/exit on East Valley Road within any of Lots 1-6 of Block 3. Any hotel parking area
will be set back at least 30' from East Valley Road and shall be largely screened from East
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Valley Road with landscape material and/or architectural screening aesthetically integrated with
the architecture of the primary structure. A hotel may also be constructed on Block 4. The
Developer may construct a pedestrian walkway (bridge) across Harris Street from Block 3 to
Block 4, provided the bridge is no more than one story in height, is no more than 20' wide, has a
clearance of at least thirteen feet and six inches, is architecturally consistent with the hotel, and
is subject to written approval by the Town Public Works Department and an appropriate license
agreement approved by the Town Attorney, providing complete indemnification and insurance
coverage for the Town. Four story design elements related to the hotel are set forth in Section
3.9(c) above.
Section 7.7 Lighting. Lighting within the Willits Town Center will be strictly
regulated by the WTCRB to avoid negative impacts such as glare and unattractive signage. A
variety of balanced lighting, allowing the interior lighting of store fronts in the retail areas to
enhance and activate the streetscape, shall be encouraged. At a minimum, all lighting within the
PUD shall comply with the Municipal Code.
(a)
Lighting proposals shall be an integral part of the design of any building
or sign and shall be consistent with the overall lighting theme for Willits Town Center.
(b)
Street lights shall be down directed and consist of medium cut-off fixtures
mounted at a height of twenty-five (25) feet, except adjacent to residential areas - Zone 1
- where the fixture height will be limited to sixteen (16) feet. Approximately nine (9)
foot candles shall be maintained on the sidewalks with a uniformity of 3:1 (average to
minimum). The lumiare shall be 150W to 250W high pressure sodium vapor (HPSV)
ballast and lamp or its equivalent. Street lights should not interfere with the lighting
within the store fronts. Street lights shall be required at all corners, as shown on the
Landscape Drawings. Mid-Block lighting shall be provided on the buildings and shall be
incorporated in the building design. The requirements of this subparagraph may be
amended by administrative review.
(c)
The following lighting concepts shall not be allowed: broad flood lights
illuminating an entire building, moving or blinking lights, or lighting with cold metallic
or industrial tones.
(d)
Window details that allow for a transparency of ground level store fronts
and allow interior lighting to enhance the street scape shall be encouraged.
(e)
In Zone 1, exterior lighting shall be limited to street lights, security
lighting and lighting required for pedestrian safety after 10 p.m.
Section 7.8 Signage. The signage regulations set forth in this Section have been
developed to encourage a variety of creatively designed signage that enhance the visual character
and communicates a high quality traditional downtown environment. Signage should be
coordinated in the retail areas with overall storefront design allowing for a specific signature for
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the merchandise presented and the specific user. A master building sign plan shall be submitted
with each building permit application. Compliance with the master building sign plan shall be
required for all signs on the building, except by approval of the WTCRB and the town by
administrative review.
(a)
All signage shall be submitted to the WTCRB for approval and require a
sign permit as required by the Basalt Municipal Code, giving effect to the standards of
this PUD Control Document. Consistent with the traditional downtown character of the
Willits Town Center, signs should be simple in character and limited in size and type.
Signs should not obscure significant architectural features of a building. Signs should be
coordinated with the overall character of a building or Block. Painted wood and metal
materials are encouraged while plastic and reflective materials are discouraged. Graphic
treatments to exterior walls, including murals, may be approved by the WTCRB.
(b)
Monument signs to the project will be established and maintained by the
Association at two (2) locations, one within Open Space Tract 1, near the intersection of
Willits Lane and State Highway 82 within the utility and sign easement shown on the
Plat, and the other near the intersection of Willits Lane and East Valley Road within the
utility and sign easement established in Open Space Tract 3. Said monument signs shall
be two-sided signs and shall be limited to seven (7) feet in height and seventy-five (75)
square feet per side. Any such sign shall be consistent with the standards of and
refinement implied by this Article VII.
(c)
One free standing sign may be established and maintained on the
Entertainment Sign Easement within Tract 1, which shall be 50' by 50' and at least 240'
from the northeast corner of the Government/Transit Tract. The sign permitted in that
location (the AEntertainment Sign@) is intended for use in connection with a cinema,
theater, movie house, or similar business or establishment only. Any such sign shall be
consistent with the standards of and refinement implied by this Article VII. The
Entertainment Sign shall not exceed eighteen (18) feet six (6) inches in height. The area
of the Entertainment Sign shall not exceed sixty-four (64) square feet on each side. A
perpetual, transferable easement in gross, to erect, maintain and replace the
Entertainment Sign has been reserved by the Developer. No sign shall be placed or
maintained upon the Entertainment Sign Easement without the prior written approval of
the Developer or its successor in interest to the easement in gross and without the prior
approval of WTCRB and the Town by administrative review to confirm compliance with
these design guidelines. Any application to the WTCRB regarding the use of the
Entertainment Sign Easement shall be accompanied by a license, lease or other evidence
of authority from the Developer or Developer=s successor in interest.
(d)
Structural Characteristics. The following limitations shall apply to all
projecting and wall signs:
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(i)
Projecting signs. Projecting signs shall not be higher than the eve
line or parapet wall of the top of the principal building, shall be a minimum of
eight (8) feet above grade when located adjacent to, or projecting over, a
pedestrian way and shall not extend more than four (4) feet from the building wall
to which they are attached, except where such signage is an integral part of an
approved canopy or awning. Projecting signs should be mounted to coordinate
with entrances and to generally align with other projecting signs and canopy
elements to help create scale for the sidewalk by developing a canopy line.
(ii)
Wall signs. Wall signs shall not be higher than the eve line or
parapet wall of the top of the principal building, and no sign part, including cutout letters, shall project more than six (6) inches from the building wall. Wall
signs shall be mounted to not conflict with architectural elements including fitting
such signs within frames created by facade design.
(iii) Sign bands. A sign band will be permitted when used in
conjunction with a storefront facade. The horizontal sign band will be limited in
height to 21 inches and the width must align with the fenestration of the
storefront. The sign sizes shall comply with the PUD sign regulations for a wall
sign and the sign band design shall be integrated into the overall design of the
storefront facade through the use of complementary colors, materials, and
lighting. Creative sign features shall be encouraged, while repetitive signs shall
be discouraged. Vacant or unused sign space shall be designed with fixtures that
are architecturally compatible with the facade. See Exhibit PHOTOS No. 1 and
No. 2 for typical sign band installations.
(e)
Sign Restrictions. The following exterior signs are prohibited in Willits
Town Center:
(i)

Flashing signs.

(ii)

Moving signs.

(iii)

Roof signs.

(iv)

Search lights or beacons.

(v)

Signs causing direct glare.

(vi)

Neon and other gas-filled signs.

(vii) Free standing signs other than the AEntertainment Sign@ and
monument signs referenced above.
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(viii) Internally illuminated signs, except on approval by the WTCRB
and Town by administrative review and limited to cases where the internal
illumination is a subordinate element of an overall sign design that is traditional
in character.
(f)

Commercial Signage: Business or occupancy identification signs.

(i)
Type. The business and occupancy identification signs shall be
projecting signs, wall signs, including cut-out letter signs, or lettering on awnings.
(ii)
Number. There shall be not more than one projecting sign per use
and one wall sign, including a cut-out letter sign, per use. In addition, there shall
be no limit on the number of business and occupancy identification signs which
may be placed in the windows of the business. There shall also be no limit on the
number of awnings which may be lettered.
(iii)

Area.

(1)
Projecting sign. The area of a projecting sign shall not
exceed six (6) square feet.
(2)
Wall sign. The permitted area of a wall sign shall be ten
(10) square feet per Lot, or one (1) square foot per one thousand (1,000)
square feet of aggregate Lot area, whichever is greater, but shall not
exceed thirty-two (32) square feet provided that the sign area of cut-out
wall signs shall be measured by the aggregate area of the individual letters
and logos.
(3)
Awning sign. The area of an awning sign shall not be
limited, but the lettering on the awning shall not exceed ten (10) inches in
height.
(4)
Aggregate sign area. The aggregate sign area permitted
along the Lot frontage on any one street shall not exceed one (1) square
foot of aggregate sign area for each three (3) feet of Lot line frontage
occupied by the building within which the principal use is conducted. The
aggregate sign area permitted along the Lot frontage on any Alley shall be
computed as if the Alley were a street. If there is more than one use or
tenant within the principal building, then the aggregate sign area permitted
for each use or tenant within the building shall be that portion of the
aggregate sign area as agreed upon by the owner(s) and occupant(s) of the
building. The WTCRB shall be notified of such agreement and the
respective proportionate shares of signage.
(5)
Location. The business and occupancy identification signs
shall be located on the business being identified, unless the business does
not have frontage at street grade. For such businesses, one (1) sign may
be located on the business being identified and the other sign may be
included in a business directory sign.
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(g)

Commercial or residential signage: Business or residential directory

signs.
(i)

Type. The business or residential directory signs shall be wall

signs.
(ii)
Number. There shall be not more than one (1) business directory
sign per building entrance.
(iii) Area. The maximum permitted area of the business directory sign
shall be as follows:
For one (1) to five (5) businesses: One (1) square foot of sign area per
business. For six (6) to ten (10) businesses: Five (5) square feet of sign
area, plus one-half (2) square foot for each business over five (5)
businesses. For more than ten (10) businesses: Seven and one-half (7-2)
square feet of sign area, plus one-quarter (3) square foot for each business
over ten (10) businesses, to a maximum sign area of ten (10) square feet.
(h)
Temporary signs (including banners) shall be permitted only with the
approval of the WTCRB, which shall have full and unfettered discretion, on an ad hoc
basis, with respect to the location, nature and duration of any such signs. The Town shall
have the right to require the removal of any temporary sign it deems inconsistent with the
character and intent of this Article VII.
(i)
Provisions of this Section shall have no application to interior signs
whether or not visible from the street.
(j)
A variance from the strict requirements of these sign regulations may be
granted on traditional hardship grounds or practical difficulty. Any such variance shall
require the prior written approval of the WTCRB and the approval of the Town by
administrative review. Any variance may be Atime-limited@ or otherwise restricted or
conditioned. Where practical difficulty is asserted as the grounds for the variance, it must
further be shown either that:
(i)
The deviation is trivial and will not adversely affect neighboring
properties; or
(ii)
That compliance with the strict letter of the regulations would
render compliance unnecessarily burdensome, a variance would do substantial
justice to the applicant without significant adverse affect on neighboring
properties and the relief can be granted or fashioned in such a manner that the
spirit of the sign regulations can be observed.
Section 7.9 Pedestrian and Public Spaces. The significance of the Town Center as
an area for public interaction and socialization shall be apparent in the development of Willits
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Town Center. The promotion of a pedestrian friendly environment shall be an important part of
the Town Center.
(a)
Pedestrian connections throughout commercial areas shall be short, safe,
attractive, convenient and well-defined.
(b)
The following elements shall be encouraged to enhance the pedestrian
experience: Street trees, benches, trash receptacles, phone booths, lights, awnings, public
signs and banners that complement the streetscape.
(c)
The creation of plazas and inner Block courtyards shall be encouraged to
enhance their use as places for gatherings and social interaction along with community
celebrations and festivals.
(d)
Right-of-ways and parks shall be enhanced by the planting of high
branching street trees along with other landscaping improvements such as flower
plantings and planter boxes.
Section 7.10 Building Design. The following list is an outline of items that, when
appropriately considered and applied to new building designs or remodels, will result in
structures that integrate well with Basalt=s architectural character and streetscape and provide
lasting benefits.
(a)
Buildings shall have a general consistency in architectural scale, while
recognizing the need for variations and allowing for architectural creativity.
(b)
Adjacent Buildings as well as adjacent Blocks should evidence changes in
Architectural character. The WTC is intended to be a collection of compatible buildings
that avoid redundancy.
(c)
Design elements such as facade details, awnings, lighting, bay windows,
roof shapes and columns can be utilized to connect buildings and enhance the pedestrian
scale of the Town Center.
(d)
Colors shall be complementary to existing buildings in the commercial
area and shall be subdued for large portions of a structure, with brighter, contrasting
colors reserved for trim and accents.
(e)
Masonry and wood construction are the primary materials found
throughout Basalt=s existing commercial district as well as the downtowns throughout
the Roaring Fork Valley. These materials will be encouraged for use on the street
facades in Willits Town Center. Masonry refers to brick, stone, decorative Block, stucco,
and concrete. However, the detailing of these materials should be consistent with the
proposed character of the Town Center as suggested in these guidelines and stucco and
concrete should not appear monolithic and should be used in a manner consistent with the
attached Exhibit PHOTOS. Creativity will be encouraged and the use of new and
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innovative materials to enhance the character and diversity of the pedestrian experience
will be encouraged.
(f)
Photographs of existing buildings which would be very welcome in
Willits Town Center and which suggest the level of detail, relationship to the street, scale
and other features that are appropriate for the Willits Town Center are attached hereto at
Exhibit PHOTOS.
(g)
Building facades facing Alleys shall have detailing similar to the primary
facades for the first eight (8) feet adjacent to the street facade. The remainder of the
building walls facing an Alley shall have no design restrictions.
(h)
Buildings not serviced by Alleys must have their service areas, utility
meters, garbage area, and any other mechanical or similar areas screened from public
areas and integrated into the building design.
(i)

Pitched roofs will not shed snow onto public walks and roadways.

(j)
All buildings with a single user occupying 20,000 or more square feet
wherever located and any building with greater than 25,000 square feet having frontage
along East Valley Road, Robinson Street, or Triangle Park shall provide a storefront
design along not less than 50% of the street frontage on East Valley Road, Robinson
Street, or the street frontage adjacent to the Triangle Park.
(k)
All buildings shall comply with existing and future Town of Basalt energy
codes, guidelines or regulations. Structures proposing to make efficient use of energy
shall be encouraged. Any features or structures such as solar collection systems shall be
required to comply with these design guidelines. To the extent there is any conflict
between such energy codes, guidelines or regulations and the design guidelines of this
Article VII, these design guidelines shall control.
Section 7.11 Density/Uses. The grid system and main streets of Basalt, Aspen and
Carbondale have clearly organized their downtowns and have preserved a sense of place and
character while allowing for flexibility, variety and change without a loss of identity. This
layout has proven to be a great long term planning tool, and has had the resilience to allow the
timing of development to be addressed by need rather than phasing and allow density to be
determined by the zoning and regulatory controls such as Floor Area limitations, building height
restrictions, use restrictions, parking requirements, set backs and the like. The Development
Plan for Willits Town Center is intended to accommodate flexibility of density and use within
the PUD by employing zoning, regulatory controls, and the layout of the streets, Lots and
Blocks, tempered by appropriate design controls and development guidelines for structures and
improvements that are developed and maintained upon the Property. The provisions of this
Article shall be interpreted and applied with that objective in mind.

ARTICLE VIII - Affordable Housing
Sections:
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p. Zoning Map
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